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5.5.1 DURABILITY AND FINISH
Guideline content:
The current Handbook explains that the materials used to constract playground equipment
should have "a demonstrated record of durability in the playground or a similar outdoor
setting." For new materials, the manufacmrer may need to test durability through
appropriate procedures. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 5.1)
Deterioration or conosion of equipment materials is a major concem. Materials should be
finished (plated, galvanized, painted, preserved, or otherwise treated) to prevent rast or rpt
as necessary. However, it is noted that "the manufacturer should ensure that users of the
playground eqtupment cannot ingest inhale, or absorb through body surfaces any hazardous
substances used in the treatment process." (Volume 1; Volume 2, 5.2)
Probable rationale:
The above recommendations "are intended to minimize the possibility of hazards resulting
from abnormal wear, weathering, fatigue, or other unexpected forms of degradation." The
NBS recognized that the Ufe of a piece of playground equipment is finite, and that durabUity
depends on variables such as the materials of manufacture and constraction, the frequency
and intensity of use, exposure to the elements, and the effectiveness of maintenance.
(NBS 1978a)
Although "a more conclusive requfrement and test method addressing these factors could
be developed," the NBS dedded that this may not be justffied. As explained by the NRPA,
There is Uttle evidence that durabUity represents a problem at the present
time on pubUc playground equipment nor is there evidence of basic material
deterioration that has caused faUure of the equipment and a resulting injury.
Competition in the pubUc playground market has resulted in a high level of
durabiUty in cunent equipment. Buyer/installers have generally insisted on
heavy-duty equipment that does not have to be replaced within what they
consider to be a reasonable period of time.
In adcUtion to this rationale, the wide range of materials used for playground equipment
would make it difficult to reach consensus on a test method or to detennine an acceptable
criterion for aUowable conosion. (NBS, 1978a; NRPA, 1976a)
The NRPA-proposed safety standard and technical rationale contained more detailed
information with regard to finishes than is included in the cunent CPSC Handbook. It
explained that "painted surfaces must conform to Federal regulations assuring lead-free
paint." SimUarly, appUcation of wood preservatives should be in accordance with current
standards of the American Wood Preservers Assodation. It is noted that there are wood
preservatives on the market (e.g., CCA, Type C) which are acceptable for use on accessible
parts of equipment. Inaccessible parts of equipment would not need to comply with the
"non-harmful" spedfication; a different type of preservative could be applied where wood
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is either below groimd level or enclosed so that it is not accessible to chUcfren playing on
the equipment. (NRPA 1976ai 1976b)
Issues:
High quaUty materials and constraction are essential to ensure the durabiUty of playground
equipment (Bowers, 1988a, 1988b). Esbensen (1987) noted that the higher the quaUty of
the equipment the more durable it is likely to be. A specffication tn the Seattle draft
standards (1986) also supports the importance of durability and is simUar to the CPSC
guidelines: "selert materials for general strength and durabiUty, resistance to deterioration,
and abiUty to withstand heavy use by both chUcfren and adults; and, based on a
demonstrated record in heavy-use outdoor play envfronments." Beckwith (1985) concluded
that it is generally safe to assume that the playground equipment manufacmred by any of
the weU-estabUshed national companies is of acceptable durabiUty.
The most widely discussed concern is that of potential cortosion or deterioration. Different
materials have different advantages and cUsadvantages with regard to durabiUty, as discussed
below. The standards reviewed (AustraUan standards, AS 1924, Part 1, 1981; British
standards, BS 5696: Part 2,1986; German standards, DIN 7926, Part 2, 1985; Canadian draft
standards, CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988; Seattie draft standards, 1986) contain detailed
specifications for various materials suitable for the manufactiire of playground equipment
and also provide lists of appUcable national standarcis. Some of the materials addressed tn
these standards mclude the foUowing: steel, aluminum, cast fron, copper and copper aUoys,
various woods, various plastics, chains, cables, ropes, concrete, and masonry.
Moore et al. (1987) and Stoops (1985) reported that metal eqiiipment has traditionally
proven very durable because of its great strength. However, steel is subject to rast, both on
the exterior and interior (Frost, 1980; Moore et al., 1987). The problem of exterior rast is
exacerbated in coastal areas due to the humidity and salt; such conosion can cause cut and
puncture injuries as weU as reduce stractural mtegrity (J. Frost, personal communication,
Febraary 1989). To prevent exterior rast on metal equipment it is typicaUy galvanized
(Beckwith, 1985; Moore et al., 1987); the Canadian draft standards recommend that all
metal be galvanized or otherwise freated to resist conosion, which is similar to the CPSC
guidelines. Moore et al. point out that most steel equipment is fabricated from stracmral
mbing, and because the mside is not galvanized, mterior rast can become a probleni
jeopardizing its strength. They explain that "proper footings wiU reduce water accumulation
in pipes in many instaUations and this removes most of the problem." Therefore, it is very
important to carefuUy foUow the manufacmrer's installation specifications for footings (see
Section 5.4.1). Another strategy employed by some manufacmrers is to use water pipe;
however, as Moore et al. recognize, "this material is not fabricated for stractural use and
must be used in the heaviest gauges tn order to approximate the strength of stractural
tubmg,"
The Plav For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987) Jso reports that aluminum is now being
used as a material for playground equipment. It is sUghtly more expensive and does not
have the strength of steel, but "its superior resistance to rust makes it an attractive choice."
In coastal areas or other locations with very wet climates, aluminum frames should be
considered,
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Both Beckwith (1985) and Moore et al. (1987) cUscuss a relatively new technology caUed
"powder coating" as an option to galvanization of metal equipment. This is an electrostatic
process involving the dry appUcation of an epoxy, nylon, or polyester plastic as a powder,
which is then oven cured and bonded to the surface of steel or aluminum. The many color
options of this finish are a major advantage. Beckwith concluded that powder coating is at
least as durable as galvanizing. Moore et al. explain that powder coating over galvanizing
is being used to provide exfra protection for steel in harsh envfronments. In cunent
catalogs, many manufacturers specify that they use powder coating techniques as a means
for adding exterior color, while also increasing the durabiUty of their equipment. Beckwith
forther explained that "there is also some evidence that this plastic coating is less conductive,
making it cooler in suinmer and less 'sticky* in winter," in comparison to galvanized metal
which has the disadvantages of heating up in the sun and freezing in the cold (Aronson,
1988; Geiger, 1988). The importance of shading metal sUde chutes in particular has been
widely noted (see Section 5.7.1.3.7).
Wood is also widely used to construrt playground equipment. However, as stated by
Beckwith (1985), "wood-based systems cannot come close to matching the long term
durabiUty of metal." Because of problems with wood rot and frisert attack where wood is in
contact with soU, the primary cUstinction between the potential deterioration of wood and
metal equipment concems the upright support posts (Beckwith, 1988; J. Frost, personal
communication, Febraary 1989; Moore et al., 1987; Stoops, 1985). Stoops reported that the
Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation has had poor experiences with wood equipment
due to the rainy climate of the Padfic Northwest. The most serious problem has been
severe rot damage where wooden posts contact the ground; Stoops noted that the use of
sand and sawdust for protective surfacing has aggravated the problem because they retain
moismre. One technique to avoid such wood rot is the use of concrete footings to prevent
contact between the wooden posts and the ground. The Seattie draft standards recommend
anchoring wooden equipment with spedal footings as a positive altemative to burying wood
posts in the groimd. They state that aU wooden components should be a minimum of 6
inches above grade. Because excessive moismre in the soU is a leading cause of wood rot
areas which are prone to flooding should not have wooden playground equipment. Stoops
also discussed rot damage on wooden members "where end grain fiber has been exposed or
where ultraviolet Ught caused checking and cracking," causing water penetration. TTie wood
deterioration experienced tn the Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation has sometimes
been so severe that equipment had to be dismantled or removed from the play area after
only a decade of use. In comparison, Moore et al. (1987) note that metal can be treated
adequately to last 25 years, if one wants the same equipment that long.
Various fungi can cause wood rot both above and below ground, and wood can also be
destroyed by wood-boring insects such as termites. Either one of these forms of
deterioration can weaken wooden playground equipment and may cause it to coUapse. Wood
preservatives are, therefore, used to protect against such attacks.
Stoops (1985) also noted that the use of chemical preservatives to presstire treat wood is a
common strategy to protect manufacmred equipment. Simpson (1988) and the Seattie draft
standards both specfficaUy recommend that aU wooden components be pressure treated.
SimUarly, the Plav For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987) suggests that aU wood used to
constmrt playground equipment should be preserved to resist deterioration. Foreign
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standards reviewed contain various spedfications with regard to the protection of wood
equipment. The British standards stipulate that "the surfaces of aU parts not naturally
resistant to corrosion or deterioration shaU be proterted by surface coating or impregnation."
In addition, the British standards recognize that providing a higher degree of surface
protection from the beginning, even though this may raise initial costs, may later achieve
benefits ui reduced maintenance, espedaUy in harsher climates. The German standards
state that "wooden parts shaU be designed so that rain can nm or drip off unhindered and
there wiU be no accumulation of water, ff this caimot be assured, preventive chemical wood
preservatives wiU also be requfred." The CanacUan draft standards specify that aU wood
which is in contart with the ground or within 16 uiches of such contart should be pressure
freated.
RegarcUess of the type of material, it is exfremely important that the processes and
substances used to prevent rast rot or insert invasion are not toxic or hazardous in any way
to the users (Aronson, 1988; Bowers, 1988a; Esbensen, 1987; Frost, 1986a, U. of Texas,
1989, unpubUshed manuscript, personal communication, Febraary 1989; Simpson, 1988;
Stoops, 1985; Wemer, 1982; AusfraUan standards; British standards; Canadian draft
standarcis; Seattie draft standards). In the case of metal equipment there is the concem
regarding the lead content of paints and coatings used to galvanize or otherwise protect it;
there are federal regulations which mandate the use of lead-free paint, as noted by the
NRPA (1976a). In the case of wood equipment, there is concem regarciing the toxicity of
chemicals used to pressure treat it; Frost recognized that the use of toxic materials on
playground equipment needs to be regulated but that no federal agency currently protects
chUdren from the use of toxic wood preservatives. Preston (1988) noted that the current
CPSC guidelines only recommend that hazardous substances not be used; he suggested that
the guidelines include information on what substances are acceptable. The AustraUan
standards give detaUed specffications for various materials regarding different types of
paints, wood preservatives, and other finishing systems, includmg references to other
AustraUan standards for compUance. SimUarly, the British standards also list other British
standards with which aU wood preservatives for playground equipment must comply.
Many sources provided information as to what they deemed unacceptable or acceptable
wood preservatives. FoUowing a recent CPSC smdy of pressure treated playground
equipment wood E^ee (1990d) reported that creosote, pentachlorophenol, tributyl tin oxide
are "considered too toxic or frritating for use on playground equipment." Others have also
identffied creosote and pentachlorophenol as chemicals which should not be used tn wood
preservatives for playground equipment (Esbensen, 1987; Frost, 1986a; Simpson, 1988;
Stoops, 1985; AustraUan standards; Canadian draft standards). The AustraUan standards
do not allow the use of tunber freshly treated with chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides.
The most commonly used wood preservatives for playground equipment in the U.S. are
arsenicals such as chromated copper arsenate (CCA) and ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate
(ACZA) (Karels, 1989, cited m Lee,. 1990d). Bundy (1988, dted m Lee 1990d) reported that
borates, quinoUriolates, and naphthenates are less toxic alternatives; further, woods such as
cedar that are naturally resistant can be used. "However, these altematives may not
necessarUy have the same long term effertiveness in preventing rot and insect damage."
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Others have also identffied CCA as an acceptable preservative for playground equipment
but there are various limits or quaUfying statements with these recommendations. The
NRPA (1976a) is the least restrictive, notfrig that CCA Type C can be used on accessible
parts of wood playground equipment. The Seattie cfraft standards Usts CCA as a widely
used, acceptable preservative, recognizuig that "some groups advocate sealing to eliininate
aU risk of frigestion or absorption," The Play For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987)
describe copper arsenate as "the treatment of choice for in-ground wood provided that the
treated surface is low in residual arsenic salts (4% solution is typical)."
The AustraUan standards adcfress the use of CCA preservatives in detaU. ff timber treated
with CCA is used, it is essential to have a 3-week interval between treatment and
constrartion, but because freshly treated timber may cause corrosion of metal hardware if
not completely dried, it is preferable to aUow a 6-week interval unless the hardware is
spedally proterted. In addition, because there are toxic chemicals in CCA treatments, it is
important to remove aU scraps or offcuts of treated wood from the playground site, and this
wood should not be bumed in confined spaces. Esbensen (1987) also noted that pressuretreated wood should not be cUsposed of by buming because of toxic fomes. .
There appears to be some controversy over the use of arsenic preservatives to treat
playground equipment wood. For example, while the sources above find the use of arsenic
preservatives acceptable, others appear to have cautioned against it: Simpson (1988) wamed
that some commerdal preservatives contain arsenic, and seemed to be recommending that
these be avoided; and, Esbensen (1987) stated that ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA)
should not be used.
Because there may be some uncertainty regarding the extent of the hazards presented by
pressure-freated wood, Esbensen (1987) recoinmended that these materials not be used to
buUd an entfre playground stracmre. Designs can minimize a chUd's contact with wood
preservatives. "For example, you can use other wood types, containing no potentiaUy toxic
preservatives, on ladders, stafrs, or ramps, where young chUcfren are most likely to grasp;
then use pressure-treated wood only for the stractural parts most subject to wood rot."
Although the popularity of wood playground equipment has grown, and much of it is treated
with arsenic, which is known to be toxic, data and assessment procedures are lacking with
regard to the acmal exposure of chUcfren to the arsenic and the level of cancer risk
assodated with wood playground equipment (EPA, 1981, 1984, dted in E^e, 1990a). As
noted above, the CPSC recently conducted research in order to estimate the skin cancer risk
from dislodgeable arsenic on pressure treated playground wood. The concern regarding
arsenic residue on wood playground equipment is its possible ingestion resulting from handto-mouth exposure (I-ee, 1990a). For a detaUed account of these smdies the reader is
refened to the CPSC reports (Jam, 1990; Lee, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d).
The above referenced CPSC research sampled new playground equipment wood from major
U.S. manufacturers and analyzed it for dislodgeable arsenic (E^e, 1990d). Further, estimates
of exposure levels resulting from hand-to-mouth contart and.possible ingestion, as weU as
estimates of the skin cancer risk, were assessed. The dislodgeable arsenic levels on five of
the seven playground equipment wood samples were below the detertion limit of 6.3 ug/100
cm^; the highest estimated skin cancer risk presented by these samples was less than 1 case
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per mUUon children {Lee, 1990a, 1990d). The average levels for the few samples which had
detectable dislodgeable arsenic were less than 35 ug/100 cm^; the average estimated skin
cancer risk presented by these samples was about 3 to 4 cases . per mUUon chUdren
(Lee, 1990a, 1990d).
In adcUtion, the CPSC research smdied "whether reduction of dislodgeable arsenic levels,
and thus estimated risks, could be accompUshed by the appUcation of coatings" (Lee, 1990d).
The results mcUcated that neither a water repeUant/sealer nor an oU-based wood stain
signfficantiy reduced cUslodgeable arsenic levels; 'levels after coating were not statisticaUy
different from those before the coatings were appUed."
Lee (1990d) recognized that the cUslodgeable arsenic levels found m the CPSC smdy were
considerably lower than those reported from earlier research by the CaUfomia Department
of Health Sdences (1983, 1984, cited tn Lee, 1990d); One of the possible explanations for
this difference is quite encouraging, as stated by 1-ee:
...the wood preservers and playground equipment manufacmrers may now be
more aware of the occupational hazard posed by arsenic residue on the wood
and have altered preserving procedures to minimize residue formation.
Although most manufacturers do not spedficaUy order wood according to the
[AWPA] C17 standard, some manufacturers have indicated that they
specfficaUy order pressure freated wood that is visibly free of residues.
E^ee (1990a) concluded that the CPSC results suggest the technologies and practices required
to minimize levels pf cUslodgeable arsenic on playground equipment wood may already be
avaUable. Further, wood preservers and playground equipment manufacmrers should be
encouraged to continue identifying and using such procedures.
Wemer (1980) concluded that the CPSC's general guidelines on durabiUty and finish were
"quite adequate," but that more specffic information on materials was lacking, which is
sinular to remarks made by Preston (1988) noted above. He suggested that manufacmrers
should have to consider the quaUties, and advantages and disadvantages of different
treatment processes for metal (galvanization, no galvanization) and wood (salts, creosote,
pentachlorophenol). Although none of the current catalogs include a detaUed comparison
of possible treatments, most manufacmrers spedfy what process is used to protect thefr
materials from conosion. In addition, a few manufacmrers state the acmal chemical
preservatives used, whUe others only mdicate that they are in compliance with certain
standards. Simpson (1988) recognized that it is the specifier's job to ensure that no
dangerous substances are used ip playground settings. The Seattle draft standards note that
"suppUers and spedfiers may be requfred to verify non-toxidty"; Moore et al. (1987)
recommend that purchasers "insist on complete documentation of treatment materials and
residual arsenigens"; they further stipulate that "the manufacmrer shaU certify that wood
treatment compUes with the C-17 standard of the American Wood Preservers Association."
In addition to the potential hazards assodated with wood rot and treatments to prevent it,
another concern regarding wood equipment is that of splintering, which is discussed in
conjimction with the hazards of sharp points, comers, and edges (see Section 5.2.2). "WhUe
metal materials have the advantage of being non-splintering, wood materials do not get hot
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and cold to the touch in the harsher seasons (Geiger, 1988; Simpson^ 1988). Beckwith
(1985) noted two other advantages for wood materials: impacting a wooden deck probably
carries less risk than striking a metal edge; and, wooden decks have improved traction when
wet, unUke sUppeiy metal platforms.
Beckwith (1985) and Stoops (1985) both pomted out that playground stracmres which
combine the advantages of metal and wood materials are now available; support posts which
are responsible for the stractural integrity of the equipment are metal, while wood is used
for decks. Therefore, the problems of rot and deterioration of wood posts caused by contart
with the ground are eliminated. Current catalogs indicate that many manufacmrers combine
various materials to achieve maximum durabiUty and safety for different components of
equipment. Galvanized steel and aluminum are widely used metals; pressure-treated pine
and natural redwood are widely used woods.
Moore et al. (1987) observed that many plastics have also proven durable as a material for
playground equipment. For example, they note that high-density polyethylene is used for
spfral sUdes, spring rocking equipment, and panels on platforms and modular equipment;
current catalogs iUusfrate many such designs. The Play For All Guidelines explain that "in
general, the use of plastics increases the visual appeal of environments by offering a great
range of color and form. The lack of heat build up, rounded edges and softness are
generaUy positive play values." Caution is suggested for the use of fiberglass because of its
low impart resistance. Another appUcation of plastic recognized by Moore et al. is the use
of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as a soft coating for chains and decks. A few manufacmrers
inciicate tn thefr catalogs that this treatment is used to provide a non-sUppery, easy-to-grasp
surface.
:
Various ropes, cables, and chains are common materials on playgrounds,, used for flexible
cUmbing nets and as tlie suspencUng elements for swings. Moore et al. (1987) point out that
climbing nets "requfre frequent inspertion and replacement on pubUc playgrounds because
of thefr low durabUity." They also explain that chain on climbing nets is generally not a
good substimte for rope because it is harsh and often presents pinch points; however, vinyl
coating, as cUscussed above, "can greatiy improve the quaUty." There is also a new design
which, as explained by Moore et al., provides both flexibiUty and durabiUty: it is a "wfre
cable woven with polypropylene rope." Current catalogs mcUcate that certain manufacmrers
offer such cables for flexible climbing nets as weU as in place of chains to suspend swings.
Suspending elements of swings are cUscussed m Section 5.7.2.3.2.
Recommendations:
Although the current guidelines for durabiUty and finish are reasonable, the inclusion of
more specffic information regarciing acceptable finishes is wananted.
Playground equipment should be manufactured and constracted only of materials which
have a demonstrated record of durabUity fri the playground or similar outdoor setting. Any
new materials should be tested accordingly for durability by the manufacturer.
A major concem for playground equipment materials is that of conosion or deterioration.
Metals should be painted, galvanized, or otherwise treated to prevent rast; woods should
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either be namrally rot- and insect-resistant or preserved to avoid such deterioration.
RegarcUess of the material or the treatment process, the manufacmrer should ensure that
the users of playground equipment cannot ingest inhale, or absorb any potentiaUy hazardous
amounts of substances through body surfaces as a result of contact with equipment. AU
paints and other similar finishes should comply with federal regulations which enforce the
use of lead-free materials. Arsenical wood preservatives should be used in accordance with
the spedfications of the American Wood Preservers Assodation C17 standard. It is
recoinmended that purchasers and instaUers obtain documentation from the manufacturer
that none of the preservatives or freatments appUed to the equipment present any hazards
to the users; such mformation sheets from the manufacturer should be readUy available to
aU consumers.
Because creosote, pentachlorophenol, and tributyl tin oxide are too toxic or frritating, they
should not be used as preservatives on playground equipment wood; it is also recommended
that finishes which contain pestiddes not be used. One acceptable wood preservative for
playground equipment is chromated copper arsenate (CCA), provided that the level of
dislodgeable arsenic is minimized.
"Wood preservers and playground equipment
manufacturers are encouraged to identify and practice technologies and procedures which
minimize the level of dislodgeable arsenic.
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5.52 HARDWARE
Guideline content:
Volume 2 of the current Handbook contains the following general specifications regarding
hardware.
EnOck washers, self-locking nuts, or other locking means should be provided for
aU nuts and bolts. Fasteners and connerting and covering devices, when
torqued and instaUed in accordance with the manufacturer's instractions,
should not loosen or be removable without the use of tools. (Volume 2, 5.4)
The Handbook also contains other spedfications regarding S hooks, protective caps for
bolts, and the hazards of protrading bolts; these are cUscussed in Sections 5.7.2.3.2, 5.2.2,
and 5.2.3 of this report, respectively. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 7.1, 7.3)
Probable rationale:
The intent of these recommendations is to ensure that when the hardware suppUed by the
manufacturer is instaUed as dfrerted, nuts, bolts, and other critical connecting pieces cannot
be loosened either through normal use of the equipment or intentionaUy by a chUd.
Another goal is to protert chUdren from injuries caused by hooks or other hardware which
are hazardous in an open position. (NBS, 1978a; NRPA, 1976a)
Issues:
Esbensen (1987) noted that "aU fastenings should be of a secure type," while Moore et al.
(1987) caU for the use of vandal-resistant hardware. The British (BS 5696: Part 2,1986) and
the Canadian cfraft (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) standards both recommend that nuts, bolts,
screws, and other fasteners should be secure against loosening. The Canadian draft
standards explain that this can be acheived by using lock washers, self-locking nuts or
another means of equal security; further, they stipulate that no hardware should be
removable without the use of tools. The spedfications m the Canadian draft standards are
comparable to the cunent CPSC guidelines. SimUarly, the German standards (DIN 7926,
Part 2,1985) also mandate that aU connecting hardware be protected against self-loosening
while the equipment is in use as weU as against unauthorized loosening. The Seattle draft
standards (1986) address the security of hardware in terms basicaUy identical to those of the
CPSC.
The standards reviewed also contain specffications regarding hardware for the joints of
moving parts. The AustraUan (AS 1924, Part 1, 1981) and German standards are very
sinular. The AusfraUan standards requfre fasteners and connecting pins of components
which have relative motion through a joint to be secured against loosening. The German
standards also stipulate, that suspension points, bedding points, and pivots on equipment
must be protected from unauthorized intervention. They further state that such hardware
must be interchangeable and requfre Uttle maintenance. The Australian standards
recommend the use of either sintered bronze or themoplastic bearings, and these should be
self-lubricating where possible, or else designed to require minimal maintenance. The
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Seattle cfraft standards state that "aU weight bearing points that carry movable loads shaU
be made of durable materials and fiUed with long wearing, accessible, easy to lubricate
bearings." (Moving joints are discussed more thoroughly m conjuction with hardware for
swing, hanger mechanisms, in Sertion 5.7.2.3.2.)
One further issue cUscussed in the Ausfralian and German standards is the potential
conosion of connecting hardware. The AustraUan standards note that aU fastening
components must comply with the AusfraUan standard appUcable to the material from which
they are made. In addition, "due cognizance shaU be taken of the significance of the
elertrolytic corrosion effects of cUssimUar metals in contart." It is further noted that joints
and connertions must be designed "to prevent the entry of water whether by capiUary action
or by other means," The German standards are not as spedfic but do state that aU
coimection pieces "shaU be proterted against conosion," Although the British standards do
not mention conosion, they do include a Ust of other British standards with which fasteners
and bearings should be in compUance.
Recommendations:
AU fasteners and connecting and covering devices should not loosen or be removable
without the use of tools, when torqued and instaUed in accordance with the manufacmrer's
instractions, as currentiy stated in the guidelines. Lock washers, self-locking nuts, or other
locking means should be provided for aU nuts and bolts to protert them from detachment.
Hardware in moving joints should also be secured against unintentional or unauthorized
loosening. In addition, aU fasteners should be designed to avoid conosion, either of the
hardware itself or of the materials they connert. Bearings used in moving joints should be
easy to lubricate and maintain. AU hooks, including S hooks, should be tightly closed (see
Sertions 5.7.2.3.2 and 5.2,5).
Section 5.2.3 cUscusses additional recommendations regarding hardware on playground
equipment.
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5.6 ACCESS AND PLATFORMS

5.6 ACCESS AND PLATFORMS
5.6.1 ACCESS
5.6.1.1 Stafrways, ladders, and ramps
5.6.1.1.1 Access slope
5.6.1.1.2 Steps and rungs
5.6.1.1.2.1 Vertical rise
5.6.1.1.2.2 Tread depth
5.6.1.1.2.3 E-adder rung cUameter
5.6.1.1.2.4 Tread or rung width
5.6.1.1.2.5 Horizontal orientation; sUp-resistant surfaces; contrasting colors
5.6.1.1.2.6 Other design considerations
5.6.1.1.3 Handrails
• 5.6.1.1.3.1 Maximum elevation without handraU; hancfraU height
5.6.1.1.3.2 HandraU cUameter
5.6.1.1.3.3 Other design considerations
5.6.1.2 Other means of access
5.6.1.2.1 Spiral stairways
5.6.1.2.2 Climbers with non-rigid components
5.6.1.2.3 Arch ladders
5.6.2 TRANSITION FROM ACCESS TO PLATFORM
5.6.3 PLATTORMS
5.6.3.1 Design considerations
5.6.3.2 Guardrails, protertive barriers
5.6.3.3 Stepped platforms
5.6.3.4 Landings

5.6.1 ACCESS
Access to platforms can take many forms, such as conventional ramps, stairways with steps,
and ladders with steps or rangs, but also includes other climbing components that can
provide access, such as climbing nets, arch ladders, and tire cUmbers. Climbing components
which serve as accesses are typically designed to be more chaUenging than stairways and
stepladders, and so requfre better balance and coordination of the users (see Figure 5.61). Rung ladders are generaUy considered to present a level of chaUenge intermediate
between stairways or stepladders and climbing components.
The biomechanics of climbing, stepping, grasping, balancing, puUing, and posmre for
children of different ages are complex, and represent some contradictory needs. Suffident
data are not avaUable for aU ages and aspects of access usage. Therefore, whUe problems
related to accesses are recognized and addressed widely, consensus on specffications is not
unanimous.
5.6.1.1 Stainvays, ladders, and ramps
Stairways, stepladders, and rung ladders are cUstinguished in the CPSC guidelines and m
foreign standards by the range of slopes permitted for each access type. Stafrways have
steps intended primarUy for foot support, whereas ladders may have either steps or rangs,
typicaUy distinguished by thefr cross-sertional shape and thefr depth from front to back.
Rungs are generaUy round in cross-section, are mtended to be used for both foot support
and hand support, and are sometimes the only type of ladder crosspiece pemiitted on
ladders with relatively steep slopes. Additional recommendations ui the Uteramre and in
some of the foreign standards pertain to the dimensions and design of steps and rangs, and
handrails on stairways, ladders, and ramps.
5.6.1.1.1 Access slope
Guideline content:
Ladders and stairways are discussed independently of any equipment type in Volume 2 of
the cunent guideUnes. However, in Volume 1 they are addressed under the heading of
sUdes, although the discussion of steps and rangs and presumably of slope and handraUs is
intended to include access to other types of equipment as well. The guidelines do not
address the use of ramps for access to equipment.
Both Volume 1 and Volume 2 spedfy that, when measured from a horizontal plane, the
slope of stairways should not exceed 35 degrees, the slope of ladders with steps should be
between 50 and 75 degrees, and the slope of ladders with rangs should be between 75 and
90 degrees. Volume 1 expUdtly states that these ranges of permissible slopes.for different
access modes are intended to prevent unnatural or unusual cUmbing angles. (Volume 1;
Volume 2, 11.3.1)
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Probable rationale:
The NBS reported that the supporting rationale for ladder and stairway slope was taken
from the NRPA rationale. The slope requfrements were selected to be appropriate for the
nature of the ladder or stairway and its mode of use. After reviewing standards for
stairways and ladders from OSIEA, ANSI, and other sources, the NRPA concluded that
there are two important reasons why these standards may not be appUcable to playground
stairways and ladders. First, ladders or stairways on playground equipment are usuaUy
intended only for ascencUng to an elevated surface, and not for climbing back down, whereas
ladders or stairways used in industrial or residential settings are used for both ascending and
descending. Second, the general standards for ladders or stairways were not intended'to
apply exclusively to chUcfren, and so they may not be optimal for the anthropometrics of
ChUdren. (NBS 1978a, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
Some inconsistendes among cUfferent general standards were noted. For example, the
preferred slope and typical slope for ladders on ships were reported as 60 degrees and 68
degrees, respertively (Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design. 1963), whereas
OSIEA specified that ladder slopes between 60 and 75 degrees should be avoided. However,
the Uterature was consistent in recommending that rang ladders have a slope between 75
and 90 degrees from the horizontal. The intent is "to keep the user in a generaUy upright
position whUe ascending or descending a ladder to prevent falling through the openings
between the rungs." On the other hand, for stepladders it is optimal for the user to be
positioned over each step during ascent, and slopes greater than 75 degrees cUd not meet
this criterion. "When stairways are intended for descending as weU as ascending, slopes
greater than 35 degrees from the horizontal make it difficult and hazardous for the user to
descend the stairway m a forward position. (NRPA, 1976a)
Brown (1978) reported that inappropriate ladder incline was a causal factor for sUde mjuries
m the 1978 Spedal Smdy. Her review of m-depth mvestigations from 1976,1977, and 1978
also identffied falling back off a ladder as a contributing cause for sUde injuries. Data on
the specffic slopes associated with these faU mjuries may not have been avaUable.
Issues:
Sweeney (1980) critidzed the slope f ecommendations for ladders because they were based
on the industrial standard for ladders without raUings, but were mtended to apply to ladders
with raUings. The use of railings on a ladder changes the angle of inclination of the user's
body and his or her center of gravity, and thus affects the dfrection of a faU from the ladder.
Inadders that meet the CPSC slope spedfications are so steep that chUdren who lose thefr
grip wiU tend to faU backward, rather than forward onto the rangs or steps of the ladder.
While the CPSC reconmiends that ladders with steps have continuous handraUs on both
sides, hancfraUs are not requfred on ladders with rungs, which have the steepest slopes (7590 degrees). Thus, it would appear that Sweeney's coinments apply to aU stepladders and
to only those rung ladders that have handraUs. Although angle of inclination of access
ladders is not spedfied in curtent catalogs, ladders with rangs are rarely shown with
handraUs on the sides. In the observational smdy, children cUmbing rang ladders typically
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used the rangs above thefr current foot position or the side supports of the ladder for hand
support; when the rung ladder was not at a 90 degree angle to the surface below, chUcfren
were observed leaning in toward the ladder. "Whether a chUd is more at risk of falling
backward from a ladder than forward onto the ladder depends not only on the presence or
absence of a railing, but also on the height of the railing, the specffic slope of the ladder,
and the typical mode of use by the chUd. Data are not available on these variables to
pennit a systematic evaluation of Sweeney's point. Since substantial proportions of sUde
injuries have been attributed to faUs from access ladders (Butwinick, 1980; the detaUed
inddent analysis of 1988 data), and inappropriate slopes have been impUcated in some
injuries on access ladders (Brown, 1978), such an evaluation appears to be necessary.
A suinmary of slopes that have been recommended in foreign standards for ramps, stairways,
step ladders, and rang ladders is presented in Table 5.6 - 1. The highest slope aUowed for
access ramps ranges from 15 degrees in the AustraUan standards (AS. 1924, Part 2, 1981) to
38 degrees in the British standards (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986). The British forther specify that
at angles of 15 degrees or more, the ramp surface must have footholds. "WhUe the CPSC
guidelines and Seattie draft standards recommend a maximum slope of 35 degrees for
stairways, the AustraUan and British standards and the Canadian draft standards
(,CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) permit slopes as high as 45 to 55 degrees for stairways with treads
or steps.
The AusfraUan standards have the most restrictive range of slopes for stepladders, 60 to 65
degrees, and do not permit accesses with slopes over 45 degrees and up to 60 degrees. The
CPSC guidelines do not recommend the use of slopes between 35 and 50 degrees for
stairways or ladders. Although the CPSC, Seattie, and AusfraUa specify a higher range of
slopes for ning ladders than for stepladders, both the British standards and Canadian draft
standards permit ladders to have either rungs or steps at slopes between 55 and 90 degrees.
The only age-related restriction on access slope is found in the Seattie draft standards, which
rule out the use of rungs as climbing devices for preschool-age chUdren. The German
standards (DEN 7926, Part 3, 1979) for ladder fricUne apply only to slide access. Most
standards requfre that sUde access meet the general requfrements for access (Canadian
draft British, and AusttaUan standards).
Frost (U. of Texas, 1989, unpubUshed manuscript) endorsed the current CPSC guidelines
for access slope; in thefr cUscussion of sUde access, the Play For All GuideUnes (Moore et
al., 1987) recommends slopes for stairways and stepladders that are identical to the CPSC
guideUnes. Esbensen (1987) recommended that ladders used for access to sUdes and
cUmbing stractures be mclined at 75 degrees to the horizontal, but cUd not specify whether
this appUes to stepladders, rang ladders, or both.
Recommendations:
There is a lack of data relating different slopes of ramps, stairways, and ladders to mode of
use, potential for faU, and probable direction of faU for chUdren. "Where mjury data are
avaUable on the friddence of faUs from sUde ladders (Butwinick, 1980; the detailed incident
analysis), they do not provide information on the access slope. Research should be oriented
toward possible age-related dffierences in how chUdren use ramps, stairways, apd ladders,
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in order tO'evaluate whether some combinations of slope and mode of access are more
hazardous for one age group than another.
No changes are warranted in the current CPSC guidelines for access slope, unless adcUtional
research demonsfrates a need. Although rang ladders provide a challenging altemative to
stairways for school-age chUcfren, it is recoinmended that rang ladders not be used as
accesses on equipment intended for preschool chUcfren. TodcUers may not have the requisite
upper body strength, balance, or body control to safely negotiate rang ladders. In addition,
it is espedaUy important that younger chUdren be able to descend an access if they dedde
to halt thefr ascent. Climbing back down the access is easier on stepladders and stafrways
than on rung ladders, since rung ladders have the highest slopes (75-90 degrees) and are not
equipped with hancfrails.
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5.6.1.12 Steps and rungs
Since the standards indude spedfications for rise, tread depth for open and closed risers,
tread or rung width, and rung cUameter, these values are summarized for stairways and for
ladders in Tables 5.6 - 2 and 5.6 - 3, respectively. Note that the German standards (DIN
7926, Part 3, 1979) apply only to sUde access, and that the slopes intended for stairways and
ladders vary across standards.
5.6.1.12.1 Vertical Rise
Guideline content:
The current guidelines recommend that steps and rungs be evenly spaced, and that the
distance between steps and rangs, as measured between the top surfaces of two consecutive
steps or rungs, be between 7 and 11 inches. Volume 1 states that this spadng is intended
to accommodate the arm and lieg reaches of chUdren. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.3.2.3)
Probable rationale:
The rationale was taken from the NRPA documents. The even spadng of steps and rungs
was considered critical, because the user "subconsdously adjusts to the step spacing and,
although large deviations are easUy identified and compensated for, relatively smaU
deviations result in tripping hazards." The 7- to 11-inch spacing between consecutive steps
or rungs was chosen to take into accoimt the knee height (11.4 inches) of the minimum user,
apparentiy a 5th percentUe 5-year-Old. The user should not have to step above knee height
from one step to the next, and a lower height was judged to be optimal. Distances between
steps or rangs less than 7 inches were raled out because they would pose an entrapment
hazard. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
In the 1978 Spedal Smdy, cUstance between foot and hand supports was impUcated as a
causal fartor in climbing equipment-related injuries (Brown, 1978). This distance may have
been too far to accommodate the leg or arm reach of chUdren, and some virtims may have
misjudged the distance of the next hand or foot support. Brown concluded that spacing of
bars intended for foot or hand support should be appropriate for the reach envelopes of the
intended user. However, the proportion of uijuries incurred on the access-like components
of climbing equipment, such as step and rang ladders, was not reported.
Issues:
In an AustraUan survey of playground accidents, several injuries were attributed to
inappropriate spacing of steps or rungs on ladders, which caused children to sUp through the
openings and sustain serious neck, head, and fadal mjuries (Parry, 1982, dted in King and
Ball, 1989). In thefr survey of elementary school playground equipment Braya and
Enangendorfer (1988) found that 63% of climbing stractures had cUstances between
"horizontal cUmbing levels" that feU within the 7 to 11 inch range reconimended by the
CPSC. It is unclear whether this survey item appUed to horizontal ladders only, or included
access-type ladders as weU.
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All of the foreign standards reviewed are in agreement with the CPSC recommendation that
steps and rangs be evenly spaced. Requfrements from different standards for the vertical
rise between consecutive steps or rungs are summarized in Table 5.6 - 2 for stairways, and
m Table 5.6 - 3 for step and rung ladders. In general, whereas the CPSC recommendations
for vertical rise apply to steps or rangs on any type of access, other standards specify
different acceptable ranges, depending on the slope of the access.
A comparison of reconimendations for the spadng between steps and rangs is compUcated
by the fart that the procedure for measuring this distance varies across standards, and is
sometimes not expUdtly defined. Consistent with the current CPSC guidelines, the British
standards (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986) and Seattle draft standards (1986) measure the distance
between the top surfaces of two consecutive treads (i.e., steps) or rangs. "Whether rise is
defiiied in this way or, altematively, as the vertical distance between the top surface of one
step and the bottom surface of the next higher step cannot be determined from figures
provided in the AustraUan standarcis (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981) or the Canadian draft
standards (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988). The German standards do not state or Ulustrate how
the rise of rungs or steps is measured.
The only spedfication for footholds on ramps comes from the British standards: a ramp
surface that has an incline of 15 degrees or higher is requfred to have footholds spaced
between 6.9 and 14.2 inches apart, when the distance is measured between the front edges
of consecutive footholds.
In aU of the standards reviewed, with the exception of the Seattie draft standards, the
minimum acceptable rise between stairway steps is lower than the 7-iach minimum cUstance
recommended in the curtent CPSC guideUnes; the maximum rise in most standards is lower
than the CPSC's 11 inch specffication (see Table 5.6 - 2), The minimum distance between
steps is 3,9 or 4 mches in the CanacUan draft, AusttaUan, and British standards. However,
the British spedfication appUes only to stairways having a slope between 15 and 45 degrees;
stairways between 45 and 55 degrees must have a minimum rise of 6 inches. The upper
Umit on rise is specffied as 7.9 mches (British standards), 8.7 friches (AustraUan standards),
and 10 mches (Canadian cfraft standards). The Seattie draft standards stipulate different
ranges of acceptable rises, depencUng on the intended users: stafrways on stractures for
preschool-age chUdren should have rises between 6 and 10 inches apart, and for school-age
chUdren, 7 to 16 uiches apart. In adcUtion, the riser, or space between stairway steps, must
be filled m if it is open more than 5 inches. Although the Seattle draft standards define
vertical rise in the same way that the current guidelines do, they use the interior cUstance
between the top surface of one step and the bottom surface of the next higher step as the
criterion for whether the riser must be filled in. SimUar to Seattie, CanacUan standards
requfre that open risers between stairway steps be filled in or closed if the rise is between
4 and 10 mches. The German standards for stairway access to sUdes specify a lower
minimum distance between steps when risers are open (4.7 inches) than when they are
closed,(5.9 mches).
Standards for ranges of acceptable vertical rises between the steps and rangs of ladders are
summarized in Table 5.6 - 3. In the Canadian draft standards, the spadng for closed ladder
steps and rangs is identical to that for stairway steps, 4 to 10 inches. However, when ladder
steps and rangs have open risers, the cUstance shoiUd not be less than 10 inches. Sinular to
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tiie Canadian standards, Seattle requfres a minimum distance of 10 inches between open
steps and rangs to reduce the potential for entrapment; = the rise should not exceed the
average knee height of the intended age group, up to a maximiun distance of 14 inches.
Minimum rises of 6,9 or 7.9 inches and maximum rises of 9.8 to 12.6 mches are found in
the AusfraUan, British, and German standards; these ranges have a fafr degree of overlap
with the curtent guidelines.
As discussed above, part of the technical rationale for the 7 to 11 inch spacing in the ciirrent
guideUnes is to avoid enttapment hazards. Since the CPSC currentiy spedfies that rise be
taken as the cUstance between the top surfaces of two consecutive steps, the measurement
of the interior distance between steps is confounded witfr the thickness of the step itseff.
As a result, the interior distance between steps wiU not necessarUy satisfy head enttapment
criteria. In view of this problem, many incUviduals have reportedly suggested a 9 inch
minimum for the interior distance between ladder steps and rangs, measured from the top
surface of one step to the bottom surface of the next higher step (Preston, 1988).
The ASTM draft standard for home playground equipment (1988) spedfies that the vertical
spacing between rungs of sUde ladders should apply to the space between the top rang and
the underside of the sUde bed. This recommendation could be extended to regulate the
space between the top rung or step of stairways and ladders and the underside of platforms.
Such a revision to the cmrent guidelines would ensure that this area would meet enttapment
hazards. In addition, Esbensen (1987) pointed out that the space between the top rung of
a ladder and a platform can present a pinching hazard for fingers. It can be argued that the
step from the top of the access to the platform should conform to the recommendation for
even spadng between steps and rangs. When chUcfren are making the transition from the
top step or rang to the platform above, a deviation from the spacing they negotiated on the
stairway or ladder may pose a trip hazard.
In some of the standards reviewed above, distinctions between open and closed risers
indicate an effort to eliminate entrapment hazards, Esbensen (1987) recommended that
openings between rungs greater than 4.25 inches or less than 9 inches must befiUedto avoid
enfrapment hazards. SimUarly, the playground safety checkUst used in the SCIPP survey
(1988) requfres risers to befiUedin when rungs or steps on multi-purpose climbers are more
than 4.25 inches or less than 9 mches apart.
Taking into account the knee height of the user to determine an acceptable range for
vertical rise has received some support in the Uterature (Aronson, 1988; Esbensen, 1987).
Esbensen recoinmended that the stairway step rise for a preschool-age user should be
between 6 and 10 inches, which is the same range requfred in the Seattie cfraft standards for
stairways intended for preschoolers. Esbensen based his range on the knee height of a
minimum (9 uiches) and maximum (13 inches) 2-year-old user.
Recommendations:
Steps and rungs should be evenly spaced, as currentiy stated in the guidelines. This
recommendation should also apply to the space between the top rung or step of stairways
or ladders and the top surface of platforms.
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Vertical rise should simultaneously satisfy two criteria: 1) the distance between the top
surfaces of two consecutive steps or rangs should not exceed the step height of the youngest
intended user; 2) the distance between the opposing interior surfaces of consecutive steps
or rungs and the cUstance between the top step or rang of accesses and the underside of
platforms should preclude the possibUity of entrapment Note that these criteria are based
on different measurements of cUstance between steps or rangs. For the minimum user in
the older age group, a 5th percentUe 4-year-old, step height is 12 inches. Therefore, steps
and rangs intended for use by 4- to 12-year-olds should not have vertical rises greater than
12 inches. Step height for a 5th percentUe 2-year-old, the minimum user in the younger age
group, is 8.8 inches, and so the vertical rise of steps and rangs mtended for 2- to 5-year-olds
should not exceed 9 inches. These maximum values for vertical rise are reasonable, given
that accesses to play stractures are intended to be climbed. Step height seems to be a more
reasonable criterion than knee height, on which the current guideUnes are based. With
regard to the second criterion, vertical rise should not pose an entrapment hazard.
Therefore, risers on stairways and stepladders should be closed if the distance between the
opposing interior surfaces of consecutive steps is between 3.5 inches and 9 inches in order
to satisfy the enttapment requfrements (see Section 5.2.6). Since the design of rang ladders
does not permit risers to be closed, rang ladders should not be used if the interior cUstance
between consecutive rungs is between 3.5 and 9 inches.
5.6.1.122 Tread depth
Giudeline content:
Volume 2 of the current guidelines recommends a minimum tread depth of 3 mches for
steps with open risers and a minimum of 6 inches for steps with closed risers. Tread depth
conesponds to the horizontal distance between the front and rear top edges of a tread.
(Volume 2, 11.3.2.4)
Probable rationale:
The supporting rationale came from the NRPA documents. The 3-inch minimum depth for
steps with open risers was intended to provide adequate contart surface for the foot which
wiU extend beyond the depth of the step. The 6-mch minimum depth for steps with closed
risers was judged to provide suffident depth so that "enough of the center portion of the
foot can come in contart with the fread for good balance, and support." (NRPA, 1976a)
In the 1978 Spedal Smdy, some sUde-related injuries appeared to be caused by
mappropriate step depth; Brown (1978) concluded from these data that criteria for step
depth should take into account the way m which a child uses a ladder and the size of the
intended user.
Issues:
Consistent with the current CPSC guidelines, tread depth is typically depicted in other
standards as the horizontal cUstance between the front and rear top edges of a step. The
AusttaUan standards that pertain to stairways give specffications for "projected ttead" rather
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than tread depth. Projected tread refers to the horizontal distance between the front edges
of consecutive steps. Thus, projerted tread will be less than tread depth, as defined above,
if the front edge of one step extends horizontaUy over the surface of the next lower step.
A comparison of tread depth specifications from different standards is presented in
Tables 5.6 - 2 and 5.6 - 3. EnUce the cunent CPSC guidelines, some standards specify
different depths for open and closed risers, particularly for steps on ladders. In many
standards, fread depth is a funrtion of access slope. Requfrements for fread depth do not
apply to rungs, with the exception of the German standards which govem mngs that are
square in cross-sertion.
In general, steps on stairways are assodated with larger minimum ttead depths than ladder
steps. In addition to the current guidelines, only the British standards requfre different
stairway tread depths, depending on whether risers are open or closed, and this distinction
only appUes to steeper stairways with slopes between 45 and 55 degrees. For treads with
open risers, the tteads must be between 3.9 and 8.7 inches deep; this minimum depth is
somewhat higher than the 3 inches recoinmended by the CPSC. The British and the Seattle
draft standards specify a 5.9- pr 6-inch minimum depth for closed risers, which is virtuaUy
identical to the CPSC guidelines for closed risers. Seattie incUcates a maximum depth of
14 inches for stairway treads. For stairways with 15 to 45 degree inclines, the British
standards requfre that fread depths be between 8.7 and 13.8 inches; a sinular range is
appUed to stairways with slopes between 15 and 45 degrees in the AustraUan standards. A
9-inch minimum fread depth exceeds the CPSC recommendations, as does the German
requfrement that steps on stairway access to sUdes be at least 7.9 inches deep. The
Canadian cfraft standards permit only closed risers on stairway treads, and those treads must
be a minimum of 5 inches deep. TTius, the Canadian standards are unique tn prescribing
a minimum depth for stafrway treads that is less than the 6-inch minimum recoinmended
in the cmrent guidelines.
With regard to ladders, aU of the standards reviewed, except the German standards, specify
minimum depths for open (3 uiches) and closed (6 inches) steps that are identical to the
curtent CPSC recommendations. Germany states that square rungs and steps on slide
ladders should be between 1 and 3.2 inches deep.
Aronson (1988) proposed that steps be deep enough to accommodate at least three-quarters
of the length of the user's foot, EEowever, she did not specify whether this criterion should
be appUed to steps with open risers, closed risers, or both. The foot length of a 95th
percentUe 12-year-old, the maximum user of steps mtended for older chUcfren, is 10 inches.
Therefore, Aronson's recommendation would translate to a 7.5-mch minimum depth for
steps used by 4- to 12-year-olds. By contrast, the 3-inch and 6-inch minimum fread depths
m the cmrent CPSC guideUnes represent a littie less than one thfrd and two thfrds of the
maximum user's foot length, respertively. According to Aronson, steps intended for 2- to
5-year-olds would have to be at least 5.4 inches deep, to accommodate the foot length (7.2
inches) of the maximum user, a 95th percentile 5-year-old. None of the standards reviewed
contained age-spedfic requfrements for tread depth.
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Recommendations:
For school-age children, no changes in the current recommendations for tread depth on
stepladders are wananted: minimum tread depth for stepladders should be 3 inches for steps
with open risers and 6 inches for steps with closed risers. However, the tread depth that is
adequate for stepladders is not sufficient for stairways. For stairways, the user's feet and
legs provide the primary support and lift for ascent, whereas for stepladders, upper body
strength and hand support contribute considerably to ascent. Because the user reUes almost
exclusively on foot support to climb stairways, a larger contart surface for the foot is
wananted than for stepladders. Therefore, freads on stairways should be at least 8 inches
deep for both open and closed risers, to provide adequate support for the foot of tte
maximum user, a 95th percentUe 12-year-old, whose foot length is 10 inches. This minimum
depth is more consistent with specifications in the foreign standards.
Since preschool-age chUdren have a less developed sense of balance and less upper body
strength than older children, for this age group, step depths on both stairways and
stepladders should be more conservative. Moreover, it is important that younger chUdreu
have the option tp halt their ascent and go back down the access. A larger contact surface
for the foot wiU facilitate descent. Therefore, the minimum tread depth on stairways and
stepladders, for both open and closed risers, should be 7 inches. This minimum depth
accommodates virtually the entfre length of the foot (7.2 inches) of the maximum user, a
95th percentile 5-year-old.
5.6.1.123 Ladder rung diameter
Guideline content:
The current guidelines do not address the diameter of rangs on ladders separately from
other components that are intended to be grasped by the hands. For a general discussion
of the recommendations for hand gripping components, refer to the section on handrails
(see Section 5.6.1.1.3.2).
Probable rationale:
Not applica,ble.
Issues:
Specffic ranges for the diameters of rangs on access ladders are provided in the foreign
standards, and are summarized in Table 5.6 - 3. The CanacUan draft British, and German
standards are in agreement on a minimum diameter of one inch. Maximum diameters range
from 1.4 inches (German standards) to 1.75 inches (Canadian cfraft standards). The German
standards for rang diameter apply only to round rangs. F'^r rangs that are not drcular in
cross-section, the British standards specify that the rang not exceed 1.5 inches in depth and
that the top surface of the rang adhere to the same range of diameters (1 to 1.5 inches) that
appUes to round rangs. The Australian standards are less specffic, stating only that "rangs
of non-cfrcular section shall have equivalent sections suitable for gripping." As previously
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mentioned, in the German standards square rangs must have depths.between 1 inch and 3.2
inches.
The only rationale for rang diameter requirements is provided tn the Canadian draft
standards, which state that "rangs provide the greatest security if the child's hand encloses
most of the rang." Evaluations of rang diameter in the Uteramre were not specffic to ladder
rangs, and so vidll be discussed in the general section on handrails. In some current catalogs,
diameters of 1.31 or 1.33 inches were specffied for rangs used on ladders.
Recommendations:
Separate recommendations for the diameter of ladder rangs are not wananted. The
Canadian draft, Seattle draft, and Australian standards for the diameter of ladder rangs are
identical to thefr recommendations for the diameter of handrails. The observational study
indicated that ladder rangs are typicaUy used for hand support as weU as foot support, which
is not surprising given that rang ladders do not usuaUy have handrails, and that rangs and
side supports are the only components available as hand grips. Moreover, in the Uteramre,
ladder rang diameter is typically discussed in the context of handgripping components.
Therefore, the diameter of ladder rangs should foUow the general recommendations for
handgripping components (see Section 5.6.1.1.3.2).
5.6.1.12.4 Tread or rung width
Guideline content:
The current guidelines state that steps and rungs should be a minimum of 15 inches wide.
(Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.3.2.2)
Probable rationale:
The rationale was taken from the NRPA documents. The minimum width was based on the
maximum user's shoulder width, so that the user does not have to reach inward to hold the
hancfraUs of a stairway or ladder or the side supports of a ladder. In addition, by
accommodating the shoulder width of maximum users, they are able to "extend [their] arms
outward from the median plane of the body for support during ascent and descent."
(NBS, 1978a, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
Brown (1978) attributed some sUde-related injuries in the 1978 Special Smdy data to
inappropriate step width on sUde ladders.
Issues:
Standards for step width on stairways and for step and rang width on ladders are
summarized in Tables 5.6 - 2 and 5.6 - 3, respectively. The Seattle draft standards and
German standards are the only standards consistent with the CPSC's minimum width for
stairway steps and rangs. The German standards apply only to slide access for which the
free height of faU is more than 3.3 feet.
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For stairways with slopes between 15 and 45 degrees, Australian and British standards
specify a minimum width of 23.6 inches, which is considerably higher than the 15 inch
minimum width in the cunent guidelines. The British provide separate requfrements for
stairways inclined between 45 and 55 degrees: steps should be at least 11 inches wide.
Maximum values for stairway step width are also provided in the British standards, and
range from 17.7 inches for 45-55 degree stairways to 70.9 uiches for 15-45 degree stairways.
The Canadian draft standards do not regulate the width of steps on stafrways. Only the
AustraUan standards require a different minimum width (17.7 inches) for steps on stafrways
intended for use by preschoolers.
For the width of steps and rangs on ladders, AustraUan and British standards spedfy lower
minimum values than they did for stairway steps. FoUowing thefr distinrtion between the
slopes appropriate for stepladders and rang ladders, the AustraUan standards permit a lower
mmimum width for rangs (11.2 inches) than for steps (17.7 inches) on public equipment.
'When the intended users are preschool age, the minimum width requfred for steps is the
same as that for rangs, 11.2 inches. The minimum widths that apply to ladder rungs and
steps in the British (9.1 inches) and Canadian draft standards (12 inches) faU below the 15inch minimum recommended in the cunent guidelines. Maximum widths, which are
provided in the Canadian draft, Australian, British, and German standards, range from 17.7
inches to 23.6 inches; for preschool-age chUdren, AustraUa states that step width on ladders
should not exceed 20.1 inches.
In summary, the AusfraUan and British standards specify a higher minimum for stairway step
width than the current guidelines do. Minimum widths that are lower than the CPSC's 15inch minimum tend .to be assodated with steeper accesses, such as 45 to 55 degree stairways
(British standards), 55-90 degree step and rang ladders (CanacUan draft and British
standards), and 65-90 degree rang ladders (AustraUan standards). AustraUa's age-specffic
recommendations provide for nanower access on equipment for preschool-age chUdren than
on pubUc equipment in general.
Recommendations:
The rationale behind the cunent guidelines for step and rang width seenis reasonable: to
facUitate the use of handrails or side supports and thus improve the stabiUty of the user.
The shoulder width of the maximum user represents a reasonable lower Umit for step and
rung width that will permit stable hand support. To accommodate the shoulder width (15.7
inches) of the maximum user of equipment intended for older chUdren, a 95th percentile
12-year-old, the minimum width of steps and rangs on all types of access should be 16
inches.
Younger chUdren, those aged 2 to 5 years, need a separate recommendation. For the
maximum user in this age group, a 95th percentile 5-year-old, shoulder width is 11,5 inches.
Therefore, steps and rangs on all types of access intended for preschoolers should be at least
12 inches wide.
Most standards stipulate a maximum width for steps and rangs. It is important to note that
as step and rang.widths increase beyond the nunimum 16 inches for older chUdren and 12
inches for younger chUdren, the .chUd is less likely to be able to hold handrails on both sides
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of the access. That step and rung widths often exceed the current minimum
recommendation was supported by a review of cunent catalogs. On multi-use equipment,
the side support posts of a platform are often used as the side supports of rangs which
provide vertical access to the platform. In addition, stairways to platforms are often as wide
as the platform, typicaUy 3 or 4 feet. For older children, modes of access wider than the
mininium 16 inches do not appear to pose a hazard, since this age group does not requfre
use of both handraUs during ascent and descent. However, hand support is more critic^ for
preschool-age chUdren, particularly on stepladders, which are steeper than stairways and
which requfre climbing up rather than walking up. ff hancfrails are too far apart,
preschoolers may find it difficult to apply suffident force to puU themselves up a stepladder
in the vertical direction. To ensure that the minimum preschool user can make use. of
handrails on both sides of a stepladder, the maximum width of steps should be 21 inches.
This value accommodates the shoulder breadth (8.7 inches) of the minimum user, a 5th
percentUe 2-year-old, with an allowance on either side for the acromion-radiale length (5.9
inches). These anthropometric measurements were used to estimate the distance between
the elbows of the minimum user when his or her arms are extended out from the shoulder.
5.6.1.12.5 Horizontal orientation; slip-resistant surfaces; contrasting colors
Guideline content:
The cunent guidelines recommend that steps and rangs be horizontal to within plus or
minus 2 degrees, (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.3.2.1)
Under the section on faUs from equipment. Volume 1 states that cpmponents intended
mainly for use by the feet should have a finish that is sUp-resistant under both wet and cfry
conditions. Slip-resistant materials on steps and rungs may improve the user's gripping
abUity and increase the amoimt of sensory feedback received from the stepping surface
while climbing. Volume 2 adcfresses the use of sUp-resistant surfaces for steps and rangs in
the sections on climbing equipment and sUdes, and suggests that steps and rangs be highly
texmred, corragated, or grooved, and that the sUp-resistant finish be permanent.
(Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.4)
Volume 1 recommends that bright, contrasting colors be used on rangs or steps of clunbing
equipment to "help chUdren to perceive cUstances more accurately, thus improving thefr
spatial judgment" (Volume 1)
Probable rationale:
The NBS rationale for horizontal orientation was based on the NRPA documents. Stepping
surfaces that are approximately level m aU cUrections were intended to keep the user from
sliding sideways or from front to back. The two degree deviation from horizontal has the
advantage of unproving drainage. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
NBS intended that the recommendation for sUp-resistant surfaces apply to surfaces used
primarily by the feet including steps, platforms, and decks. The purpose was to reduce the
incidence of faUs due to loss of footing; loss of grip as a cause of falls was not addressed
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in the NBS rationale for this recommendation. An objective criterion and test procedure
for adequate slip resistance was considered imprartical, since there are a wide range of
materials used for playground equipment and footwear, and a wide range of environmental
fartors to which the equipment is exposed. Thus, "the decision as to whether or not a
surface is 'too sUppery' must be made subjectively." (NBS, 1978a)
In her review of the 1978 Special Smdy data. Brown (1978) found that the presence of
moisture on the equipment hand, or shoe led to some climbing-related acddents. She
suggested that materials with a high coeffident of frirtion might unprove a chUd's hand
gripping abiUty.
The rationale for using bright contrasting colors on steps and rangs of climbing equipment
was explicitly stated in Volume 1 of the guidelines: to unprove children's spatial judgment
by helping them to perceive distances more accurately. (Volume 1)
Brown (1978) reported that some climbing equipment-related accidents in the 1978 Special
Smdy appeared to be caused by the child misjudging the distance of the next support
member for hand and foot placement. As a remedial strategy to aid distance perception,
she proposed that bright, conttasting colors be used on climbing equipment.
Issues:
Horizontal orientation. The British and AustraUan standards requfre that aU surfaces
mtended for contact by the feet be horizontal, except for ramps; AustraUa also exempts
access provided by cUmbing frames from this requfrement. The Seattle draft standards
state that steps and rangs should be horizontal.
Slip-resistant surfaces. Other standards specify that the surfaces of steps and rungs be slipresistant. The Australian and Canadian draft standards apply this requfrement to ramps,
steps, and treads, while the British standarcis spedficaUy include rangs. Modes of access or
bars that are components of climbing equipment are excluded from this requfrement in the
British and AustraUan standards. T^e Seattie cfraft standards simply state that aU walking
surfaces should have a sUp-resistant finish, under both wet and dry conditions.
Consistent with the CPSC recommendation to use texmred, corragated, or grooved materials
for stepping surfaces, the AustraUan standards suggest the foUowing materials for providing
durable sUp-resistant surfaces: narrow width slats, cleats, perforated or embossed metal,
ribbed or grooved metal or plastics, or timber that does not have finely sanded, painted, or
poUshed surfaces. 'When stepping surfaces are freated with matte or slip-resistant paints,
varnishes, resins, or poUshes on timber, they must be periodically retreated. In such cases
where the sUp-resistant finish is not durable, the manufacmrer is requfred to include the
need to retreat the surfaces at regular intervals in the instaUation instractions. By contrast
the Canadian draft standards state that a finish or coating used to provide slip resistance
should not require reapplieation.
In the German standards, stairs and landings that provide access to sUdes must have "sUpproof treads; a minimum coefficient of friction and a test procedure for determining its
value are specified. The surface sample must be wetted with water before the friction index
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is measured. Consistent with this testing procedure, both the current guidelines and the
Seattie draft standards expUdtly state that stepping surfaces should be sUp-resistant under
wet conditions. The Seattie draft standards do not permit log-end.rounds or tunber ends
to be used for stairway steps, since these materials retain moisture and promote sUppery
moss growth, Davis (1980) argued that most materials, espedally wood, wiU faU the slipresistant requfrement when wet, and suggested that the curtent CPSC recommendation be
modffied to read: ""Where the material can reaUsticaUy be scored, grooved or ribbed, it
should be,"
Bright, contrasting colors. Consistent with the current guideUnes, the playground safety
checkUst used m the SCEPP survey (1988) contains an item on whether rungs are painted
m bright or confrasting colors. However, none of the standards reviewed contained a
comparable recommendation.
Recommendations:
Horizontal orientation. Steps and rangs should be horizontal within a tolerance of plus or
minus 2 degrees.
Slip-resistant surfaces. Steps, rangs, and other components intended primarily for use by the
feet should have a finish that is slip-resistant under wet and dry conditions. Permanent
freatments are preferable. However, when non-durable freatments are used to provide slipresistant surfaces, manufacturers should include infonnation in the instaUation instrartions
regarding how often, to retreat the materials.
5.6.1.12.6 Other design considerations
Additional design considerations covered in other standards include the stractural security
and replaceabUity of steps and rangs, as weU as methods to discourage the use of an access
or the equipment being accessed by smaller chUdren. Requirements conceming the
stractural security of the access as a whole are also included in this section.
Guideline content:
The current guidelines do not make any recommendations about the stracmral security or
replaceabUity of steps and rangs. They do not suggest that rang or step ladders providing
access to equipment intended for older chUdren be designed to discourage its use by
younger chUdren.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
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Issues:
The stractural security of rungs and steps, or of the complete access, is adcfressed tn various
ways. The German standards (DIN 7926, Part 1, 1985) require that steps and rungs be
permanentiy attached to the side supports, which means that "positive connertions that
cannot be undone or shifted" must be used for wooden components. The British standards
state that when access is requfred to the top of any equipment other than climbing
equipment, it should be fixed permanently. SimUarly, the Seattie cfraft standarcis and
Esbensen (1987) recommended that stairways, ladders, steps, and rungs be finnly anchored
to prevent unpredirtable movements during cUmbing. However, unlike the British
standards, Esbensen stated that access to climbing stracmres be firmly secured. The
CanacUan cfraft, Seattle cfraft, and British standarcis do not permit steps and rungs to rotate
when grasped; the Seattie draft standards also specify that steps and rungs should not
wobble.
The Canadian draft and German standards address the method for attaching rungs and steps
to the side supports of the access: nails or wood screws should not be used as the sole
means of connecting steps and rangs to thefr side stracmres. The AusfraUan and British
standards stipulate that steps and rungs, or the entfre access, must be replaceable on aU
pubUc equipment. Other design requfrements for steps are as foUows: the edges of steps
must be properly finished German standards; step nosing, or the effertive projection of a
fread when risers are closed, should not exceed one inch (CanacUan cfraft standards); and
a groove on the top edge of ladder steps is recoinmended as a handhold for smaU hands
(Seattle cfraft standards). Among current catalogs reviewed, one manufacturer provides a
groove on the upper surface of each ladder step, and iUusfrates its use as a handhold.
The Play For All Guidelines (Moore et al. 1987) states that closed risers can create a slip
hazard if they fiU with sand, and therefore recommends that steps with closed risers have.
holes "too smaU to catch fingers but large enough to let grains of sand through without
clogging." A review of current catalogs indicated that stairways and stepladders providing
access to equipment often have closed risers. At least three manufacturers provide
perforated steps and/or risers, which would appear to mininuze the accumulation of sand
on steps when risers are closed.
Three standards suggest various freatments of steps and rangs to discourage the use of
equipment intended for school-age chUcfren by preschool-age chUdren, The AustraUan
standards recommend that the maximum vertical rise of 11,8 inches be used between rangs
on ladders. The CanacUan cfraft standards state that the lowest rang(s) on ladders may be
removed; consistent with this sfrategy, the Seattle draft standards specify that the first access
step or rang be at least 14 inches high, which is equal to the knee height of a 95th percentUe
5-year-old, Esbensen (1987) also endorsed removing the bottom rang of access to taU
equipment intended for older chUdren, especiaUy on pubUc school or public park equipment.
The playground safety checkUst used m the SCIPP (1988) survey suggests that the bottom
access rang to equipment that is 6.5 to 8 feet high should be removed ff preschoolers have
access to the equipment. None of these methods for cUscouraging the use of advanced
equipment by younger chUdren place a limit on how high above ground tbe first rang of a
ladder can be. It is conceivable that some rang heights would be hazardous, even for older
users.
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The Seattle draft standards (1986) specify that ramps should not be used where they aUow
preschool-age chUdren to climb up to stracmres with play challenges that are appropriate
only for older chUdren. In adcUtion, on multi-use equipment, slides and ladders should be
separated to prevent jumping from one stracture to the other. Using the same rationale,
Esbensen (1987) recommended that sUde chutes and ladders not be placed in close
proximity on climbing stmctures.
Recommendations:
Steps and rangs should be securely attached to thefr side supports, and should not mm or
wobble when grasped. Stairways and ladders should be firmly anchored so that they do not
move whUe a child is climbing. Since broken or missing steps and rungs can be a
maintenance problem, it is reconimended that steps and rangs be replaceable. "When risers
are closed, stairways and ladders should be designed in a way that prevents the accumiUation
of sand, water, or other materials on or between steps, without presenting any finger
enttapment hazards (see Section 5.2.6.4).
When the potential faU height from equipment is relatively high, the strategy of pladng the
lowest step or rang of an access ladder high enough to cUscourage preschoolers from using
equipment intended for older chUcfren appears to have some merit. Given the overlapping
cUstributions of step height for preschool- and school-age chUcfren, as these age groups have
been defined throughout this report, this sfrategy cannot be fuUy successful. However, ff the
minimum user from the older group is defined as a 5th percentUe 6-year-olci, placing the
first foothold of a ladder at the maximum step height (15.9 inches) of this minimum user
can achieve some safety benefit for toddlers (2- to 3-year-olds). Based on standard
deviations for step height reported in Snyder et al. (1977), it is estimated that ff the first
foothold is usable by a 5th percentUe 6-year-old, it is high enough to preclude use by about
87% of todcUers. Therefore, on ladders that provide access to relatively high equipment
there is a safety benefit in placing the first foothold 16 inches above the underlying surface.
Smce it is probably easier for young chUcfren to crawl up ramps than to crawl or climb up
stairways and ladders, ramps should not lead up to stractures that are too advanced for
toddlers and preschool-age chUcfren.
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5.6.1.U Handrails
HancfraUs on stairways and stepladders are typicaUy intended to provide hand support and
to steady the user. HancfraU requfrements mclude the maximum elevation permitted without
handrails, handraU height and cUameter, and other design considerations.
5.6.1.1.3.1 Maximum elevation without handrail; handrail height
Guideline content:
The current gtudelines state that stairways and stepladders should have continuous handraUs
on both sides; they do not specify a maximum elevation above which stairways and
stepladders should have hancfraUs. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.3.3)
The design of the hancfrails, including thefr height, should allow the user to maintain an
upright position over each step. Beyond this general design requfrement, no minimum or
maximum heights of hancfraUs are recoimnended. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.3.3)
Probable rationale:
The intent of the general recommendation for continuous handrails is to provide security
for the user during ascent and descent. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b)
With regard to hancfraU height, it is not feasible to selert one height for hancfrails that wiU
be optimal for aU users. However, railings should be designed so that users are able to
maintain an upright position over each step, and can use the raUings without having to lean
back or reach substantiaUy forward. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b)
Brown (1978) noted that some sUde-related injuries in the 1978 Spedal Smdy were caused
by chUdren being unable to reach handraUs on accesses to slides. Using in-depth
investigations from 1976 to 1978, Brown identffied one injury scenario in which younger
chUdren were unable to reach the handraUs at the bottom of the sUde access. After
crawling up the steps to a point where the raUs were reachable, virtims lost thefr balance
and feU as they attempted to stand up.
Issues:
A summaiy of maximum elevations pennitted without handraUs and heights of handraUs
required in the standards is provided tn Table 5.6 - 4. Only the German standards (DIN
7926, Part 3, 1979), which pertain to sUde access, have separate regulations for the height
of hancfrails on stepladders and stairways. The Canadian draft (CAN/CSA-Z614,1988) and
AusttaUan (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981) standards specify hancfraU heights for both upper and
lower hancfraUs, a t J cUstuiguish between hzmdraUs used by school-age and preschool-age
chUdren.
Like the cmrent CPSC guidelines, the Canadian draft and AusfraUan standards requfre
continuous' handrails on both sides of ramps, stairways, and stepladders, but exempt rung
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ladders from this requfrement. The AustraUan standards provide the rationale that on rung
ladders, the rungs themselves are used as hancfraUs. The observational smdy showed that
on ladders with rungs, chUcfren tended to use the rangs for hand support as they climbed
up the ladder. Current catalogs incUcated that stairways and stepladders typicaUy have
handraUs, whUe rung ladders do not.
The Canadian cfraft standards apply only to modes of access that are more than 24 inches
high. The British standards (BS 5696: Part 2,1986) state that handraUs should be provided
"in all cases where the access to equipment, with the exception of climbing frames" exceeds
19.7 inches above the underlymg surface. In both the British and Seattie draft standards
(1986), it is unclear whether hancfrails are necessary on rang ladders.
The AustraUan and German standards regulate the maximum height above ground or a
lower lancUng at which hancfraUs must begin: 47.2 inches for pubUc equipment and 31.5
inches for preschool equipment (AustraUan standards), and 23.6 inches for sUde stepladders
(German standards). With regard to how high handraUs must extend at the upper end of
the access, the Seattle cfraft standards requfre that hancfraUs on stairways and ladders extend
a minimum of 24 inches above the upper platform, and the AustraUan standarcis specify that
handraUs "extend at least as high as a point verticaUy above the outer edge of the platform,
landing or equipment served,"
Consistent with the curteht guidelines, a consumer guide to safer play spaces pubUshed by
the Canadian Instimte of CMld Health (1985, dted m King and BaU, 1989) recommended
that handraUs be positioned so that users can maintain an upright position as they cUmb,
Esbensen (1987) advocated the use of adequate railings on playground equipment to help
prevent falls, but did not specify height dimensions for handraUs, In current catalogs,
continuous handraUs are provided on both sides of a stairway or stepladder, sometimes with
both an upper and lower handraU on each side. The observational smdy incUcated that
chUcfren generaUy use hancfrails on stepladders. On stepladders to sUdes, chUcfren tended
to move thefr grip forward to a higher position on the handraUs before ascending to the next
higher step.
The question of how high hancfraUs should be to help prevent faUs has received some smdy
for adult users (Maki, Bartlett, and Femie, 1984, 1985; Pauls, 1985). One criterion for
evaluating hancfraU height is based on a biomechanical analysis of hancfraU use. Maki et al,
(1984) pointed out that "the best handraU design wUl allow users to position the upper
extremity in a way that wiU enable them to generate the largest stabilizing forces and
moments should they sUp or trip while traversing a stairway." The maximum stabilizing
forces and moments exerted on hancfraUs by adults in a stationary, upright position were
used to estimate thefr abiUty to recover from a loss of balance during stairway descent. For
adults, mcreases in hancfraU height (in the range between 32 and 42 inches) were associated
with mcreases in the maximum forces and moments that can counterart undesfrable body
motion during the initial stages of a faU, Taking into account these data as weU as user
preferences, Maki et al, (1984, 1985) concluded that the optimal range for hancfraU height
is between 36 and 38 mches for stafrways with slopes of 33, 41, and 49 degrees. For steeper
accesses, the effert of handraU height on an adult's ability to recover balance currentiy
appears unknown.
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Thus, there is evidence that adults are better able to recover from a stumble and arrest a
fall on descent if thefr support point is higher up. Consistent with thisfincUng,informal field
observations coUerted by J. Pauls (personal communication, August 1.989) uidicate that when
given a choice, chUdren tend to use a higher handraU, For example, if there is a double
handraU, chUdren wiU use the higher rail, even if it is at or above tiiefr shoulder height.
Also, when hancfraUs are infiUed with vertical raUs or netting, chUcfren wiU reach at or above
shoulder height for hand support. Pauls recommended a hancfraU height between 28 and
32 inches to accommodate 2- to 4-year-olds. The lower limit of this range exceeds the
suprastemale height of a 5th percentUe 2-year-old (26.2 inches), and the upper liinit is
sUghtly lower than the suprastemale height of a 95th percentUe 4-year-old (33.2 inches).
(Suprastemale height is used to approximate shoulder height.) The observational smdy
showed that on steeper accesses, such as stepladders to sUdes, chUcfren tended to hold the
handraU higher up than they cUd on stairways, apparentiy to faciUtate pulling themselves up
in the vertical dfrection; thefr grip location often appeared to be at or above shoulder
height. Data on the biomechanics of handraU use by chUdren are not avaUable. The
biomechanics are likely to vary depending on the slope of the access, the age of the chUd,
and whether the chUd is ascending or descending.
In the Canadian draft and AusttaUan standards, iUustrations show hancfraU height as the
vertical cUstance between the top front edge of a step and the top surface of the raU above
it. By confrast, the British standards measure handraU height from the top rear edge of
each step, which means that handraU heights m the British standards are not dfrertly
comparable to those in the Canadian cfraft and AusfraUan standards. Also, in the German
standards, the height of hancfrails on stepladders to sUdes is apparently measured as the
perpendicular distance above the side supports of the ladder, and not as the vertical cUstance
above each step. The AustraUan standards spedfy that handraUs should be parallel to the
slope of the access.
Maximum heights for upper and lower handraUs provided m the AustraUan and Canadian
draft standards are almost identical, with values of about 40 inches for the upper handraU
and 20 mches for the lower hancfraU; the Canadian draft standards spedfy lower minimum
heights for upper and lower hancfraUs than the Australian standards. Since the British
standards prohibit any mtermediate horizontal or near horizontal rails that can be used as
steps for climbing on hancfraUs, they do not appear to permit a lower handraU (Ramsey and
Preston, 1989). To accommodate smaUer users without provicUng a lower handraU, the
British range of acceptable hancfraU heights has a minimum value of 20 inches, which is
identical to the maximum lower handraU height found in the AustraUan and Canadian cfraft
standards.
On equipment intended for use by preschool-age chUdren, the AustraUan standards specify
higher handraU heights (17.7-27.6 inches) than the Canadian draft standards, which state that
upper and lower handfails for preschoolers should be from 10-16 inches high and from 10-12
inches high, respertively. One problem with the Canadian requfrements is that the distance
between upper and lever handraUs may pose an entrapment hazard. The Canadian draft
standards address this issue for school-age users when they stipulate that the distance
between upper and lower hancfraUs should not be less than 10 uiches. However, this 10-inch
minimum distance between upper and lower handrails is inconsistent with the permissible
ranges of handrail heights for preschoolers,
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Recommendations:
Continuous handrails should be provided on both sides of aU stairways and stepladders,
regardless of the height of the access. Because rang ladders are more steeply inclined (75
to 90 degrees) than other types of access, it seems reasonable for chUdren to use rangs or
ladder side supports for hand support. Tlierefore, rang ladders can be exempted from the
handraU recommendations, "When the maximum height of a ramp exceeds 24 inches,
continuous hancfrails should be provided on both sides of the ramp.
HancfraU height should be between 21 and 38 inches for school-age chUdren, and between
20 and 26 inches for preschool-age chUcfren. HandraU height should be taken as the vertical
distance between the top front edge of a step (tread nosing) and the top surface of the
handraU above it. The upper limits of these ranges are based on elbow heights of the
maximum users in each age group, a 95th percentile 12-year-old (38 inches) among older
chUdren and a 95th percentUe 5-year-old (26 inches) among younger chilcfren. Elbow height
was estimated from the difference between the user's suprastemale height and shoulder-toelbow length. The minimum values for handraU height were based on elbow heights of a
5th percentUe 4-year-old, (21 inches) for older chUdren and a 5th percentUe 2-year-old (20
inches) for younger chUcfren, Informal field observations (J. Pauls, personal communication,
August 1989) and the observational smdy suggest that chUdren sometimes choose to grasp
handraUs at shoulder height or higher, particularly on steeper accesses. Therefore, even
handraU heights at the upper end of the range do not appear to be unreasonable for most
users in the age group. For example, the upper liinit for handraU height recoinmended for
younger chUcfren approximates the suprastemale height (26.1 inches) of the minimum user.
For older users, the upper limit of 38 inches is about 9.5 inches higher than the
suprastemale height (28,5 inches) of the minimum user, a 5th percentile 4-year-old, but is
oiUy 2.5 mches higher than the suprastemale height (35.6 inches) of a 95th percentUe 5-yearold. Choosing a maximum hanciraU height that is suitable for the minimum user is more
critical for younger users than for older users, since younger chilcfren probably use their
arms more tn climbing to compensate for thefr less developed leg sfrength.
Since double handraUs could encourage chUdren to cUmb on them, it is preferable to
provide only one hancfraU, HandraUs should be avaUable for use at the appropriate height
beginning with the first step. How high the raUings should extend at the upper end of the
access is addressed in the section on fransition from access to platform (see Section 5.6.2).
5.6.1.U2 Handrail diameter
Guideline content:
The current guidelines for the cUameter of hand gripping components apply to rungs of
horizontal ladders, climbing bars, and handrails. Volume 2 states that any rungs intended
to be grasped by the hands should not be more than 1.6 inches in cUameter "or in the
maximum cross-sectional dimension." The maximum diameter takes into accoimt the hand
size of a minimum user, defined as a 5-year-old chUd. In the event that a 1.6 inch cUameter
component caimot meet stractural requfrements, any altemate component or design must
not seriously impafr the hand gripping potential of the user. Volume 1 states that a 1.6 inch
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diameter provides a comfortable and secure grip for an average 5-yeaf-old, and recommends
that the rang be cyUncfrical in cross-section. It should be noted that while Volume 1
recommends that gripping components be approximately 1.6 inches in diameter. Volume 2
refers to 1.6 inches as the maximum diameter. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.2)
Probable rationale:
The rationale for accommodating the hand size and grip of a minimum user, rather than
that of a maximum user, is given in the foUowing excerpt from the NBS supporting rationale
document. (NBS, 1978a)
The requfrement of this section ensures that the diameter or maximum crosssectional dimensions of aU components intended to be grasped by the hands
are such that they provide a satisfactory grip to aU users. Because of the
range in hand dimensions between the minimum and maximum user it is
unpossible to provide an optimum diameter for components; a diameter sized
to a minimum user's hand may be "too small" for a maximum user and,
conversely, a cUameter sized to a maximum user's hand may be "too large" for
a minimum user. A component having a diameter thiat is "too large," in
general, is less desfrable than a component that is "too smaU." Therefore, the
requfrement of this sertion spedfies a maximum dimension based on the
minimum user's hand size.
NBS proceeded to explain the basis of the 1.6-inch minunum diameter. "When the hand is
gripping an overhead cylindrical component the user's grip is subjerted to the maximum
force, and so this is used as the test condition. The ability to sustain this grip and, at the
same time, support the body's weight "depends on the dfrertion and magnimde of the forces
exerted by the muscles of tlie fingers and hand. Forces must be exerted by these muscles
to oppose the gravitational force acting on the body," ff a cylinder aUows the gripping parts
of the hand to contart at least 50% of the its circumference, it is considered an adequate
gripping surface. The gripping parts of the hand are those between the tip of the index
finger and the crotch of the thumb. This measurement for the minimum user is 2.54 inches,
which cortesponds to 50% of the cfrcumference of a cylinder with a 1.6-uich cUameter. This
recommendation appUes to components intended to support both hands and feet, because
it is assumed that a secure hand grip is more critical to safety. In the 1978 Spedal Smdy,
some sUde-related and climbing equipment-related injuries were due to the cUameter of
handraUs being inappropriate for the minimum user's hand size (Brown, 1978).
NBS's evaluation of NRPA's proposed standards for the diameter of hand-gripping
components should also be considered, NRPA recoinmended that components intended for
gripping by the hands be from .75 to 1.5 mches in diameter. Thefr rationale was that when
the user's hand encloses the rang or bar, there should be at least a .25 inch overlap m
gripping, presumably between the thumb and the middle finger. Adding .25 inch to the
inside grip diameter of a minimum and a maximum user results in diameters of .75 and 1.75
inches, respertively. The 1,75-inch cUameter. was judged as too large for the grip size of
younger ctUldren, and so 1.5 inches was chosen as the maximum diameter. NBS criticized
NRPA's recommendation on the grounds that in some simations, gripping components
within this range would not satisfy requfrements for stracmral integrity. NBS's concem that
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the recoinmended cUameters be consistent with stractural requfrements is reflected in
Volume 2, which states that altemate designs may be necessitated "when stmctural
requirements caimot reasonably be met by 1.6 mch diameter components." (NBS, 1976,
1978a, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a, 1976b)
Issues:
Unlike the cunent CPSC guidelines, all of the other standards reviewed specffied a
minimum diameter for handrails. The standards for handraU diameter are presented in
Table 5.6 - 4. As stated previously, the CanacUan draft, Seattle draft, and AusfraUan
standards requfre the same range of cUameters for handraUs as for ladder rungs. The
AusfraUan, British, and Seattle draft standards are in approximate agreement on a minimum
diameter of .71 or .75 inches and a maximum diameter of 1.5 or 1.57 inches. The German
and CanacUan cfraft standards spedfy a higher minimum diameter (1 inch), and a maximum
diameter (1.75 or 1.8 inches) that exceeds the current CPSC recommendation of 1.6 inches.
Esbensen (1987) and the SCEPP playground safety checkUst (1988) appUed the same
specffications to hancfraUs as they did to climbing rangs: both sources specffied a range
between 1.5 and 1.75 inches, although Esbensen targeted this recommendation for younger
users (2- to 5-year-olds). The Play For All Guidelines advocates smaUer diameters for raUs
on cUmbers (1-1.25 inches), and Aronson (1988) stated that raUs and bars intended for use
by preschoolers should be cylincirical and no more than 1 inch in diameter. In thefr survey
of elementary school playground equipment, Braya and Langendorfer (1988) found that the
average cUameter of hand and foot holds on climbing equipment \yas 2.45 inches, which
exceeds the CPSC's maximum diameter by ahnost 1 inch. Several current catalogs show
cUameters of 1.13 and 1.33 inches for handrails, hand loops, and rungs; one manufacmrer
indicated that upper and lower hancfraUs on slide stepladders were 1.5 to 1.63 inches in
diameter. D. Thompson (personal communication, Febraary 1989) recommended that there
be a separate grip diameter specffication for 2- to 5-year-olds.
Various criteria have been proposed to ensure that the diameter of gripping components is
appropriate for the intended age group. The Seattie draft standards for diameter specify
that the thumb should be locked around the hand-gripping component to meet the fingers.
To satisfy this criterion, gripping components should not exceed 1 inch in diameter for a 5th
percentUe 4-year-old, or .9 inches in diameter for a 5th percentUe 2-year-old. These
estimates were based on inside grip diameter, which is the maximum cUameter at which the
tips of the thumb and middle finger just touch. Esbensen recommended a less stringent
criterion: hancfraU and rung cUameter should aUow a child's hand to enclose more than twothirds ofthe gripping component. This would mean that gripping components should be less
than 1.53 inches in diameter for a 5th percentUe 4-year-old, and less than 1.3 inches in
diameter for a 5th percentUe 2-year-old. The 1.3-mch maximiun diameter for the minimum
user among preschool-age chUdren faUs below the range of diameters specified by Esbensen
for this age group.
In their smdy of gripping strength measurements of chUdren, Owings et al. (1977) reported
that Uttie information is avaUable on the relationship between the growth of the hand and
strength. They pointed out that hand size may not be the only determinant of hand
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strength. The ASTM Siibcommittee on the continuum of skiUs and size differences of
chUdren conducted a review of anthropometric data, and found that strength measurements
(e.g., grip sfrength) do not match the rapid growth rate observed in chUcfren during the first
5 years of Ufe (ASTM Task Group F15.29, 1989).
Measurements of hand sfrength incUcate that, just as a large object can be difficult for a
smaU hand to grasp, a smaU rod can be difficult for a larger hand to grasp (Owings et al.,
1977). This point is iUusttated when grip strength is examined as a function of age and the
distance between the gripping surfaces. The squeeze test for grip strength requfres the chUd
to squeeze the handle of a grip fixture together with his or her entfre hand. Squeeze force
is measured in units of pound force (Ibf), The cUstance between the two paraUel handles
of the grip fixture can be adjusted to mimic the squeezing of cUfferent sized objects. The
forces exerted in squeezing the hancUe of the grip fixture may be somewhat different from
the forces requfred to sustain the child's grip on a cylindrical component, such as a handrail
or rang (J. Pauls, personal communication, August, 1989). For example, in the squeeze test
for grip strength, the anterior surfaces of tlie second knuckles of the four fingers and thumb
are the only parts of the hand to contart the grip fixmre, whereas adcUtional parts of the
fingers and hand are typicaUy in contact with the surface of a cylincirical component when
the user is gripping the component Moreover, the grip fixture is not oriented to simulate
the position of a handraU m use (Maki, Bartlett, and Femie, 1983), However, m the
absence of data on grip strength for cyUndrical components, and subjert to the caveats noted
above, the cUstance between the gripping surfaces in the squeeze test wiU be used to
approximate the diameter of a cyUndrical hand gripping component.
Results of the squeeze test for grip sfrength are presented in Table 5.6 - 5 as a funrtion of
the distance between gripping surfaces, for the. minimum and maximum users in the 2- to
5-year-old age group, and for the minimum user in the 4- to 12-year-old age group. Since
data were not available for a 95th percentUe 12-year-old, the 95th percentUe 10-year-old was
used instead. The smaUest grip diameter tested, .79 inches, is not optimal for any of these
users. The general pattem is that the 1.2 mch diameter is assodated with higher grip
strengths for the minimum users, whUe the 1.6frichdiametef yields higher grip strengths for
the maximum users. In summarizing grip strength data, Owmgs et al. (1977) reported that
for chUcfren between 2,5 and 5 years of age, grip strength reaches a maximum for the 1,2
inch diameter, and then levels off; for cWldren 5 years of age and older, however, grip
sfrengtii peaks for the 1,6-tnch diameter and then graduaUy tapers off.
Recommendations:
Components intended to be grasped by the hands, such as hancfrails, ladder rungs, and
climbing bars, should have a cUameter or maximum cross-sectional dimension between 1 and
1.5 inches. Placing a lower liinit on cUameter is wartanted by grip strength data: the smallest
distance between gripping components that was tested (0.79 incites) was assodated with the
lowest grip strengths, for aU of the ages sampled. It is suggested that the diameter of hand
gripping components be closer to the optimum value for the minimum user in each age
group. As far as can be detennined from the crade distribution of grip strength as a
function of grip diameter, the grip sfrength of minimum users among both preschool- and
school-age chUcfren peaks at the 1.2 inch diameter. In addition, the 1.2 mch diameter allows
almost three-quarters of a 5th percentile 2-year-old's hand and 85% of a Sth percentUe 45.6-24

year-old's hand to enclose the component Therefore, to benefit the weakest users in both
age groups, a value close to the midpoint of the 1 to 1.5 inch range of diameters might be
prefened.
5.6.1.U3 Other design considerations
Guideline content:
The current gtudelines do not address design features of handraUs other than height and
diameter.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
The AusttaUan and Canadian cfraft standards state that hancfraUs should be supported to
aUow unrestrirted movement of the hand along its upper surface (AustraUa) or gripping
surface (Canada). "Whether gripping surface refers to the upper surface or to the entfre
drcumference of the hancfraU is not spedfied m the CanacUan draft standards. The
AusfraUan standards requfre a minimum "hand clearance" of 2.4 inches for upper hancfraUs
on pubUc equipment and 1.6 inches for hancfraUs on preschool equipment Ramsey and
Preston (1989) described hand clearance as the minimum clearance to an adjacent member.
These minimum values for hand clearance presumably accommodate the maximum depth
of the hand, and ensure that no adjacent components prevent users from gripping the
hancfrails.
The Seattle draft standards specify that handholds should not mm or wobble. SimUarly, the
playground safety checklist used m the SCIPP survey (1988) of playground equipment
required that handholds stay in place when grasped. In thefr cUscussion of hancfrails on
access stairways for sUdes, tlie German standards state that handraUs should not be open
at the ends. TTie British standards permit hancfraUs to be offset by as much as 3 mches, and
unply that they can be offset by more than that amount if the handrails are infiUed. Offset
appears to refer to the horizontal distance between the outside edge of the surface
supporting the handraU and the interior edge of the handrail.
Recommendations:
While aUowing for hand clearance along the upper surface of a hancfraU seems reasonable,
a review of catalogs showed that this is not cunently a problem in handraU design.
Therefore, this point seemed too detaUed to warrant a recommendation in the handbook.
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5.6.12 Other means of access
5.6.12.1 Spiral stairways
Guideline content:
The cmrent guidelines do not address dimensions for spfral stairways.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Because steps on spfral stairways are narrower at the inside edge than at the outside edge,
special attention must be given to provide adequate room for both feet on each step and
to devise a method for measuring tread depth. The Canadian draft (CAN/CSA-Z614,1988)
and AusttaUan (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981) standards for spiral stairways are very simUar. Both
standards state that spfral stairways may be used for inclines between 15 and 65 degrees,
and must adhere to the same requfrements for rise and tread depth that apply to stairways
and ladders. However, the location on the step at which the measurements for rise and
ttead depth must be taken is govemed by the outside radius of the spfral stairway. The
CanacUan cfraft requfrements spedfy that for stairways with an outside radius between 19.7
inches and 35.4 friches, measurements shouid be made at 70% of the width of the step,
measured from the inner edge of the step. For stairways with an outside racUus between
35.4 mches and 70.9 inches, the position cortesponds to 60% of the width of the step; for
larger outside radu, the measurement should be taken at 50% of the width of the step. The
AusfraUan standards differ from the Canadian cfraft standards only with respect to the
ranges of outside radu: measurements must be taken af 70%, 60%, and 50% of the width
of the step for outside radU between 19.7 and 39.4 mches, between 39.4 and 78.7 mches, and
greater than 78.7 mches, respectively. Thus, ih both these standards, the larger the outside
racUus of the spfral stairway, the closer to the inner edge of the step rise and fread depth
must be measured. In addition, both standards prohibit outside radU less than 19.7 inches
and steps whose inner edge is less than 3 inches deep. The CanacUan draft standards state
that other requfrements for access apply, presumably including regulations for hancfraUs and
equal spacing of steps.
The British (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986) and Gennan (DIN 7926, Part 3, 1979) standards
conceming spiral stairways are not as detaUed as the ones discussed above. The British
standarcis contain the following requirements for spfral and heUcal stafrs and ramps: 1)
vertical rise must be between 6.9 and 9.1 mches for steps; 2) projected tread, "measured
tangentiaUy at centre of tread," must be between 5.9 and 10.8 inches for steps; 3) step width
must be between 17.7 to 21.7 inches; 4) slope should not exceed 38 degrees for steps or
ramps; and 5) heacfroom must be provided for up to 70.9 inches above the surfaces of steps
or ramps. In addition, freads must be equally spaced, and balusters (i.e., vertical supports)
used to support handrails either should not have spaces greater than 3.9 inches in width or
should be infiUed. The German standards for spfral stairways apply only to sUde access: at
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the inner edge of the step, the tread should not be less than 3.9 inches deep, or less than
2 inches ff the steps have open risers.
On one of the playgrounds sampled in the observational smdy, a spiral stairway had
individual loop-shaped handraUs on the outside edges of some of the steps, rather than a
continuous handraU, The lack of continuous hand support appeared to make ascent and
descent awkward for some of the yoimger chUcfren,
Recommendations:
Spiral stairways should.meet the general requfrements for stairway access, including
unfformity of rise, riser height, hancfraUs, and ttead width. Even on steeper spfral stairways,
the mode of use is similar to that for stairways and does not typicaUy involve puUing the
body in a vertical dfrection. The outer edge of the step should meet the minimiun depth
criteria for steps on stairways: 8 inches for 4- to 12-year-olds, and 7 inches for 2-to 5-yearolds. The inner edge of each step should be at least 3 inches deep for both age groups.
These recommendations for the minimum depth of the inner edge and outer edge apply to
spiral stairways with both open and closed risers.
The minimum dimensions for tread width and depth ensure an adequate area for both feet
on the outer portion of each step. The foot support area was considered adequate ff it met
the foUowing criteria: when measured from the outer edge of a step, the area should be at
least 12 inches wide for older chUdren, and at least 8.5 inches wide for younger chUcfren;
and, the inner edge of the area should be at least 4 inches deep for both age groups.
Minimum width of the foot support area is based on the hip breadth at trochanter of tiie
maximum user fri each age group, a 95th percentUe 12-year-old (12.1. mches) for older
chUdren and a 95th percentUe 5-year-old (8.3 mches) for younger chUcfren, Hip breadth
approximates the minimum separation of the feet that is necessary for adequate foot
support. For both age groups, the outer portion of a step having the minimum
recommended width and depth wiU provide a foot support area that satisfies the criteria
discussed above.
Although the design of handraUs along both sides might not be possible when the inner edge
of steps forms the axis of a spfral stairway, a continuous hancfraU should be provided along
the outside perimeter of the steps.
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5.6.122 Climbers with non-rigid components
Modes of access like pet climbers and chain climbers use a grid of ropes or chains for
climbing. These non-rigid components can be supported in a variety of ways. The vertical
components of the grid are typicaUy suspended from a horizontal bar at the top of the
access and anchored in the ground or attached to a horizontal bar at the bottom of the
access. Some manufacturers incorporate side support bars into the design, and suspend the
horizontal components of the grid from these side supports. One manufacturer uses archshaped side supports for a net climber. Since net and chain climbers have flexible
components that do not provide a steady means of support, and therefore requfre more
advanced balance abiUties than conventional ladders, they should be evaluated separately
from accesses with rigid components.
A typical tire climber is a 2 X 3 matrix of tires suspended by chains from the side, support
posts of a platform, and anchored at the bottom by chains in the ground. Because tfre
cUmbers are anchored with non-rigid components and the tfres themselves do not provide
rigid foot support, they are dassffied as flexible climbers.
Guideline content:
The current guidelines address modes of access with non-rigid components, such as net or
chain climbers, only in the context of suspended hazards. Volume 2 states that "any cables,
wfres, ropes, or similar components suspended between other components within 45 degrees
of the horizontal are not reconimended because they could be imparted by a rapicUy movmg
chUd." However, such items as cargo nets and cUmbing grids are not intended to be
eliminated by this recommendation, (Volume 2, 7.4)
Probable rationale:
Volume 2 explains that this recommendation is intended to eUminate the hazard of a rapidly
moving chUd colUding with a suspended component. In thefr supporting rationale, NBS
emphasized the hazards of impart with suspended components at the head or neck level,
which can result when a child isricUnga bicycle or running near a suspended cable, wfre,
or rope. No explanation is given for excluding cargo nets and climbing grids from the
recommendation, (NBS, 1978a)
The NRPA had proposed that moving ladders, net climbers, chain climbers, and similar
devices "which do not provide a fixed, steady means of support" should not be used to
achieve heights greater than 8 feet above the underlying surface. Thefr technical rationale
was that, because these climbing devices are not steady, the risk of falls is greater than it
is for fixed climbing devices. In thefr evaluation of this recommendation, the NBS judged
the NRPA's rationale to be adequate, but subjective, and refened to the proposed standard
as adequate but debatable. (NBS, 1976; NRPA, 1976a, 1976b)
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Issues:
The AusfraUan (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981) and Canadian draft (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988)
standards contain requfrements for cargo nets, moving ladders, and similar devices that do
not have fixed or steady cUmbmg components. The Seattie draft standards (1986) adcfress
chain and "webbed" climbers, and the German standards (DIN 7926, Part 1, 1985) contam
specifications for chain climbers. Both the Seattie draft and Canadian draft standards
mandate that climbers with non-rigid components be securely fastened. The Seattie cfraft
standards spedfy that net and chain grids be fixed along aU edges, or at least at the top and
the bottom. As mentioned above, some manufacturers secure net and chain cUmbers only
at both ends. The Seattie cfraft standards also state that connertion points within the
climbing grid should be checked for wear. Consistent with these standards, Esbensen (1987)
suggested that cUmbing nets and suspension nets be firmly and safely connerted, and this
recommendation corresponds to an item on the SCIPP playground safety checkUst (1988).
The Canadian draft standards state that any single rope must be attached at both ends.
According to the AusttaUan standards, the height of the surface at the top of the access
detennines whether a net climber or sunilar device is pennitted: on pubUc equipment nonrigid cUmbers must not be used to access surfaces that are more than 8.2 feet above the
ground or underlying surface; on equipment intended for chUcfren five years of age or
younger, the limit is 5.9 feet. SimUarly, the NRPA (1976b) pfoposed that flexible climbmg
devices not be used to reach heights greater than 8 feet above the underlying surface, as
cUscussed above. The CanacUan draft standards state that the type of non-rigid access that
is appropriate for an elevated surface depends on the angle of inclination and the height of
the surface. Cmrent catalogs iUustrate the use of net and chain climbers to access platforms
up to 6 feet high. On eqtupment designed for preschool-age chUdren, net and chain
cUmbers typicaUy lead to platforms that are 3 feet high. Only one of the catalogs reviewed
incUcated the angle of mcUnation of a net cUmber (45 degrees); other net and chain climbers
appeared to be steeper, particularly at the end closest to the platform.
Other requfrements for flexible climbing devices focus on materials of constrartion. The
Seattle cfraft standarcis requfre that cargo nets and climbing chains be made of plastic coated
steel or vmyl coated heavy duty chain. For chain cUmbers, the German standards state that
chain links should have a maximum opening of .31 inches ih one dfrection. To avoid finger
entrapment between the links and connecting pieces, chain cUmbers should have short links.
Connecting pieces, such as bolts, washers, screws, nuts, and rivets should be protected
against corrosion. With regard to rope and net climbers^ the German standards contain
separate specffications for sheathed wfre ropes and fiber or textUe-type ropes. Fibersheathed wfre rope is recommended for use on unsupervised playground equipment; the
wfres inside the sfrands reduce the UkeUhood of damage and tlie resulting hazards. Each
strand of wfre must be sheathed with yam made of synthetic or natural fibers. "When fiber
ropes are used for rope and net climbers, the strands must have a soft and non-sUp covering,
such as hemp. Monofilament polypropylene and polyethylene ropes or sfroUar materials are
not aUowed. In current catalogs, one manufacmrer indicated that steei wfre enclosed in
plastic is used for net climbers; another manufacturer spedfied that chains for chain net
cUmbers are 4/0 steel with poly-vinyl-chloride coating.
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Beckwith 11988^ land'the Plav For AU Guidelines (1987)'report that rope and net cUmbers
are designed to minimize the risk of faUs from platforms by reducing the potential fall
distance. Beckwith dassffied flexible cUmbers (i.e., net and chain climbers) as soft balance
activities that both offer the highest motor challenge for children and maintain a high level
of popularity.
Current catalogs show that grids are typicaUy comprised of paraUel horizontal components
connected to parallel vertical components; this design enables a chUd to place both feet at
the same level before climbing higher. In another design, adjacent steps are staggered,
apparently encouraging the user to climb to a higher level with each altemating step.
Observational data indicated that, when cUmbing stairways, younger chUcfren tended to
climb one step at a time, bringing both feet to the same level before cUmbing to the next
step; older chUcfren were able to ascend by altemating feet on successive steps. Thus, given
that flexible climbing components do not provide the steady foot support that conventional
steps do, the grid with staggered components may be too advanced for the balance
capabilities of younger users.
Net and chain cUmbers that are currently manufacmred may be suspended from a horizontal
bar at the level of the platform or somewhat higher than the platform. The size of the
opening between the horizontal bar and the edge of the platform can vary considerably.
One in-depth investigation from the detaUed inddent analysis showed a cUstance of 3 inches
between the horizontal bar from which a chain climber was suspended and the edge of the
platform,
Rexible accesses do not have handraUs on the sides. As with rang ladders, children are
experted to use the climbing components and side supports, which can be rigid or non-rigid,
for hand support.
Recommendations:
Flexible climbing devices which provide access to platforms should be securely anchored
below ground level and securely connerted to the stmcture at the top. When coraponents
of a climbing grid are attached to a horizontal bar at the bottom of the access, the
horizontal bar should be buried below ground level to eliininate a potential trip hazard.
Connections between ropes, cables, or chains withm the climbing grid or between tfres
should be securely fixed, Spadng between the horizontal and vertical components of a
climbing grid should satisfy aU enfrapment criteria (see Section 5.2.6). The area between
the rigid horizontal bar from which net and chain cUmbers are suspended and the edge of
the platform should also be designed in accordance with the recommendations given in the
entrapment sertion (see Sertion 5.2.6). "When flexible climbers are uitended for use by
children 5 years of age and under, it is recommended that they be designed to readUy aUow
users to bring both feet to the same level before ascending to the next level.
Since flexible climbing devices are designed to be more challenging than conventional
accesses, they should not be the sole access to other components of equipment. There
should be a less chaUenging option for access, such as stafrways or stepladders, to ensure
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that children use flexible cUmbing devices because they are wUUng to assume the chaUenge
and not because they are forced to use them.
Steel-belted racUals should not be used in tire climbers because of the potential hazard of
protracUng metal bands.
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5.6.12.3 Arch ladders
Arch ladders consist of metal or wood rangs attached to convex side-supports, and are used
for access to equipment intended for both older and younger chUdren.
Guideline content:
The current guidelines do not adcfress arch ladders or tfre climbers.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Arch ladders do not have hancfraUs; in the observational smdy, chilcfren were observed to
use rungs and the edge of the platform for hand support. In prindple, ff chUdren were to
lose thefr footing on a typical arch ladder, they would faU forward onto the rangs rather
than backward onto the groimd. Several manufarturers use arch ladders to access platforms
that are 72 or 78 inches high. In one design, the rangs are wood and square in crosssection; at the top of the ladder, the wood rangs are close together and form a horizontal
surface that is 42 inches above ground, with no hand supports. In the observational smdy,
two chUcfren were observed to have difficiUty at the top of an arch ladder: one duld faltered
as he rose from a kneeling position, and the other fell through the rangs. Also, in one
catalog, a chUd is shown hanging upside down from a rang by her knees. This mode of use
would confUrt with the use of the arch ladder to access a platform.
Recommendations:
Since arch ladders are designed to be more challenging than conventional accesses, they
should not be the sole access to other components of equipment. There should be a less
chaUenging option for access, such as stairways or stepladders, to ensure that chUdren use
the arch ladder because they are wilUng to assume the chaUenge and not because they are
forced to use it
Arch ladders whose top rangs form a horizontal surface should have handholds at the
transition point at the top of the ladder to help users maintain thefr balance as they move
from a climbing to a standing position, as discussed in the foUowing sertion.
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5.62 TRANSITION FROM ACCESS TO PLATFORM
Guideline content:
The CPSC guidelines for sfraight sUdes state that all slides should be designed to faciUtate
the transition between the access ladder, platform, and sUding surface. Protective barriers
around sUde platforms that are more than 30 (Volume 2) or 48 (Volume 1) inches high are
mtended to help the user maintain balance during this transition. However, the current
guidelines do not contain provisions for continuing handraUs from the top of the sUde access
to the sUde platform, and do not adcfress the general issue of ttansition from accesses to
platforms on equipment other than sUdes (see Section 5.7.1.3.2). In thefr proposed
standards for continuous handraUs on both sides of ladders and stairways, the NRPA
explicitly stated that hancfraUs should also be provided at the top of accesses "to provide
security in transition between surfaces or levels." (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.5.4, 11.5.4.2.1;
NRPA, 1976b)
Probable rationale:
The recommendations for protective barriers around platforms are intended to aid in the
transition between a climbing position at the top of the sUde access and a sitting position
on the sUding surface, because fransitions between positions and activities pose the greatest
risk for faUs (see Section 5.7.1.3.1), Protective barriers around elevated surfaces wiU be
discussed in Section 5.6.3.2, The NBS supporting rationale for protertive barriers does not
adcfress the transition between ladder and platform, and, with regard to hand support states
that "adequate handholds for a minimum and maximum user in standing and seated posmres
should be incorporated into the barrier design," "Whether these handholds are
recommended at the entrance to the platform or at the entrance to the sUde chute is not
spedfied. The NRPA reiterated in tiiefr technical rationale that hancfraUs at the top of
ladders and stairways are intended to provide security as the user moves from the access to
the platform to be negotiated. (NBS, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
Issues:
The AustraUan standards (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981) address the ttansition from accesses to
platforms for sUde platforms and for any platforms with guardrails. For sUdes, handrails on
accesses should continue over the platform and end at the beginning of the sUde chute. In
general, when gaps are madefriguardraUs around platforms to provide entry and exit points
to accesses, vertical handrails must be installed on each side. The AustraUan standards also
specify that handraUs on accesses should extend at least as high as a point verticaUy above
the outer edge of the platform. Moreover, to reduce the risk of users being pushed from
entry and exit points on platforms, designs should incorporate continuous raiUngs, handgrips,
or other suitable measures. SimUarly, the Seattle draft standards (1986) requfre that entry
and exit openings to platforms that are more than 30 inches high have protective side
raUings and/or hand grips. The German standards (DIN 7926, Part 3, 1979) provide for the
continuation of hancfraUs on the sUde stepladder into the baimister on the sUde platform.
The detaUed inddent analysis of 1988 data revealed that at least 6 out of 17 faUs from a
sUde ladder were from the top portion of the ladder; the in-depth investigations often cUd
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not provide sufficient information to determine whether the fall occurred from the top of
the ladder.
"When access is provided by stairways or stepladders, the side handraUs can be designed to
merge with the handrails or protective barrier aroimd the platform so that continuous hand
support is available during transition from the top of the access to the platform. A review
of current catalogs indicated that side railings on stairways and stepladders typically extend
high enough to provide hand support for a user at the entrance to the platform. This may
be accompUshed with a vertical or loop handraU at the top of the access. Handrails are
often connerted to the side support posts of the piatfonn, or the railings or protective
barrier around the platform. However, some manufacmrers pennit a gap between the
vertical or loop handraUs at the top of the access and the side support posts of the platform.
In one design that appeared in two catalogs, steps to a platform did not have side raUings;
loop handrails attached to the side support posts of the platform were provided for hand
support at the top of the stairway.
As noted in a previous section, most standards do not requfre continuous handrails on rang
ladders. Moreover, other modes of access, such as flexible climbers, arch ladders, and tire
climbers, are not usually equipped with side hancfraUs. Hand support at the top of these
types of accesses is often provided by vertical or loop handraUs located on both sides of the
platform entrance. Vertical handrails are usuaUy perpencUcular to the outer edge of the
platform, and may be attached to the vertical edge of the protective barrier on either side
of the entrance to the platform. E-oop handrails may extend over the sides of the access at
its top, either in line with the side supports of the ladder or angled towards each other. An
altemate form of support, recommended by Frost (1980) to aid in the transition from ladder
to platform, is the overhead horizontal bar. As seen in catalogs, this bar is attached to the
side support posts of the platform, and appears to be several feet above the outer edge of
the platform.
The observational smdy showed that vertical and loop hancfrails were often provided at the
top of accesses without side handrails, including vertical rang ladders, arch ladders, and
chain climbers; one chain climber and one ramp had overhead horizontal bars. One child
was observed to have difficulty climbing to the top rang when no handholds were provided
at the top of a vertical rang ladder. WTien vertical or loop hancfrails were present some
children used them to get from the top of the access to the platform, whUe others used the
edge of the platform instead. One child, who was holding onto vertical handrails at the top
of a vertical rang ladder, was observed to lose his footing; the use of the handrails
apparentty helped to prevent a fall. Overhead horizontal bars were not consistently used
by children as they moved from the access to the platform. One pattern of use was for
children to kneel on the platform before standing, and one chUd used the overhead bar to
pull himself from a kneeling position on the platform to a standing position. Since children
must extend their arms above their heads to reach the bar, hand support at the top of the
access is interrapted. By contrast, vertical or loop hancfraUs at the sides ofthe platform can
be positioned so that if chUdren liave to move their hands from the raiigs or side supports
of the access to the handrails, they do not have to move them very far. Users must also
avoid hitting their heads on the overiiead bar as they enter the platform area.
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Recommendations:
On any transition from an access mode to a platform, handraUs or handholds should be
adequate to provide support untU the user has fully achieved the desired posmre on the
platform. Tlierefore,. on stairways and stepladders, there should be some provision for
continuation of side handraUs from the access to the platform, to provide uninterrapted
hand support as users move from the top of the access to the platform. Any opening
boimded by a handraU and an adjacent vertical stracmre (e.g., vertical support post for a
platform or vertical slat of a protective barrier) should not pose an entrapment hazard (see
Section 5.2.6).
On accesses that do not typically have side handrails, such as rang ladders, flexible cUmbers,
arch climbers, and tire climbers, special attention should be given to providing hand support
to facilitate the transition between the top of the access and the platform. The optimal
design depends, in part on the slope of the access. For example, on steeper ladders,
chUdren do not have to lean forward in order to reach vertical handraUs that are
perpendicular to the platform edge, whereas on less steep accesses, this handraU design may
be more difficult to reach than loop handgrips that extend over the top of the ladder.
Based on liinited observational data, overhead bars typically appear to be less effective than
altemative means of providing hand support during transition from access to platform.
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5.63 PLATFORMS
Many play stractures currently offered by manufacmrers consist of tiered platforms or decks,
with varied niodes of access to and from platforms, and different play events attached to
platform levels, such as sUde chutes and suspension bridges. Also, mtermediate platforms
may serve as landings on stairways and ladders. Platforms are typicaUy square in shape, but
may also have other shapes, and are often constmcted from wood, steel, or aluminum. Most
reconimendations for platforms pertain to guarcfraUs or protertive barriers used to help
prevent falls from platforms; some reconimendations adcfress other design features of
platforms and contain specffic requfrements for stepped platforms and intermediate
platforms.
5.6.3.1 Design considerations
Guideline content:
As stated previously in the section on slip-resistant surfaces, the current guideUnes
recommend that components intended primarUy for use by the feet should have a slipresistant finish under wet and dry conditions. This recommendation is intended to apply to
platforms and decks. (Volume 1; Volume 2, 11.4)
No other design feamres of platforms are addressed, other than the use of protective
barriers.
Probable rationale:
Refer to the probable rationale in the section on sUp-resistant surfaces of steps and rangs.
Not appUcable.
Issues:
In thefr discussion of platforms, decks, ramps, and roofs, the Seattle draft standards (1986)
state that "platforms and decks sized to accommodate smaU groups are condudve to
cooperative play," and that modular platforms about 4 feet square "are usually successful."
Platforms, decks, and other walking surfaces should have non-slip surfaces, and be free of
algae, moss, or other growths. A moss remover and retardant should be applied as
necessary, and dirt build-up should be removed with annual pressure washing.
In addition, the Seattle draft standards recommend adding roofed areas to some platforms
to provide shelter in wet or hot weather. Roofs should be designed to prevent access out
onto the top. In Schulte's.smdy (1984,. dted in King and BaU, 1989) of acddents on
unsupervised playgrounds, one injury was attributed to climbing on the roof of a "playcabin."
Roofs over play stracmres were addressed in a 1988 playground safety inspection checkUst
published by the NRPA. A clearance of at least 78 inches is required between the roof and
the underlying platform. Consistent with the Seattle draft standards, the NRPA specifies
that support posts for. the roof should not provide access to the roof. In addition, the
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dripline of the roof should extend at least 4 inches outside the edge of the platform the rOof
is sheltering, and there should not be exposed rafters, beams, girders, or trasses undemeath
the roof stracmre. The British standards (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986) co.ntain requirements for
roofed enclosures on slide access platforms: the interior should have a "clear headroom"
between 4.1 and 6.6 feet and any part of the exterior that is more than 8.2 feet above
groimd should be designed to discourage climbing.
The Canadian draft standards (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) require that aU platform decking
have a minimum of 2.5% of its total area open to permit drainage. In addition, any
openings used for cfrainage should not exceed .51 inches, presumably to prevent finger
entrapment. However, based on anthropometric data, openings must be less than .31 inches
to prevent entry by the index finger of a Sth percentUe 2-year-old. Current catalogs showed
that metal and vinyl-coated metal platform surfaces are often perforated, aUowing for
drainage. The size of openings used was not reported in any of the catalogs. "When
platforms are constracted from wood planks, there appear to be gaps between the planks;
one manufacturer cunently uses plastic components to maintain a .25 inch gap between
adjacent planks, "to dissipate expansion and contraction forces due to changes in humidity
and temperamre." In apparent disagreement with the Canadian draft standards, Esbensen
(1987) recommended that platforms on cUmbing stracmres have solid flooring, so that sand
and grit cannot faU through openings in the platform onto chUdren playing below. In the
catalogs sampled, soUd surfaces appeared to be used much less frequently for platforms than
perforated metal surfaces or wood planks.
Recommendations:
It is recommended that platforms and decks have surfaces that are sUp-resistant under wet
and dry conditions. Openings should be provided to allow for drainage; however, any such
openings should not present a finger entrapment hazard (see Sertion 5.2.6.4). Roofed areas
should be designed to prevent children from cUmbing onto the roof.
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5.6 J 2 Guardrails, protective barriers
AU the standards reviewed contain some provision for guardraUs or barriers on platforms
and other elevated surfaces, to help prevent falls to the underlying surface. Protective
barriers have more stringent requfrements than guardraUs in that in addition to preventing
faUs over the edge, protective barriers should also be designed to preclude access under or
through them (NRPA, 1976b). Most standards do not clearly distinguish between these two
levels of protertion, and terms like guarcfraU and barrier are not used consistently in the
Uterature.
Guideline content:
Volume 2 addresses protertive barriers in its general discussion of elevated surfaces, and
also in its tteatment of the slide surface entrance. Reconimendations for barriers that are
specffic to slides are discussed in Section 5.7.1.3.2.2.
An elevated surface that is more than 30 inches above the underlying surface, and that is
intended for use as a "platform, deck, walkway, landmg, ttansitional surface, or similar
walking surface" should have a protective barrier at least 38 inches in height The barrier
should completely surround the surface except for necessary entrance and exit openings.
The design of barriers should prevent faUs through the barrier, prevent entrapment and
deter climbing on the barrier. Elevated surfaces where a protertive barrier would interfere
with the intended use of the equipment are exempt from this recommendation; these
surfaces include "balance beams, most climbing apparams, platforms or other equipment
tiered or layered in a manner which would preclude a fall of more than 30 inches."
Protertive barriers also do not apply to ladders and stairways. (Volume 2, 11.1)
Volume 2 also specfficaUy states that protertive barriers at least 38 inches high should
sunound sUde platforms, except for necessary exit and entrance openings. This
recommendation applies to sUdes with an entrance height greater than 30 inches. Eike
barriers on elevated surfaces, barriers on sUde platforms are intended to prevent falls
through the barrier, prevent entrapment and discourage climbing. Volume 1 also
recommends the use Of protective barriers on sUde platforms to help prevent faUs, but
pennits a maximum slide height of 4 feet without barriers, in contrast to the 30-inch
maximum height aUowed in Volume 2. SoUd barriers or barriers with vertical rather than
horizontal bars are suggested as designs that may discourage climbing. (Volume 1;
Volume 2, 11.5.4.2)
Probable rationale:
As stated in the current guidelines and in the NBS rationale, protective barriers are
intended to prevent accidental faUs from equipment. Rutherford (1979) reported that 72%
of public playground equipment-related accidents in the 1978 Special Smdy were due to
faUs.
Maximum elevation without barriers. The rationale fof the 30-inch maximum height of
surfaces without baniers was based on precedents estabUshed by major buUding codes,
including the Uniform BuUding Code-1976, Section 1716, and the One and Two Family
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Dwelling Code, 1975, Section R215. These codes wefe considered appropriate by NBS for
two reasons: 1) the codes were devised to provide protection to the pubUc, inclucUng
children between 5 and-12 years of age; 2) the protective stractures covered in the buUding
codes and the cunent guidelines have the same funrtional intent. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b)
Minimum height of barrier. The 38-inch minimum height for barriers ensures that the
maximum user's standing center of gravity is below the top surface of the barrier. The 38inch dimension was based on the standing center of gravity (36 inches) of a 95th percentUe
12-year-old, with aUowances added for settling, warping, or other aging effects and for
footwear. In thefr 1976 report A model performance standard for guardrails, the NBS
recommended that the height-.of protertive barriers should take into account the user's
standing center of gravity and a tolerance for settling, warping, or other aging efferts.
(NBS, 1978a, 1978b)
Design considerations. To prevent a foreseeable hazardous use, the design of a barrier
should neither encourage nor faciUtate climbing on or over the top of the barrier, and
should prevent a minimum user from faUing through. For example, since horizontal
intermediate bars below the top of a barrier may look Uke a ladder to users, and therefore
encourage climbing, this barrier design should not be used on elevated surfaces. The
recommendation that barriers be designed to prevent entrapment is seff-explanatory, given
that barriers may contain openings that pose enfrapment hazards. Barriers may be
constrarted from any material that satisfies the above recommendations, and need not be
solid or opaque. Transparent or open screen barriers are preferable over soUd or opaque
barriers, because they faciUtate supervision and permit the user to see out from the
elevation, eliminating the feeUng of confinement. (NBS, 1978a, 1978b)
Issues:
Standards for guarcfraUs and barriers on elevated surfaces are summarized in Table 5.66. The stracmres govemed by requfrements for guardrails or barriers vary somewhat across
standards. The CPSC guidelines for protertive barriers apply to walking surfaces, such as
platforms, decks, and landings, and to sUde platforms m particular, but not to ladders and
stairways. The AustraUan standards (AS 1924, Part 2,1981) require guardrails ori platforms
and landings, and also on the sides of incUned accesses, such as stairways. The British
standards (BS 5696: Part 2,1986) state that guardraUs are necessary "m aU cases where the
access to equipment with the exception of climbing frames, is more than 19.7 inches above
ground level or other adjacent surface." Although platforms, ramps, and slide accesses are
explicitly covered by this requfrement it is unclear whether other types of access are also
required to have guardrails. In contrast, the NRPA (1976b) proposed that stairways and
ladders be exempt frbm having protertive barriers. Their rationale was that handrails at a
suitable gripping height are more important on stairways and ladders than a protective
banier whose top surface is too high for proper use as a handrail.
Consistent with the current guidelines, other standards do not include ladders and stairways
in thefr requfrements for guardraUs. The Canadian draft standards (CAN/CSA-Z614,1988)
for guardraUs apply to aU standing surfaces and platforms; similarly, the Seattle cfraft
standards (1986) requfre guarcfraUs on any standing or cUmbing surface. RecaU that the
cunent guideUnes exempt most cUmbing equipment from the recommendation for protective
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barriers: The German standards (DIN 7926, Part 1, 1985) specify that faU guards be
provided on pedestals and platforms.
Fall height criteria for guardraUs and barriers. The maximum height pennitted for a
platform without guardraUs is 19.7 inches m the British standards and 24 inches for schoolage users in the CanacUan draft standards; thus, guardraUs are required beginning at lower
elevations than the 30-inch limiting height recommended in the curtent guidelines and in
the Seattle draft standards. On platforms intended for preschool-age children, the Canadian
cfraft standards specify a maximum elevation of 18 inches without guarcfraUs, which is simUar
to the AustraUan upper limit of 19.7 inches on platforms designed for preschoolers. . On
pubUc equipment, the AusfraUan standards requfre that platforms higher than 47.2 friches
be proterted with guardraUs. Frost (U. of Texas, 1989, unpubUshed manuscript) regarded
48 inches as an excessive height for a platform without guardraUs. In the German standards,
"fall guards" are required if fall height exceeds 6.6 feet. (The German standards do not
define fall guards.) Also, the maximum height of a platform above a given ground surface
is contingent on whether or not the platform is proterted by faU guards that extend at least
33.5 inches above the surface of the platform. For example, sand and fine gravel are
acceptable surfacing materials under platforms protected by fall guards for fall heights up
to 13.1 feet; without faU guards, the highest permissible fall height for a platform is 9.8 feet.
Esbensen (1987) supported the use of protertive siding on cUmbing stractures that lead users
to levels 30 mches or more above the underlying surface. The SCIPP survey (Helsing et al.,
1988) mcUcated that on 97% of playgrounds with climbers, climber platforms that were 30
inches or more above ground cUd not have 38 inch high barriers.
Butwinick (1980) criticized the NBS for applying only one recommendation for barriers to
aU walking surfaces higher than 30 uiches. She proposed that the degree of protection
required on a platform should increase as a function of probable severity of injury resulting
from a head-first fall to the underlying surface. Although precise relationships between faU
height and severity of injury are not known, peak g, an acceleration-based measure, has been
reported to correlate with AIS injury levels of the head. On the assumption that soU is the
most common surface under equipment Butwinick used the soU impact test results reported
by the NBS (1979b), in combination with data on the probable severity of injury assodated
with dffierent peak g levels, to establish the degree of protection needed at various faU
heights for a head-first faU. Butwinick's recommendations were as foUows. For platforms
and other walking surfaces up to 4 feet high, injury resulting from a head-first faU would
tend to be minimal, and so a guardrail is not necessary. For platforms more than 4 feet
high and up to 6 feet high, guardrails should be provided. Protective barriers should be
used on aU platforms over 6 feet high and up to 10 feet high, because the peak g levels
indicate moderate to severe, and possibly irreversible, injury. Walking surfaces over 10 feet
high, including climbing stracmres, should be totaUy enclosed.
For further discussion of data relating acceleration-based impact measures to severity of
head injury, see Section 5.1. It is important to recognize that potential for head injury
should not be the sole criterion for determining guardraU and barrier requirements;
fractures to body extrenUties can result from relatively low heights (NRPA, 1976a).
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The NRPA (1976b) also proposed dffierent degrees of protertion aroimd elevated surfaces,
depending on the potential fall height. GuardraUs were recommended for waUdng surfaces
between 4 feet and 8 feet high. Any surface elevated more than 8. feet and up to 12 feet
should have a protective barrier, and surfaces more than 12 feet in height should be totaUy
enclosed. As discussed previously, the NRPA distinguished between guarcfraUs and
protective barriers in their proposed standards. Although both guardrails and protective
barriers are mtended to help prevent faUs, the design of protective barriers has additional
constraints: protective barriers must not permit access under or through them. Thus, the
NRPA's proposed standards for guardraUs and barriers are less conservative than
Butwmick's proposed guidelines. The NBS (1976) stated that the NRPA's faU height criteria
for guardrails and protective barriers were based on subjective judgment and that
altematives would also be subjertive, given the current state of knowledge.
Height of guardrails and baniers. The Australian standards spedfy that the top raU of
guardraUs on public equipment should be at least 35.4 inches above tlie standing surface or
step nosing of stairways and stepladders. This height is somewhat lower than the 38 inch
minimum height recommended in the current guidelines. On equipment intended for
preschoolers, the minimum height is 27.6 uiches, which is slightly higher than the standing
center of gravity (26.9 mches) of a 95th percentUe 5-year-old. TTie German standards
requfre that faU guards be at least 27.6 mches high on platforms and pedestals intended for
aU users, whUe the Canadian standards specify a sUghtly lower minimum height of 24 inches
on standing surfaces with faU heights of 36 inches or more. In the British standards, the
minimum height of guardrails depends on the height of the surface above ground. Platforms
between 19.7 and 39.4 mches in height should have guardrails at least 19.7 inches high. For
platforms between 39.4 and 59.1 inches above groimd level, the minimum height of the
guardraU increases as a linear funrtion of faU height, up to a value of 35.4 mches. Only the
Seattle draft standards provide a minimum barrier height (42 inches) that is greater than the
CPSC's 38-inch minimum value.
Butwmick (1980) and the Plav For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987) supported the 38-mch
minimum height for protective barriers recommended in the current guidelines. F. Wallach
(personal communication, Febraaiy 1989) questioned whether barriers on a surface 30
uiches high are wananted by injury data, and stated that a 38-inch barrier on top of a
platform 30 inches in height may create a 68-mch elevation for jumping off equipment.
Preston (1988) pointed out that the top of a 38 mch high barrier is above the eye level of
a 4-year-old, and so the minimum barrier height may have to be lowered to accommodate
preschool-age chUdren. Consistent with the NBS rationale;, Esbensen (1987) recommended
that the standing center of gravity be used to detennine the heights of guardrails on
platforms. In addition, the stamre of users must be considered to ensure that they are
visible and that they can see out from the platform. Taking these two variables into
account, Esbensen suggested that guardraUs be 24 inches high for 1- to 3-year-olds, and 2832fricheshigh for 3- to 6-year-olds. The SCIPP playground safety checkUst (1988) indicates
that barriers around equipment intended for preschoolers should be 30 inches high.
Design considerations. Consistent with the cunent guidelines, some standards place
constraints on the design of guardraUs to discourage cUmbing by users, and to prevent them
from falling off or through tlie guardrails. The Ausfralian standards permit guardraUs to be
of monolithic or non-monolithic constraction. The requirements for non-monoUthic
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guardrails are as foUows. Support posts should not be more than 6.6 feet apart, and the
area betyveen the walking surface and the top raU should be filled in. The material used for
infiU should be shatter.and splinter proof, and should be fixed by welding, lugs, cUps, or
other suitable means. To discourage cUmbmg, the iiifiU should be designed in such a way
that space in the infiU and between the infill and the guardraU frame is not used for a
toehold or foothold. At faU heights up.to 8.2 feet above ground for pubUc equipment and
up to 5.9 feet for preschool equipment an intermediate horizontal raU located halfway
between the stancUng surface or step nosing and the top raU may be used instead of infill.
Eike the AusfraUan standards, the Canadian cfraft standards pennit the use of horizontal
components below the top raU of guardrails. To preclude entrapment any clear distances
between components on guardraUs should not be between 4 and 10 inches. Clear distance
is measured perpendicular to the components, and is defined as the distance between
adjacent edges of adjacent components. The maximum clear distance between horizontal
components should be 12 inches, and between vertical components, 4 inches. Thus, clear
distances between horizontal components are effectively limited to the range between 10
and 12 inches.
By conttast the British standards prohibit the use of intermediate horizontal or near
horizontal raUs beneath the top rail since they can be used as steps for climbing the
guardraU, Infilling below guardrails is requfred, and the infiU should not form wedge, finger,
hand, limb, or head traps. A wedge trap is defined as "any frap formed by an acute angle
between two or more adjacent parts that converge in a downward cUrection." When vertical
components are used they should not be spaced more than 3.9 inches apart; when perforated
material is used for the infilling, the maximum hole size m any dfrection should be 1 mch.
Insofar as possible, soUd infill materials should be shatter proof. The Seattie cfraft standards
requfre that infiUing on barriers consist of either soUd panels or vertical components, to
prevent climbing on the barrier. Thus, horizontal components appear to be ruled out. In
addition, the tops of barriers should not provide a wallang or sitting surface. The German
standarcis simply state that faU guards should not encourage climbing, and do not contain
requirements for different types of uifUl.
In recommending that protertive barriers be designed to discourage cUmbing, as noted
above in the probable rationale, the NBS mtended to preclude the use of intermediate
horizontal bars below the top of a protective barrier. The British and Seattie draft
standards are therefore consistent with the current guidelines. There is considerable support
in the Uterature for not permitting horizontal bars as infill on a barrier to deter children
from climbing the barrier (Beckwith, 1985; Christiansen, 1988; Esbensen, 1987; Moore et
al., 1987). Tlie detaUed incident analysis of 1988 data included one climbuig equipmentrelated injury in which a 3-year-old climbed up on a horizontal railing beneath the top bar
of a guardraU on a platform. When she leaned over the top rail, the victim was pushed
from behind by another chUd, and feU head and shoulder first off the guardrail to the
ground below. In addition, the observational smdy mdicated that when two parallel
horizontal raUs served as guardrails on a platform, chUdren sometimes climbed on them or
undemeath thehi and used them to exit from the deck. For example, one chUd used the
horizontal raUs like a ladder and jumped to the ground from the top raU, Another child
hung from the top rail on the outside of the guardraU whUe supporting his feet on an
intermediate horizontal raiUng beneath the top raU, In one accident scenario described by
Beclcwith (1985), when children sit on the top of guardraUs and hook thefr feet mto the
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lower horizontal rangs, they can easily be pushed back off the stracmre, and break both legs.
However, Frost (1980) suggested that it may be desirable to encourage climbing on
protective barriers. For example, the barrier itself may serve as an entry or exit area for a
platform with multiple accesses.
According to the Play For All Guidelines, there is agreement among manufacturers that,
since horizontal raiUngs are usuaUy constructed in the same way as ladders, they do not
satisfy the CPSC's recommendation that protective barriers be noncUmbable. However, the
SCIPP survey (Helsing et al., 1988) indicated that on 79% of the playgrounds sampled with
climbers, safety bars on barriers were horizontal rather than vertical, and so did not prevent
chUcfren from climbing to greater heights. Barrier designs recognized as being consistent
with the current guideUnes include the foUowing: vertical wooden slats or metal rails whose
spadng does not create an entrapment hazard; soUd panels with clear plastic bubbles or
cutouts to faciUtate supervision; and wire mesh panels which also permit supervision
(Beckwith, 1985; Moore et al., 1987). Esbensen (1987) recommended that vertical bars not
be between 4.25 and 9 inches apart, to avoid an entrapment hazard. Consistent with the
British and Australian standards, the SCIPP playground safety checklist (1988) spedfies that
spaces between vertical components of barriers should not exceed 4 inches,
A review of current catalogs showed that barriers were frequently constmcted from vertical
wooden slats or metal bars attached to a horizontal bar at the top and bottom of the barrier.
One manufacmrer spedfied that the vertical raUs on barriers have no gaps greater than 4
inches or less than 7 inches, and, on equipment designed for 2- to 5-year-olds, no gaps
between 3 and 9 inches. L. Witt (personal communication, March 1989) pointed out that
some older models of guardraUs around platforms currently found on piaygrounds have
vertical components spaced as widely as 40 inches apart. Another common barrier design
was a soUd panel with either cutouts or clear plastic bubbles to pennit viewing out from the
platform. The use of clear materials on solid panels is consistent with the CPSC
recommendation that barriers be designed to fadlitate supervision; F. Wallach (personal
communication, Febraary 1989) and the Play For All GuideUnes also raised the issue that
soUd barriers hinder supervision, espedally of small children. In 1985, Beckwith noted that
several manufacmrers offered enclosures for platforms with two or more horizontal rangs
that can be cUmbed. In curtent catalogs, guardraUs consisting of two or more horizontal
bars were sometimes used on the sides of platforms that were more than 30 mches above
ground level, and on platforms and access ramps for 5, 6, and 11 foot high spiral sUdes.
This guarcfraU design, and those in which vertical components are spaced widely apart,
would easUy allow a user to fall through to the surface below. In the detaUed incident
analysis, one 5-year-old chUd stepped or slipped off the edge of a 42-incfr high platform.
The side of the platform from which the victim feU had two horizontal raUings, presumably
serving as a guardrail. However, the space between the lower railing and the platform was
suffident to allow the victim to fall through.
There has been some confusion repprted regarding how to determine what constimtes a
noncUmbable barrier (Moore et al., 1987). Preston (1988) raised the question whether
barriers should be designed to prevent only inadvertent falls, or, in addition, to prevent a
deUberate effort to pass through openings in the barrier. The latter intention would seem
to place more stringent constraints on the design of barriers; for example, it may be
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necessary to place an upper liinit on the space between vertical components to ensure that
children cannot deliberately climb through the opening.
F. WaUach (personal communication, Febmary 1989) recommerided that two sets of
handrails be attached to the barrier of an elevated surface, one at a level appropriate for
the height of younger chUdren and one at the top of the barrier for older chUdren. Given
that a lower handraU could provide a foothold for cUmbing to the top of the barrier, it is
questionable whether this recommendation could be made consistent with the
noncUmbabiUty criterion.
Recommendations:
The recommendations for guardraUs and protective barriers should apply to walking surfaces
such as platforms, decks, walkways, landings, and transitional surfaces.
These
recommendations should also apply to any portions of stafrways and ramps that exceed the
minimum height requfrements specified below. As stated in the current guidelines, an
elevated surface is exempt from these recommendations if having a protective barrier would
interfere with the mtended use of the equipment; this uicludes balance beams, most
climbing equipment and platforms that are layered so that fall height does not exceed 30
mches on equipment intended for older chUdren (4- to 12-year-olds), and 20 inches on
equipment for younger chilcfren (2- to 5-year-olds).
Maximum elevation without guardrails and protertive barriers. On equipment intended for
older chUdren, an elevated surface that is more than 30 mches above the underlying surface
should haye a guardraU or protective barrier to prevent falls. The 30 inch maximum height
for elevated surfaces without guardrails or protective barriers is consistent with the 1975
One and Two Family Dwelling Code requirements for guardrails (Section R215) on which
the cmrent CPSC guidelines are based, and with the 1986 ecUtion (Section R215) of this
buUding code. The minimum degree of protection that should be provided depends on the
height of the platform. For platforms greater than 30 inches and less than or equal to 48
inches high, guardraUs are acceptable although a fuU protective barrier always provides
greater protection. Platforms that exceed 48 inches in height should have a protective
barrier.
Since younger chUdren have poorer coordination and balance and are more vulnerable to
uijury than school-age users, guardrails or protertive barriers are wananted at lower
elevations, A guardraU or protective barrier should be used when platforms exceed 20
uiches in height. Guardrails are acceptable for platforms greater than 20 mches and less
than or equal to 30 uiches high, but a fuU protective barrier may be preferable for this age
group since it affords a greater degree of protection from faUs. Protective barriers should
be used for platforms that exceed 30 inches in height.
Minimum height of guardrails and protective barriers. . On elevated surfaces intended for
older children, guardrails and prot'^ctive barriers should be at least 38 inches high, as stated
in the current guidelines. This minimum height ensures that the standing center of gravity
of the maximum user (35.8 inches), a 95th percentUe 12-year-old, is below the top surface
of the guardrail or protective barrier. The 2-inch allowance takes into account footwear as
weU as settling, warping, or other aging effects of the constraction materials. For the 2- to
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S-year-old group, a minimum height of 29 inches is recoinmended to accommodate the
standing center of gravity of a 95th percentile 5-year-old (26.9 inches). The same 2-inch
tolerance used for the older group is appUed to the younger group.
Design considerations. Both guardrails and protective barriers should be designed to
prevent inadvertent or unintentional faUs off the platform, to discourage climbing on the
barrier, to preclude the possibUity of entrapment and to faciUtate supervision. Guardrails
and protective barriers should completely surround the elevated surface except for necessary
enttance and exit openings. The foUowing recommendations for infill apply to both
guardrails and protective barriers: horizontal cross-pieces should not be used as infiU for the
space below the top raU because they provide footholds for climbing; when soUd panels are
used as infiU, it is a good idea to provide some transparent areas to facUitate supervision
and to permit viewing from the piatfonn; any openings should be designed to prevent finger
entrapment (see Section 5.2.6.4).
The 38-inch and 29-inch minimum heights for guardrails on platforms intended for older and
younger children, respectively, protect the maximum user in each age group (a 95th
percentUe 12ryear-old or 5-year-old) from unintentional faUs off the platform. However, the
guarcfraU should also extend low enough to prevent the minimum user from inadvertently
stepping under the guardraU. Therefore, on equipment intended for older chilcfren, the
bottom components of the guarcfraU should extend at least as low as 26 inches. This height
conesponds to the chest height at axiUa (26,1 mches) ofthe minimum user, a Sth percentUe
4-year-old, For the younger age group, the bottom components of the guardraU should
extend at least as low as 23 inches, based on the chest heiglit at axiUa (23.6 inches) of a Sth
percentUe 2-year-old, To prevent head entrapment guardrails should not have openings
between 3.5 and 9 mches (see Section 5.2.6).
Since protective barriers have the additional constraint of not permitting users to climb
through or under them, openings in the barrier should be less than 3.5 inches. Vertical infill
fof protective barriers may be preferable for younger chUdren because the vertical
components can be grasped at whatever height the user chooses as a handhold.
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5.633 Stepped platforms
On some multi-use stracmres, platforms are layered or tiered, so that falls from a higher
platform can be terminated by a lower platform rather than by the ground surface. The
height differential between adjacent platforms has been addressed in some standards and
in the Uterature.
Guideline content:
The only reference to stepped platforms is in Volume 2, which states that if platforms are
layered or tiered so that faU height does not exceed 30 inches, these surfaces are exempt
from the protertive barrier recommendation. (Volume 2, 11.1)
Height differential. The cunent guideUnes do not address the maximum height differential
between adjacent platforms.
Probable rationale:
The rationale was explicitly stated in Volume 2: stepped platforms need not have protertive
barriers ff they do not have potential fall heights greater than 30 inches. Moreover, the use
of stepped platforms to access higher levels of the stracmre would be hindered by the
adcUtion of protective barriers, and, therefore, in such cases, protective barriers are not
requfred.
Height differential. Not appUcable.
Issues:
Bowers (1988b) suggested that using a pyramidal or stepped arrangement of platforms with
a safe distance between adjacent levels would reduce the potential faU distance, and
facUitate access to higher levels of the play stracture. "Safe distance" between adjacent
levels was defined as a distance that allows the user to jump or fall to the next lower level
without sustaining a serious injury. SimUar views were expressed by Moore et ai. (1987) and
Beckwith (1988). Beckwith pointed out that since platforms are typicaUy wide and flat,
chUdren can regain thefr balance more easUy after a fall from one platform to another, in
comparison to a fall to the ground surface.
Height differential. The improvement m safety depends on the height differential between
adjacent platforms. As Beckwith (1988) noted, some multi-level stracmres have cUstances
of 3 and 4 feet between adjacent platforms, and use intemal ladders to provide access
between them. Bowers (1988a) recommended a maximum vertical distance of 18 inches
between one platform level and the next for both school-age and preschool-age users.
Beckwith suggested that faU distances between platforms not exceed 16 inches. For schoolage children, the Canadian (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) and Seattie draft standiirds spedfy a
maximum height cUfferential of 24 mches and 16 inches, respectively. Both standards
require that distances between stepped platforms intended for preschool-age children be 12
inches or less. The CanacUan draft standards add that if height dffierentials exceed the
maximum values, a meansof access such as a stauway or ladder must be provided.
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Recommendations:
The step height of the minimum user among older chUdren, a Sth percentUe 4-year-old, is
12 inches, whUe that of the minimum younger user, a Sth percentUe 2-year-old, is 8.8 inches.
However, it is reasonable to assume that chUdren cUmb between platform levels, rather than
using stepped platforms like stairways. Therefore step height is too conservative as an
estimate of the maximum height dffierential between stepped platforms. For school-age
chUcfren and preschool-age chUcfren, the maximura dffierence in height between stepped
platforms should not exceed 18 inches and 12 inches, respectively. These maximum values
are consistent with most recommendations in the Uteramre and with standards which address
stepped platforms designed for preschoolers.
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5.63.4 Landings
Guideline content:
The current guideUnes do not address the use of landings ("intermediate platforms").
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
The Canadian draft (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) and Australian (AS 1924, Part 2, 1981)
standards contain specifications for intermediate platforms on accesses to aU types of
equipment; the British standards provide for intermediate platforms on sUde accesses only
(see Sertion 5.7.1.3.1.4). The AustraUan standards do not permit the vertical rise of any one
continuous ramp, stairway, or ladder to exceed 8.2 feet above the underlying surface; ff
accesses are higher than 8.2 feet intermediate landings must be provided. Entry to and exit
from intermecUate landings should be offset or represent a change in dfrection of at least
90 degrees. Landings should be at least twice as wide as the access, and at least 3.3 feet
long. These requirements are virmally identical to those contained in the British standards;
however, the British standards apply only to sUde accesses. The British standards exempt
spfral stafrcases from the requfrements for intermecUate platforms. The CanacUan draft
standards for intermediate landings apply to accesses to climbing stmrtures, with the
exception of free standing sUdes. Intermediate landings must be used when the vertical rise
of stafrways or ladders intended for school-age childreri exceeds 7.8 feet, and when accesses
intended for preschoolers are more than 4.9 feet high. The requfrements for the relative
positions of entry and exit points on intermediate landings are the same as those m the
AusfraUan and British standards. I-andings should be at least 3 feet square.
The CanacUan cfraft standards provide an explicit rationale for the use of intermediate
landings for stairways and ladders: landings provide a standing surface where chUcfren can
dedde not to continue thefr ascent and have an altemative means of descent. This rationale
is impUdtinthe British standards, since an illustration of permissible entry and exit points
frora an intennediate platform shows an altemative exit. In the discussion of intermediate
platforms on sUde access (see Section 5.7.1.3.1.4), the point is made that such platforms give
chUcfren the oppormnity to halt their ascent and climb.back down. The "no way out"
problem was documented as a cause of sUde-related faUs m the 1978 Special Smdy (Brown,
1978), but could also arise when children ascending high climbing stracmres change their
mincis' about how high they want to climb. Moreover, the use of intermecUate platforms
reduces the potential faU height in comparison to what it would be from a very high
continuous Une of access.
Recommendations:
Consider incorporating landings on accesses to equipment for preschool-age children,
because there are certain advantanges which younger children especially may benefit from:
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landings would help to eliininate the "point of no remm" simation for chUdren who are
hesitant to continue; they would provide resting areas when the access ladder or stairway
is a long cUmb or as places to wait when traffic gets congested, (it would be safer for
children to wait on a platform than on the mngs or steps of a ladder'or stairway); and, they
would reduce the distance of falls down a ladder, such as when a child's foot slips and he
or she sUdes back down the ladder.
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Table 5.6-5
Grip Strength, Measmed by Squeeze Force, as a Function of Distance
Between the Gripping Surfaces and of Age*'
Squeeze force is given in units of pound force (Ibf).

Distance Between Gripping Surfaces (inches)
.79

1.2

1.6

.2.0

Age
Sth percentUe 2-year-old
(minimum user among 2- to
5-year-olds)

3.1

6.2

5.3

95tii percentUe S-year-old
(maximum user among 2-to
5-year-olds)

15.7

28.7

30.7

27.6

Sth percentUe 4-year-old
(mimimum user among 4-to
12-year olds)

5.1

9.5

8.4

6.2

95th percentUe 10-year-old
(oldest user for which data
available)

30.9

46.5

55.1

52.7

* Taken from Owings et al. (1977)
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5.7 TYPES OF EQXJIPMENT

5.7 TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
5.7.1 SLIDES
5.7.2 SWINGS
5.7.3 CLIMBING EQUIPMENT
5.7.4 MERRY-GO-ROUNDS
5.7.5 SEESAWS
5.7.6 SPRING ROCKING EQUIPMENT

5.7.1 SUDES

5.7.1 SLIDES
5.7.Ll PATTERNS OF SLIDE USE
5.7.1.2 REVIEW OF SLIDE INJURY DATA
5.7.1.3 STRAIGHT SLIDES
5.7.1.3.1 SUde access
5.7.1.3.1.1 Slide ladders and stairways
5.7.1.3.1.2 Traffic on ladders and stairways to sUdes
5.7.1.3.1.3 Multiple access to sUdes
5.7.1.3.1.4 Intermediate platforms on sUde access
5.7.1.3.2 SUde surface entrance
5.7.1.3.2.1 Slide platforms
5.7.1.3.2.2 Protective barriers
5.7.1.3.2.3 Maximum height of sUdes
5.7.1.3.2.4 Attachment of sUdes to multi-use equipment
5.7.1.3.3 SUde chute
5.7.1.3.3.1 SUde surface slope
5.7.1.3.3.2 Slide surface width
5.7.1.3.3.3 Sides of sUde chutes
5.7.1.3.3.4 Chute shape and depth
5.7.1.3.4 Exit region
5.7.1.3.4.1 Slope of the exit region
5.7.1.3.4.2 length of the exit region
5.7.1.3.4.3 Height of the exit region
5.7.1.3.4.4 Radius of curvature of the exit region
5.7.1.3.4.5 SUde exit edges
5.7.1.3.5 SUde support structures
5.7.1.3.6 Materials
5.7.1.3.7 Layout and spacing of sUdes; use, fall zones
5.7.1.3.8 Protective surfacing
5.7.1.4 EMBANKMENT SLIDES
5.7.1.5 SPIRAL SUDES

5.7.1.1 PATTERNS OF SLIDE USE
The most common sUde on playgrounds is the conventional straight sUde (see
Figme 5.7.1 - 1).
E^vel of motor-skiU development determines, in part, whether or not chUcfren can negotiate
the access or chute of a sUde, and the manner in which they do so. Developmental data
suggest that chUcfren have the basic abiUty to climb to the top of a sUde before they are
capable of maintaining balance whUe sUcUng down the chute. According to Esbensen
(1987), chUcfren at approximately 15 months of age can climb stafrs without the use of a
railing, and between 2 and 2 1/2 years of age, become capable of walking up and down
stafrs without support, and of using arms and legs alternately to climb up ladders. However,
chUdren below 18 months of age may have difficulty remaining upright as they slide (Moore
et al., 1987), and even 2-year-olds may not have adequate body control to maintain
continuous balance as they sUde (Esbensen, 1987). The risk is that a chUd this age or
younger may fall backward as they sUde, particularly if they are moving quickly, or may fall
over the side of the chute. During the observational smdy, several very young children did
not exhibit the body control and balance needed to exit a sUde standing up: they simply slid
otf the end of the chute and onto the ground, landing either in a seated position or on their
backs..
In terms of mode of use, 2-year-olds tend to ascend the ladder with care, sitting down at the
top, and sUding down feet first and sitting up (Beckwith, dted m Kmg and Ball, 1989). By
3 years of age, balance is better developed, and the child's increasing confidence in his or
her abiUties may lead to more advenmrous use of sUdes. Beckwith distinguished among the
sUding behaviors of chUdren 3 years and older as foUows: 3-year-olds wUl sUde down the
chute in a variety of positions, such as head first or backwards, 4-year-olds ran up the chute,
5-year-olds jump from the top of the sUde, and.6-year-olds may begin to lose interest in
sUdes altogether. Although chUcfren under 6 years of age are more likely to use sUdes than
older chUcfren, the older chUcfren wiU stiU play on sUdes depending on the avaUabiUty of
other types of equipraent.
Injury data support the occiurence of sUde activities which do not conform to intended use.
An analysis (Brown, 1978) of NEISS-based in-depth mvestigations revealed the foUowing
fartors as contributing to sUde-related injuries: falUng back off the access ladder, falUng
whUe waiting m line, roughhousing or being in a hurry, jumping, sUpping, sUding head first
being pushed, and crowding, particularly on the platform. Brown hypothesized that the
"thriU" from the sUding experience decreases with simple repetition, which prompts chUdren
to experiment with altemate, potentiaUy unsafe, modes of use after mastering the "normal"
ones.
The observational data suggested that altemate uses of sUdes are very common, the most
frequent being that of chUcfren climbing up the chute from the bottora. Younger chUdren
who atterapted this often lost thefr grip or thefr balance and sUd, at least partiaUy, back
down the chute. Soraetimes a chUd would start climbing up frora the bottora whUe another
was ready to sUde down from the top or vice versa, which presents the danger of colUsions.
Many other creative sUding methods were also observed repeatedly: chUdren descending
on thefr stomachs, either feet or head first; chilcfren lying on thefr backs or on thefr sides
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as they sUde; chUdren coining down on thefr knees; and children walking down or just
standing on the chute.
Aronson (1988) stated that most todcUers are not ready to use "standard sUdes" without close
adult supervision, because their modes of use need to be constrained. Consistent with this
view, Esbensen (1987) noted that a 3-year-old wiU exhibit more daring, and attempt
movements which may be beyond thefr developraental capabiUties. The question of
developraental readiness is corapUcated by the fart that a chUd's profidency in using a sUde
wiU depend, in part, on how weU the sUde has been scaled to accommodate his or her motor
skiUs and physical dimensions. In a playground equipraent raanual pubUshed by the ChUd
Acddent Prevention Foundation of AusfraUa, Ozturk (1987, dted in King and BaU, 1989)
pointed out that "the typical sUde is designed for the chUd aged between 8 and 12 yearsalthough chUcfren of this age rarely show any interest in this piece of equipraent, thus
leaving the smaller chilcfren the problera of dealing with an item built for children who are
at least twice thefr age."
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5.7.12 REVIEW OF SLIDE INJURY DATA
Results from different injury smcUes, including the detaUed mddent analysis of 1988 injury
data, show agreement on a nuraber of issues. 1) SUde-related injuries may be
disproportionately high araong yoimger chUcfren (0-4 years of age) as compared to older
chUdren (5-14 years of age) (King and Ball, 1989). 2) In raost smdies, the raajority of sUderelated injuries were attributed to faUs. 3) Relative to other equipment types, slides have
accounted for high rates of concussions, skuU fractures, and fadal fractures. 4) The pattem
of sUde-related injuries raay be different for younger chUcfren (0-4 years of age) than for
older chUcfren (5-14 years of age): injuries to the head and face appear to be raore coraraon
araong younger chUcfren, whereas upper Umb injuries are more frequent among older
chUdreri (Kmg and BaU, 1989).
The smcUes dted tn this sertion are more thoroughly cUscussed in the Injury Data Overview
(see Section 3). Although Rutherford's (1979) analysis of 1978 NEISS data only addressed
injuries which occurred on pubUc playground equipment most other data sources such as
Kmg and BaU's (1989) discussion of 1982-86 NEISS data, 1987 NEISS data, and 1982-86
CAIRE data, adcfressed injuries assodated with both pubUc and horae playground
equipraent. Therefore, these data are presented only to give a general irapression of typical
age-related injury pattems and scenarios and are not intended to be dfrectly corapared. The
detaUed incident analysis of 1988 data for sUde-related injuries is based on a review of 40
cases.
SUde-related injuries. In the NEISS-based 1978 Spedal Smdy of pubUc playground
equipment sUdes were estiraated to account for 16% of aU equipment-related injuries
(Rutherford, 1979). A British smdy of Inner Ex>ndon school playgrounds showed 7% of
equipment-related injuries due to sUdes. A recent report (MorbicUty and MortaUty Weekly
Report, 1988) of NEISS data on playground-related injuries (including horae and school
equipraent) araong preschoolers occurring between 1983 and 1987 attributed 26% of aU
equipraent-related mjuries to sUdes. The variation araong estiraates of sUde-related injuries
tn different smdies may be due to differences in the types of locations sampled (home vs.
school or pubUc playgrounds), in the avaUabiUty of equipraent during the different tirae
periods covered or m different countries, or to sorae corabination of fartors. In thefr
discussion of data frora the Inner Ix)ndon Educational Authority, King and BaU (1989)
explained the low percentage of sUde-related injuries as due to the low avaUabiUty of sUdes
on the school playgrounds sampled.
Few smcUes provide estimates of the avaUabiUty of sUdes relative to other equipment on
pubUc playgrounds. A survey of playground surfaces conducted in 1978 indicated that sUdes
account for 12% of aU pubUc playground equipraent units in the U.S. (Rutherford, 1979).
Combining this mformation with results of the 1978 Spedal Smdy of injuries on pubUc
playground equipraent, Rutherford conduded that the frequency of sUde-related uijuries is
roughly proportional to the avaUabiUty of sUdes on pubUc playgrounds. A recent survey of
eleraentary school playgrounds (Braya and Langendorfer, 1988) yielded a coraparable
estimate of the relative frequency of sUdes (10%, inclucUng flat and mbe sUdes).
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Age of victiras: Rutherford (1979) reported the following breakdown for the ages of
chUcfren injured in sUde-related incidents from the 1978 Spedal Smdy data: 21%, 0- to 4year-olds; 46%, 5- to 7-.year-olds; 24%, 8- to 10-year-olds; 8%, 11- to 14-year-olds; 1% 15year-olds and older.
Data reported by King and BaU (1989) have shown cUsproportionately high estimates for the
percent of sUde injuries occurring araong preschoolers. NEISS data on equipment-related
injuries for the period from 1982-86 mdicated that 0- to 4-year-olds accounted for 45% of
aU sUde-related injuries; 1987 NEISS data showed that 47% of aU sUde-related injuries
uivolved this age group. Canadian CAERE data frora 1982-86 showed that 45% of aU sUderelated injuries were incmxed by 0- to 4-year-olds. In^ these three smcUes, sUdes were
assodated with a higher percentage of injuries araong preschoolers than any other type of
equipment, inclucUng swings.
King and Ball (1989) argued that, since there were one half as many 0- to 4-year-olds as 5to 14-year-olds in the total U.S. and Canadian chUd populations during the periods covered
by the NEISS and CAIRE injury smdies, a 45% rate of injury on slides among younger
chUcfren is cUsproportionately high. That is, yoimger chUcfren tend to be at greater risk from
sUde-related injuries than older chUcfren. As King and Ball pointed out, other fartors, such
as frequency of use, may have contributed to the high rate of sUde injuries among younger
chUdren. Slides may be more popular among younger chUcfren than among older chilcfren,
resulting in greater exposure of younger chilcfren to sUdes. Since both the NEISS and
CAERE injury data under discussion include horae playground equipraent, where yoimger
chUcfren are likely to have daUy access to sUdes, these data are even raore likely to reflect
age-related differences in use levels than if they included only pubUc playground equipraent.
Mode of injurv. The 1978 NEISS-based Spedal Smdy (Rutherford, 1979) showed that 78%
of sUde-related injuries were due to faUs or to faUs/irapart with stationary equipraent FaUs
from height accounted for 84% of sUde-related mjuries m the 1982-86 CADRE dataset
(reported m Kmg and BaU, 1989).
In the detaUed incident analysis, 27 of 40 sUde-related mjuries were caused by falls to the
surface, and an adcUtional 8 were caused by faUs which inciuded irapart with stationary
equipraent, producing a total of 35 of 40 injuries on sUdes attributable to sorae type of faU.
However, it raust be noted that even though the majority of sUde-related injuries involved
faUs, many of these faUs were from the access ladder, and so were really unrelated to the
sUde portion itself.
When raode of injury is examined by age group in the detaUed inddent analysis, faUs and
faUs/irapart with stationary equipraent account for most of the sUde-related injuries among
victims of aU ages.
Butwinick (1980) examined 126 in-depth mvestigations of sUde-related mjuries "through
1978," arid made a determination of where bri the slide the faU occmred. She found that
37% of aU sUde-related injuries mvolved faUs frora either the platform, the top of the sUde,
or the top thfrd of the sUde bed, 23% involved faUs from the access ladder, and 9% were
faUs frora the bottora two thfrds of the sUde bed. The reraaining cases consisted of faUs for
which the location could not be determined (4%), and tnjuries that appeared to involve
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causes other than faUs, such as uijuries assodated with "exit landings" (12%), imparts with
the sUde (11%), andmiseeUaneous causes (6%). It is unclear frora Butwinick's discussion
whether the injuries attributed to exit landings included any faUs. Assuming that the exit
landing cases did not involve faUs, about half (51%) of aU the faUs from sUdes occurred
frora the platform, the top of the sUde, or the top thfrd of the sUde bed; alraost one thfrd
(32%) of faUs were frora the ladder.
The detaUed mddent analysis incUcated that a high proportion of sUde-related injuries were
due to faUs from the ladder (18 of 40). As far as can be determined from the injury
descriptions, faUs from the platform, the top of the sUde, and the top thfrd of the sUde bed
accoimted for 8 of the 40 slide-related injuries. However, in 5 of the 40 sUde injury cases
in the analysis there was insufficient information to determine whether a faU was from the
top thfrd or lower two thfrds of the sUde bed, and so the percentage of injuries from the top
third of the slide may have been underestimated. Falls from the bottom two thfrds of the
sUde bed were clearly indicated in 4 of the 40 sUde-related injuries. Only 5 of the 40 sliderelated uijuries did not involve falls.
Pinch points, protrusions, and sharp edges accoimted for 11% of sUde-related injuries
reported tn the 1978 Spedal Smdy on pubUc playground equipraent (Rutherford, 1979). In
the detaUed inddent analysis, there were two cut or puncture injuries and no pinch or crash
injuries. A recent survey of eleraentary school playgrounds (Braya and E^angendorfer, 1988)
revealed that 34% of the sUdes sampled had sharp comers, edges, or projections.
Enfrapment of body parts and clothing entanglement have also been documented as causes
of sUde-related tnjuries. Inspection of equipmeht on the playgrounds of three Massachusetts
comraunities revealed that about half (53%) of the playgrounds had sUdes with headentrapment areas, defined in the report as "any space between 4 1/4 and 9 inches"; side
railings posed the most coraraon head-enfrapraent hazard found on sUdes (Helsing et al.,
1988). In adcUtion, 56% of playgrounds had sUdes with V-entrapraent areas, which can
cause clothing to get caught and result in strangulatiori. One scenario for V-entrapraent on
sUdes was described in the supporting rationale for the CPSC gtudelines (NBS, 1978a): a
raU at the side of a sUde that forms a vertex with the side of the sUde chute raay frap the
hand or arra of a sUduig chUd. About two thfrds (68%) of the playgrounds were reported
to have finger traps on sUdes.
Rutherford and KeUy (1981) examined cases of acddental strangulation with strings
occurring between 1973 and 1980, and involving chUcfren under 5 years of age. In these
cases, something around the virtira's neck, typicaUy clothing, caught on another produrt,
tightened around the neck, and resulted tn sfrangulation. Rutherford and KeUy pointed out
that Ugature strangulation can be caused by clothing becoming entangled with protmding
objects, or from clothing becoraing wedged in an opening or angular space on playground
equipment. Thus, it appears that the survey data reported above on protrusions, head
entrapment, and V-enfrapment areas are pertinent to the mddence of strangulation. In 13
of 29 play equipment-related sfrangulations, clothing or a rope caught on part of the
equipment usuaUy an upright post of a sUde or handraUs at the top of the sUde. It is
unclear frora the report exactly how raany sfrangulations occurred on slides, but Rutherford
and KeUy classified the "raajority" of these 13 acddents as sUde-related.
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The CPSC provided ten additional in-depth investigations from 1980 to 1988 to smdy
clothing entanglement incidents. Seven of the ten involved sUdes. The typical scenario was
that the chUd's clothing, often a jacket got caught ona protrading bolt or other components
at the top of the sUde causing the chUd to strangle upon sliding down the chute. All of
these incidents were fatal cases of asphyxiation. Clothing entanglement is discussed more
thoroughly in the review of injury data for general hazards (see Section 5.2.1).
Other chararteristics of inddent. The detaUed inddent analysis showed, that more than half
(24 of 40) of aU sUde-related injuries occmred during initiation of the task sequence, which
includes climbing to the top of the sUde, moving frora the access ladder or stairway to the
sUde platform, and artivities on the platform prior to sUcUng down the chute. Five of the
40 slide-related injuries occurred during primary use (sliding down the chute); 3 of 40
occurred during termination (cUsmount frora the slide in the exit region). The remaining
injuries involved climbing up the slide chute (5 cases), climbing down the ladder (2 cases),
or jumping from the ladder (1 case).
The proportion of 6- to 14-year-olds (13 of 20) injured during initiation was not appreciably
different frora the conesponding proportion of 0- to 5-year-olds (11 of 20), in the detailed
incident analysis. For the older chilcfren, more than one-third (5 of 13) of injuries that
occuned during initiation were attributed to interaction with other chilcfren, including
roughhousing and horseplay. By confrast, only 1 of the 11 injuries sustained by younger
children during initiation involved interartion. Interaction with other children, in general,
contributed to more injuries in the 6- to 14-year-old group (6 of 20) than in the 0- to 5-yearold group (3 of 20).
Injury pattems. There is sorae indication that relative to injuries sustained on other types
of equipraent, falls frora sUdes are responsible for a high percentage of serious head and
facial tnjuries. Chalraers and E-angley (1988, dted in King and Ball, 1989) analyzed New
Zealand injury data on faUs frora playground equipment which required hospital admission.
One quarter of the saraple sustained intracranial injuries (including concussion, but
excluding skuU fracture). In thefr discussion of these data. King and BaU reported that
intracranial injuries were assodated primarUy with sUdes and were the raost frequent type
of injury sustained by 0- to 4-year-olcls. SimUarly, Butwinick (1980) found that almost half
of the 56 concussions and skuU fracmres resulting from surface impart between 1972 and
1979 were caused by faUs frora sUdes. Although the New Zealand faU injury data for
children adraitted to hospitals and the NEISS data analyzed by Butwinick are biased towards
more serious injuries, slides appear to be strongly impUcated in injuries due to faUs.
Consistent with this view. King and BaU (1989) showed that relative to other types of
equipment-related injuries, a greater percentage of slide injuries consisted of serious head
injuries, including concussion, intemal head injury, and skull fracmres (based on 1982-86
CAIRE data and 1987 NEISS data). In the CAIRE smdy, sUdes were associated with tiie
highest rate of intemal head injuries when corapared to other equipraent; King and BaU
suggested that these tnjuries were caused by faUing frora the ladder or top of the sUde.
Discussion by King and BaU (1989) of 1985-86 NEISS data, 1987 NEISS data, and 1982-86
CAIRE data aUows an age-related coraparison of the proportion of injuries classified by
body location of the injury and severity. A higher proportion of head and facial injuries was
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found araong 0- to 4-year-olds than among 5- to 14-year-olds; in fart, head injuries were up
to three times as frecjuent among younger chUdren than among older chUcfren. By contrast
upper lirab injuries were sustained by older children approxiraately twice as frequently as
they were by younger chUdren. In terras of severity for both age groups, raost of the facial
injuries were contusions and lacerations, and more than half the upper limb injuries
consisted of fracmres. For younger children, superfidal injuries to the face, including
conmsions and lacerations, were the most coraraon raode of injury. King and BaU suggested
that the higher percentage of superfidal injuries to the face for 0- to 4-year-olds could have
been due to their sliding down face forwarci. The second most frequent type of sUde-related
injury among yoimger chUcfren consisted bf serious head tnjuries, the majority of which were
intemal head injuries. Upper lirab fracmres were the predominant tj^e of injury among
older chilcfren, and the next most common mode of slide-related injury among older children
was superficial fadal injury.
In the detailed incident analysis, head and facial injuries were more common than upper
limb injuries; upper Umb fracmres were more frequent among 5- to 14-year-olds than among
0- to 4-year-ol(ls.
Playground equipment-related mortaUty data for the period between 1973 and 1977
(Rutherford, 1979) provides additional support for the importance of serious head injuries
attributed to falls from sUdes. Rutherford reported that slide-related injuries are the most
common cause of deaths resulting frora playground equipraent injuries; of 13 deaths
reported for sUdes, 9 were caused by faUs, and 8 of these resulted frora head injuries.
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5.7.L3 STRAIGHT SLIDES
5.7.U.1 Slide access
Recomraendations pertaining to sUde access are quite limited in the CPSC guidelines.
Access to sUdes is tj^picaUy by means of ladders with rungs or steps, stairways with steps, or
other designs such as raultiple level decks of a tiered stracture. FoUowing the detaUs of
sUde ladders and stairways, three adcUtional topics addressed in the technical Uterature but
not covered by the current gtudelines are ciiscussed: traffic on ladders and stairways to
sUdes, multiple access, and interraediate platforms. In adcUtion to these recommendations,
aU access to sUdes should also conforra to the recoraraendations in the general discussion
of access to playground equipraent (see Section 5.6.1).
5.7.U.1.1 Slide ladders and stairways
Guideline content:
The current guidelines do not address ladders and stairways for sUdes separately frora
ladders and stairways for other equipraent There is one set of general recommendations
for ladders and stairways, which is included in the heading under sUdes in Volurae 1 but
which is cUscussed independentiy of any equipraent type in Volume 2. For detaUed
discussion, refer to the general section on ladders and stairways. Section 5.6.1.1.
(Volurae 1; Volurae 2, 11.3)
Probable rationale:
Because no recomraendations are given specificaUy for sUde ladders and stairways, refer to
the general section as noted above.
Issues:
Slope, steps and rangs, and hancfrails have been identified in the technical Uteramre as
issues significant to sUde ladders and stairways in particular.
As previously discussed, raany sUde-related injuries involve faUs frora the ladder or stairways.
Brown (1978) identified inappropriate ladder incUnation as one cause of these faUs, based
on her review of the CPSC 1978 Spedal Smdy. In the sarae report. Brown's review of
NEISS data frora 1976, 1977, and 1978 indicated that toppUng backward off sUde ladders
contributes to sUde-related injuries.
Sweeney (1980) also noted that chUdren tend to faU back frora ladders and offered the
foUowing explanation. She noted that the recomraendation for ladder inclination is based
on ah industrial standard.- However^ thismforraation'is not dfrectly appUcable: the industrial
standard is for a ladder without railings, whUe most playground ladders, espedaUy those for
sUdes, wiU have railings. Only ladders with rungs are exerapted frora the cmrent CPSC
recoramendation to provide continuous hancfrails on both sides of ladders and stairways.
When using a railing to assist in climbing up a ladder, a person's center of gravity is
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changed, which then afferts the dfrection of a potential faU. Sweeney explained that
playground ladders which have inclines as steep as those recommended in the NBS
documents would cause a chUd to faU backward if he lost his grip, instead of falling forward
onto the ladder and being able to catch himself.
This view of sUde ladders and stairways as potentiaUy hazardous is also reflected m the Play
For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987). Specific slope recoraraendations are raade for
different types of sUde access: ladciers with steps shouid have an angle of 50°-75° frora the
horizontal; stairways should have an angle of 35° or less from the horizontal. These angles
are identical to the current CPSC guidelines (Volume 2,11.3.1). However, the CPSC raakes
these recommendations for ladders and stairways tn general, rather than specificaUy for
sUdes. In addition, the Play For All Guidelines does not mention ladders with rangs as a
means of access to sUdes, although detaUed specifications were made for other types of sUde
access (i.e., ladders with steps and stairways with.steps). It is unclear whether this oraission
raeans that they do not endorse the use of ladders with rangs for sUdes. The Seattle draft
standards (1986) state that ladders with rangs are not appropriate for preschool chUdren as
part of any type of equipraent mcluding sUde access, but do not present the underlying
rationale. No simUar age-specific recommendations are made in the CPSC guidelines
regarding ladders.
The Play For All Guidelines also makes specific recommendations for steps to sUdes, after
noting the CPSC's general freatment of steps. It states that unless the steps are fiiUy
enclosed, free standing sUdes should be avoided; however, no specific rationale for
enclosuig the steps is given. The Seattie cfraft standards also deal with enclosure of sUde
steps and do provide some justification for the measure: "Enclose the risers of steps and
ladders to free-standing sUdes to prevent chUcfren falling through or being puUed off."
Neither the Play For All Guidelines nor the Seattie cfraft standards give any dimensions for
steps of ladders or stairways which provide access to sUdes in particular. The CPSC
guidelines give different dimensions for fread depths, in general, depending on whether the
risers are open or closed (Volume 2, 11.3.2.4), but they do not specificaily adcfress sUde
steps. One further recommendation for sUde steps is given in the Play For All GuideUnes:
in order to eluninate any sUpping hazard on the closed freads due to accumulation of sand,
smaU holes should be used, provided they are "too sraaU to catch fingers but large enough
to let grains of sand through without clogging."
Brown (1978) concluded frora her reviews of NEISS injury data that criteria for the width
of steps, depth of steps, and hancfrails on sUde ladders need to be based on the raanner in
which chUdren use the ladders as weU as the size of the iritended user. This suggests that
cUfferent dimensions should be spedfied for chUcfren of different ages; however, this is trae
for ladders and stairways in general. For exaraple, a more conservative estimate of the
necessary contart surface for the foot may be appropriate for preschoolers, or the diaraeter
of hancfraUs raay need to be adjusted for these younger chUdren.
One other hancfraU problera was identified by Brown's (1978) review of sUde-related injuries.
Frora the CPSC 1978 Special Smdy data, the foUowing injury scenario became apparent:
"chUcfren cannot reach the hand rails at the bottom of the sUde and subsequently crawl up
the ladder a few steps to the point the raUs are reachable. In fransition from crawUng up
the steps to standing in an upright position, some victims lost thefr balance and feU." Brown
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concluded that this represents a case tn which the produrt and the size of the user do not
raatch. The detaUs of various anthropometric raeasures relevant to steps and handraUs are
cUscussed in the context of general ladders and stairways.
Gerraan standards (DIN 7926, Part 3, 1979) for playground equipraent do give spedfic
detaUs for sUde ladders and stairways; however, this is thefr only cUscussion of ladders and
stairways. The requfreraents they outline for slope, steps and rtmgs, and hancfrails, as weU
as those for other dunensions, are generaUy coraparable to what is stated in other foreign
standards which deal with laclders and stairways separately frora any type of equipment.
Therefore, aU ofthese standards are addressed together m the general laclders and stairways
section.
Recommendations:
There does not appear to be suffident justification to treat ladders and stairways which
access sUdes separately from other ladders and stairways on playground equipment. The
issues raised in the context of sUdes are important; however, they are relevant to aU ladders
and stairways and wiU, therefore, be considereci m our general recommendations (see
Section 5.6.1.1).
5.7.13.12 Traffic on ladders and stairways to slides
Guideline content:
No recommendations are made in the current guidelines which affert the fraffic on ladders
or stairways which access sUdes.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
One factor contributing to the hazardous nature of sUde ladders and stairways is thefr traffic
pattems and tendency to become over-crowded, which was seen frequentiy during the
observational smdy. TracUtional sUdes are designed to accommodate only one child at a
time with single-file ladders. However, chUdren do not always play in a "single-file" manner.
Bowers (1988a) commented that when chUdren play in exploratory or creative ways, the risk
of uijury is increased due to the single-use, wait-your-tura design of sUdes. For example, it
is common to see more than one chUd on a ladder, sometiraes trying to clirab in opposite
dfrertions. The detaUed inddent analysis showed six cases in which mteraction with another
chUd on the ladder or at the top of the sUde contributed to the incident. Araong these
cases, the raost coramon scenario involved soraeone behind the virtims pushing them or
otherwise causing thera to faU. Sirapson (1988) clairaed that 'iDetter manufacmrers" had
eliminated single-file ladders.
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fri the Plav For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987), atiention is drawn to the problem
younger chUdren have in being unable to cliralj down tf they get scared during the ascent
up sUde stairways. It is also noted that older chUdren often use the stafrs as a place for
"horseplay." With these problems in mmd, they suggest repladng stairway access to sUdes
with decks as part of a coraposite stmcture. A sunUar idea is Bowers' (1988a)
recommendation to use raultiple level platforms for sUde access. Designs such as this would
help to reduce the hazards of heavy traffic on sUde ladders and stairways. By integrating
the sUde with a deck stmcture, more space would be avaUable for altemative play behaviors,
as Brown (1978) recommended, and the wait-your-tum simation that chararterizes smgleuse, free stancUng sUdes would be minimized.
The width of ladders and stairways is discussed in the general sertion (see Sertions 5.6.1.1.2
and 5.6.1.2.1); however, there are certam standards which pertam to the width of sUde
ladders. The Gennan standards spedfy that sUde accesses must be 16-24 mches wide, when
the free height of fall exceeds 40 mches. Considering that the shoulder breadth of a 95th
percentile 12-year-old is 16 inches, it would seem that the intent is single-file use. The
German standards also state that slide ladders should not be wider than the platform they
serve, but do not give a minimura height at which this goes into effect. The Seattie draft
standards state that single sUdes over 8 feet in length which are above grade raust have
single-file access on ladders, but that they raust also offer multiple means of access to the
sUde so that an altemative "raeans of retreat" is avaUable. They do not provide a diraension
for the width of sUde ladders.
Standarcis that either iraply (Gerraan) or recommend (Seattie) single-file access oppose the
suggestions of several playground designers to use raultiple decks for sUde access. However,
the standards are probably adcfressing the rnore fracUtional, single-use, sfraight sUde, and
have not dealt with the type of access raost appropriate for more contemporary sUde
designs. The designers mentioned above tend to support more modem configurations which
eUminatetiusfracUtionalsingle-use sUde design as a whole, not just the single-file design of
the ladder.
The Seattie draft guidelines present another issue regarding traffic on sUde ladders and
stafrways. They recognize the importance of separating the sUde access frora the sUding
board so that chUcfren cannot fall frora the slicUng board to an adjacent fread. This
recomraendation is repeated in thefr discussion of raodular play equipment: "Locate sUdes
and ladders separately frora one another to prevent juraping frora steps to sUdes raidway."
This idea of not pladng sUdes and ladders paraUel to one another was also supported by
Esbensen (1987). However, sorae raanufacmrers currently offer sUdes with sUde chutes and
access stairways that are paraUel and adjacent to each other. Moreover, this access design
is depicted in the Play For All Guidelines as a way to raake sUdes raore accessible,
espedaUy for non-arabulatory chUdren; and is supported by Beckwith (1988) as weU.
Recommendations:
Younger chUcfren raay benefit froiri single-file stepladders or stairways for ascent to sUdes.
Being able to hold handrails on both sides could help thera to raaintain better balance and
support whUe clirabing. If access to sUdes which are intended for use by preschoolers are
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sragle-file, they should be at least 12 inches but not more than 21 inches wide, as described
in the general recommendations regarding access.
In contrast to stepladders which should always be single-file for younger duldren, stairways
wide enough for more than one chUd are manageable for this age group. The shoulder
breadth of the maximum user, a 95th percentUe 5-year-olci, is 11.5 inches. Therefore,
stairways intended for use by more than one young chUd at a tirae should be at least 30
mches wide, which mciudes sorae aUowance for space between users.
Older chUcfren tend to have higher rates of injury on ladders and stairways because they are
more often involved in rough-housing whUe corapeting for access. Therefore, wider access
to accommodate more than one user at a time raay be preferable for sUdes intended for
school-age chUcfren, The shoulder breadth of the raaxiraura user, a 95th percentUe 12-yearold, is 16 inches. Ladders or stairways intended for use by raore than one child at a time
should, therefore, be at least 40 inches wide, which includes some allowance for space
between users.
When access to the top of a sUde is single-file, it is usefiU to provide an altemative exit from
the platform, such as another ladder or stafrway. This wiU help aUeviate probleras caused
by the "point of no retum" simation chUcfren often find theraselves in, espedaUy younger
ones, if they are hesitant to descend down the sUde chute.
SUde chutes should not be positioned adjacent to the ladders or stairways which access
them. Separation of these components is intended to prevent juraping or falUng frora the
ladder or stairway access dfrectiy to the sUding board and vice versa.
5.7.U.1J Multiple access to slides
Guideline content:
The cmrent guidelines do not include discussion of raultiple raeans of access to sUding
boards.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Several people support the idea of providing raultiple and varied raeans of access to one
sUding board by incorporating raore than one access route (e.g., ladders, stairways, or other
designs) in the sUde stracture. In fart, as fraditional sUdes are being replaced with raore
modem ones, it is typical to firid sUdes attached to broad platforras which are accessible
frora several dfrections (Frost, 1980; Sunpson, 1988).
There is evidence that use of access ladders and stairways as altemative means of exit is
iraportant. In thefr cUscussion of injury data frora the CanacUan Acddent Injury Reporting
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and Evaluation Systera (CAERE), King and Ball (1989) identified lack of multiple access to
slides as a possible factor contributing to injuries. This is particularly tme for younger
chUdren, who raay change thefr minds about going down the sUde and requfre a cUfferent
exit route frora the top of the sUde. Brown (1978) also highUghted raultiple access as a
fartor which helps to lessen the chance of a chUd getting into a "potnt of no retum"
simation.
The Seattle draft standards adcfress this issue by reconiraencUng a "raeans of refreat" other
than the access ladder at the top of sUdes which are raore than 8 feet long and above grade,
as previously cUscussed. They also note that a sUde attached to a platforra may have both
a stairway and a ladder. Varied means of access is advocated by Esbensen (1987) as weU,
who warns against the exclusive use of stairways. Although stairways are helpful for yoimger
sUde users, they do not provide much of a chaUenge to the older chilcfren. Therefore,
ladders should be included as weU.
As mentioned above, modem designs often attach sUdes to platforms of multi-use
equipment. Bowers (1988a) is an advocate of these designs and recommended the use of
platforms at various levels as a means to increase accessibiUty. The Gerraan standards
acknowledge this approach by noting that one or more iteins ofplay equipraent raay replace
typical sUde access such as a ladder or stairway. (Designs incorporating this forra of access
would be sinular to raulti-use equipraent as coraraonly seen today in the United States.)
Also, the Gerraan standards specify that "several accesses are perraitted on multiple sUdes."
However, they do not specificaUy recommend raultiple access for single sUdes. CanacUan
draft standards (CAN/CSA-Z614,1988) recoraraend raultiple raeans of access frora elevated
surfaces which are more than 6 feet high, with the exception of free standing sUdes. Thus,
when a sUde is attached to an elevatecl surface greater than 6 feet, multiple access is
requfred; however, it is not requfred for slides which are-attached to a lower elevated
surface or for single-funrtion, fracUtional sUdes.
Recommendations:
It is recomraended that multiple means of access be provided for slide enfrance platforms.
Stairways are generaUy more manageable for younger chUdren, whUe older chUdren enjoy
the greater chaUenge of ladders.
By including two or more access routes, altematives to descent down the slide chute are
avaUable, which is particularly iraportant for solving the "no way om" problem coraraon to
younger chUcfren. Furthermore, adcUtiorial exit options from the platform would help
resolve a foreseeable use of ladders that has been identified fri the detailed inddent analysis:
several chUcfren were injured when attempting to clirab down the ladder, although the
ladder is generaUy mtended for climbing up. Having more than one access to choose from
raay minimize interference between a chUd climbing down the ladder and chUcfren who are
climbing up one of the accesses.
Designs which incorporate multiple means of access to larger platforms could increase the
overaU safety of free stancUng sUdes.
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5.7.1 J.1.4 Intermediate platforms on slide access
Guideline content:
The curtent guideUnes do not address the use of interraediate platforms.
Probable ratioriale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Three countries address intermediate platforms in thefr playground standards: Great
Britain, AustraUa, and Canada. The inclusion of intermediate platforms along slide access
routes could help to eliininate the "point of no remm" for chUdren who begin their ascent
to a sUde but are fearful of continuing. Also, they could help reduce sorae of the problems
associated with heavy traffic up to the sUde by giving chUdren a platform to wait on rather
than only steps or rungs.
Although the content of the British (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986) and Australian (AS 1924, Part
2, 1981) standards for intermediate platforras, including aU diraensions given, are identical,
there is an important difference. The British standards are stated specificaUy for access to
sUde platforms whUe the AusfraUan and CanacUan draft standards apply to ladder and
stairway access in general. Therefore, discussion here focuses on the British version, whUe
another section addresses the detaUs of intermecUate platforms for any type of equipment
(see Sertion 5.6.3.4). The British standards state that if a sUde platform is raoi-e than 8.2
feet above groimd level, intermecUate platforms are requfred, and the intervals must not
exceed 8.2 feet. An exception is made for spfral stafrcases. Entry and exit to the
intermediate platform must either be corapletely offset or produce a change in direction of
not less than 90°, so that the line of access is not continuous. The platforra itself raust be
twice as wide as the access and at least 3.3 feet long.
A recomraendation related to the idea of interraecUate platforms is the use of multiple level
platforms for slide access, which has afready been mentioned briefly (Bowers, 1988a; Moore
et al., 1987). Bowers (1988a) defined a safe cUstance between platforms as "one in which
each chUd is able to jurap purposely or faU acddentally to the next level without sustaining
a serious injury." He went on to state that 18 inch distances are reasonable for preschoolers.
Incorporating multiple level platforms is a means to faciUtate climbuig to higher equipment
whUe also minimizing the potential faU cUstances and therefore risk of injury (Bowers,
1988b). This design concept can be viewed as a series of interraecUate platforms leading to
a sUde platform. The intervals would be much closer than those specified in the foreign
standards.
Recommendations:
Intermediate platforms for aU types of equipment are addressed together (see
Section 5.6.3.4), because the detaUed recommendations do not need to be different when
such landings are incorporated into sUde accesses.
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5.7.132 Slide surface entrance
Guideline content:
Volume 2 refers specificaUy to the sUde surface enfrance, recommending that aU sUdes have
features which faciUtate the transition to the mclined sUding surface.
Further
recommendations are made regarding the platform and protertive barriers, which apply to
sUdes with an enfrance height of more than 30 inches. Volume 1 gives sorae of these
recoramendations but does not frarae tiiera as Volurae 2 does in its introduction to sUde
surface enttances. An iraportant difference frora Volurae 2 is that the rainiraum height for
requiring protective barriers is 30 inches, but tn Volume 1 it is 4 feet. (Volume 1;
Volurae 2, 11.5.4)
Probable rationale:
Accordmg to the 1978 Spedal Smdy, 78% of sUde-related injuries mvolve faUs. The greatest
opportunity for falling coraes tn transitions between positions or activities. During sUde use,
the priraary transition is between the top of the ladder or other access, and the sUcUng
surface as the chUd moves from a climbing to a sitting position. The upper one-thfrd of the
sUde chute has been identified as the most hazardous section. In order to reduce the
hazards and faciUtate moving from the ladder to the sUding surface, a platforra and
protective barriers are requfred at the top of the sUde. (Brown, 1978; NBS, 1978b;
Rutiierford, 1979)
Issues:
The CPSC guidelines for the sUde surface enfrance focus on easing the transition from the
ladder to the sUde itself. However, in recommending the mclusion of a platform, regarcUess
of its size, they have added a step to this fransition. Rather than one move frora ladder to
sUde, as the CPSC discusses, there are reaUy two separate actions: the fransition from
ladder to platform and the transitioh from platform to sUde. Thus, it would be raore
appropriate to adcfress the issues of these two areas separately.
Transition frora ladder to platforra: This change in raoveraent frora climbing up the ladder,
or stairways, to standing on the platform is considered an espedaUy unportant transition
(Frost, 1980; Ridenour, 1987). Without sorae attention to safety from faUs, chUdren are at
great risk at this point Handrails are cUscussed in the general context of ladders and
stairways; however, continuation of handrails frora the sUde access to its platform, is a key
fartor in fadUtating this raove, provided they are the appropriate size and at the
appropriate height (MaUo, 1988; Moore et al., 1987). Another sfrategy was identified by
Frost (1980), who suggested that an overhead horizontal bar could be helpful to chUcfren.
Sorae cmrent sUde designs utUize such a bar but at the transition between the platform and
the sUde chute.
Transition frora platforra to slide: Although the guidelines do address this transition in thefr
recommendations for protertive barriers on sUdes, which are discussed in detaU below, there
are additional issues which wanant attention. The rationale for this sertion of
recommendations incUcates that the top portion of the sUde is the critical area for protection
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from faUs. Butwmick (1980) presented an analysis of 126 sUde m-depth uivestigations
through 1978. She concluded that faUs from the platform, from the top of the sUde, and
frora the top thfrd of the sUdefricUnetogether accounted for 37% of aU these sUde-related
injuries. Because of the large proportion this represented, she beUeved that raore specific
recommendations for this area were needed and that the definition of the "critical area" for
potential faUs needed to be more predse. Her views are further explained in the cUscussion
of protective barriers.
Concem regarding this movement frora the platform to the sUding surface is shared by many
experts. A comraon reconunendation is to uicorporate a design which encourages chUcfren
to sit before sUding rather than walking or running (Esbensen, 1987; MaUo, 1988).
Afcknowledging this, Preston (1988) mentioned that a horizontal bar at the top of the sfrde
had been suggested by several people as a means not only to aid in the transition but also
to prevent faUs. The Seattle draft standards (1986) repeat this recommendation for a top
raU. The Play For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987) acknowledges the importance of
redudng exposure to faUs during this fransition, but also points out that devices designed
to do so must not mfroduce any new hazards. With regard to single raUs, these guidelines
recognize the opportumty given to chUdren to engage in "skin-the-cat" type actions. The
Play For All Guidelines considers the use of double raUs or vinyl coated chains better
designs. The observational data incUcated that chUcfren very frequentiy hang and swing from
a horizontal bar placed at the enfrance to a sUde chute, and they also tend to climb or sit
on the bar. Such behaviors do not appear safe and any designs which incorporate a barrier
of sorae kind (i.e., a bar or chain) across the sUde enfrance should not encourage these use
pattems. One young chUd who repeatedly cUrabed up the sUde chute frora the bottora carae
very close to hitting her head on the horizontal bar as she stood up sfraight upon reaching
the platforra, iUustrating another hazard of the design, since this use pattem is to be
experted for chUcfren of aU ages.
Another suggestion in the Seattie cfraft standards is to place a mnnel at the top of sUdes to
provide protection frora faUs. However, as Brown (1978) noted and as supported by
observational data, these stmctures are often climbed on and, therefore, present a hazard
of falls possibly from an even greater height
Sorae type of hand grip at the enfrance to the sUde chute can aid in the fransition between
platform and chute. Review of playground equipment catalogs indicated that vertical and
loop hancfraUs or handgrips located on both sides of the enfrance to the sUde chute are used
in curtent sUde designs. These hancfraUs are typicaUy perpencUcular to the platform, and
may be attached to the vertical edge of the protertive barrier on either side of the chute
enfrance. As seen during the observational smdy, chUcfren can ran thefr hands down the
fuU extent of the vertical grip for continuous hand support whUe lowering theraselves frora
a StancUng to a sitting position. This typical use of the handgrips appeared to be benefidal
to the users, espedally the younger chUcfren, Further, when chUcfren were cUrabing up the
sUde chute, vertical or loop handgrips helped them to regain a fuUy upright position as they
stepped onto the platform.
Certain foreign standards address the need to faciUtate sitting before sUding as weU. The
Canadian draft standards (CAN/CSA-Z614, 1988) include recomraendations for a "sitting
sertion" at the; very top?of the slide chute. The idea is to give chUdren a place other than
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the platform to sit on whUe getting ready to sUde down the chute. Specifications for this
sertion are as foUows: length shoiUd be a maxiraum of 12 inches; slope should not exceed
5° below the horizontal plane of the starting platforra; protertive side enclosures should
diminish m a smooth curve frora the guard raU height used for the platforra to the side waU
height and they should be designed so that the flow of hand movement is not obstrarted.
The British standards (BS 5696: Part 2, 1986) make a recomraendation with the sarae
general intent as the CanacUan's sitting section: a short length of horizontal surface is
aUowed at the coinraenceraent of the sUde chute.
Also relevant is the Seattie cfraft standard which recommends that the sUde bed be instaUed
either flush with the entry platform or in a way that provides a smooth transition. SimUarly,
the Gerraan standards (DIN 7926, Part 3, 1979) specify tiiat tiie fransitional part between
the seat area (the Gerraan version of a slide platforra) and the take-off area (the very top
of the sUde) must not vary much in height and there must not be any gaps. Joints m this
sertion are permitted only if they do not jeopardize safety. Moreover, the retaining sides
used on the seat area should merge into the sides and handrails of the chute section in a
way that does not impede the user's raoveraent. The latter raeasure is simUar to the
CanacUan recommendation for merging the guard raUs on the platform with the sides of the
chute.
Coleraan and Vickers (1982, dted in Whiter, 1988) observed seven cases tn which chUdren's
fingers were amputated, over a period of three years at Royal ChUdren's Hospital of
Brisbane. AU of these were assodated with sUdes which had a space greater than 2.54
mches between the platforra and the sUde chute. Winter noted that "double welding with
obviation of space would have been good prevention ra these cases." Another sinular
araputation inddent has been reported sincetiheColeraan and Vickers smdy. Any gap such
as this is clearly hazardous given that chUdren often place thefr hands down to support
themselves as they move from standing to sitting and risk getting a finger smck when slicUng
down the chute. Observational data incUcated that there are indeed sUdes with these
dangerous spaces between the platform and chute on playgrounds.
The foUowing two sections, platforms and protective barriers, cUscuss the CPSC guidelines
and highUght m more detail the need to separately address both the transition frora ladder
to platforra and the fransition frora platform to sUde chute.
Recommendations:
Transition frora the ladder to the platform
Provisions for continuing hancfraUs from the top of the access to the sUde platforra are
included in the general section on access to equipment (see Sertion 5.6.1.1.3.1).
Transition from the platform to the slide chute
SUdes should be designed and constrarted so that there are not spaces or gaps between the
platform and the start of the sUcUng surface.
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HorizontaEbar: Some sUde designs currentiy include a horizontal bar or chairi at the top
of the sUde chute. However, the horizontal bar could conceivably lead to more unsafe uses
of the sUde than it prevents. For example, chUcfren may launch themselves down the sUde
chute by flipping over the bar, jumping off the bar, or swinging from the bar. The extent
to which the horizontal bar has contributed to injuries is unknown. Since older chUcfren are
raore likely than younger chUdren to raisuse the horizontal bar, and since older chUdren
have less of a need than yoimger chUcfren for help in maintaining balance during the
fransition from platform to sUde chute, the horizontal bar does not seem wartanted for this
age group. Whether the benefits to chUcfren between 2 and 5 years of age outweigh the
risks is an open question. Adoption of the horizontal bar on slides intended for younger
chUcfren cannot be supported untU the risks of its misuse have been investigated. Any sUde
design which mcorporates a barrier across the front of the chute should not encourage
climbing or other hazardous behaviors.
Handholds at the entrance to the slide chute. Vertical or loop handraUs placed on both
sides of the sUde chute entrance are recommended because they provide continuous hand
support as chUcfren lower, themselves to a sitting position. Any opening bounded by a
handgrip and an adjacent vertical stracture (e.g., vertical support post for a platforra deck,
vertical slats of protertive barrier) must not pose an enfrapment or strangulation hazard (see
Sertions 5.2.5 and 5.2.6).
To faciUtate the fransition frora the platforra to the sUding surface, the handholds should
extend high enough to provide hand support for a raaxiraura user in a standing position,
and low enough to provide hand support for a minimmn user in a sitting position. To
accoramodate a raaxiraura user who begins to use the handhold in a stancUng position, the
handhold should be at least 38 inches high on equipraent intended for 4- to 12-year-olds,
and 26 inches high on equipment for 2- to 5-year-olds. These heights correspond to the'
elbow height measured frora a standing position of the 95th percentUe user from each age
group, and were estiraated frora the difference between the user's suprastemale height and
shoulder-to-elbow lerigth. To provide hand support for a seated minimum user, the
handhold should extend at least as low as the user's elbow, or about 5 inches and 4 inches
for older and younger users, respectively. The difference between a user's sitting raidshoulder height and shoulder-to-elbow length was used to approxiraate the elbow height of
a seated 5th percentUe user frora each age group. In suraraary, to provide continuous hand
support as a chUd lowers himself or herself from a standing to a sitting position, it is
recommended that handholds extend frora 5 mches or less to at least 38 inches above the
platform for older users, and from 4 mches or less to a minimum of 26 inches above the
platforra for younger users (see Figure 5.7.1 - 2).
5.7.U.2.1 Slide platforms
Guideline content:
Both guideliufcj recommend that the enfrance to a sUde chute be a horizontal platform
which is at least 10 mches in length and at least as wide as the contiguous inclined surface.
(Volurae 1; Volurae 2, 11.5.4.1)
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Probable rationale:
As discussed above, the general intent of these recoraraendations is to help chUdren raake
the fransition frora the ladder to the sUde chute. The only raore specific rationale given is
that the 10-mch length conesponds to the raaxiraura user's foot length; and therefore, a
horizontal platforra at least this long wiU help provide foot support during the change frora
a clirabing to a sUcUng posture. (NBS, 1978b)
Issues:
In a safety inspection of 57 eleraentary school playgrounds m Philadelphia, Ridenour (1987)
found that 46% of the sUdes had platforms which did not mteet the CPSC specification, and
another 11% had no platform at aU. Although this suggests that many sUdes cmrently on
the market do not have platforms even 10 inches long, the guideline for this dimension has
been criticized as not long enough. Also, the foreign standards which regulate this
dimension each requfre longer platforms for sUde entrances.
Frost (1980; U. of Texas, 1989, unpubUshed manuscript) suggested that a 10-mch deck is too
smaU to aid chUdren in the fransition which it is provided for and that a 24-inch platforra
would more reaUsticaUy serve this purpose. Further, he noted that this is an example of the
guidelines being geared toward outmoded single-use equipment, when they should be
addressing more modem playgrounds. Typical modem "superstmc:mres" incorporate decks
which are 4 feet square as sUde entrances.
The CanacUan cfraft standards requfre^ a minimum cUstance of 18 inches between the top
riser of the stafr and the top Up of the chute, which is alraost twice the length recoraraended
by the CPSC. Although the Gerraan standards for slide enfrances are sUghtiy different in
terrainology, certain specifications can stiU be corapared. In dealing with the fransition from
the ladder to the sUde, they requfre a seat area not intended for standing, rather than a
platforra. It appears they assurae chUcfren wiU raove dfrectly from cUmbing up the ladder
to sittrag on the sUde. The depth (which would correspond to the CPSC length dimension)
of this area must be between 11.8 and 15.8 mches. Even the lower end of this range is
greater than the CPSC 10-inch minimum, and at the upper end it is one and one-half times
the CPSC recommendation.
WhUe there is sorae difference of opinion, the width of platforms is not as confroversial as
their length. The Canadian draft standards are identical to the CPSC guideline,
recommending that the minimiun width of the platform be equal to the width of the sUde.
Although neither the Seattle draft or German standards adcfress sUde platforms specifically,
both have width requfreraents appUcable to the sUde chute enfrance. The Seattie cfraft
standards state that the sUde entry should be no wider than the width of the sUding surface;
sUde entry refers to the opening in the barrier at the tope of the chute. The Gerraan
standards requfre the width of the seat area to be the sarae as the sUde; the seat area is a
near-horizontal area at the top of the sUde which is mtegrai with the chute.
Brown (1978) noted that the minimum size of the platform should be determined by typical
play pattems on sUde ladders and the size of mtended users. The rationale for the platform
length does take into account the maxiraura user's foot length, but neither the length nor
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width recommendation has dealt with play behaviors, as Brown suggested. Brown pointed
out that narrow platforms becorae congested when chUcfren are waiting thefr turn, and do
not provide enough space for altemative behaviors. Wider platforras can accommodate raore
than one chUd at a tirae and thefr altemative behaviors, and therefore would be safer
(Brown, 1978; Henniger et al., 1982).
The Uterature does not contain any critidsra of the CPSC's recommendation that sUde
platforms should be horizontal. It seems plausible to assurae that platforras are intended
to be horizontal, unless a different slope is specificaUy stated. The standards which adcfress
sUde platforms do not deal with a requfrement for slope. An exception is Germany, which
requfres that the slope of the seat area in the dfrection of the sUding surface not exceed 5
degrees. However, recaU that this seat area is not mtended for standing on, and so it is not
really a tracUtional platform by nature. This raay be why it was not autoraaticaUy assuraed
to be a horizontal surface.
Recommendations:
Given the injury data for faUs at the top of the sUde during the transition between stancUng
and sitting, and the sodal interaction (including roughhousing) that occurs araong chUcfren
waiting to sUde, a platforra that is oniy long enough to accommodate the foot length of the
raaximum user does not seera adequate. Since chUdren typicaUy lower themselves into a
sitting position when they are on the platform, it seeras reasonable for the platforra to
accoraraodate the buttock-to-knee measureraent of the raaxiraura user. The buttock-knee
length for a 95th percentUe 12-year-old is 22 inches, and for a 95th percentUe 5-year-old is
15 inches. Therefore, it is recoraraended that platforms intended for use by 4- to 12-yearolds and by 2- to 5-year-olds be at least 22 mches and 15 inches long, respectively.
Although 22 inches is raore conservative than the lengths specified in the CanacUan cfraft
and Gerraan standards for the platform or seat area, both standards recommend an
additional sitting-down area at the top of the sUde, which effectively extends the length of
the platform or seat area. CanacUan draft standards allow this sitting section to be up to 12
mches long, and Germzin standarcis specify a minimum length of 24 inches for the take-off
area at the top of the sUde chute. When the lengths of these adcUtional sitting-down areas
are taken into account, the 22-inch recommendation for the platforra length does not appear
to be excessive,
length of the platforra wUl usually not be an issue when the sUde is attached to the deck
of a multi-use stracture, because decks are typically at least 3 feet square.
The current guideline for platform width aUows for the attachment of sUdes to decks or
platforms that are wider than the sUde chute. However, the surface area of the platforra
should accoramodate the number of chilcfren who can be experted on the platforra at one
tirae. In general, when there is only one access, the platforra should be at least as wide as
the stairway/ladder access or the slicUng chute, whichever is wider. In the case of a raultiple
level deck stracture, a lower deck may serve as a play surface in and of itself, whUe also
providing access to a higher deck that functions as a sUde platform. In this case, the deck
to which the sUde is attached can be nartower than the deck one level below.
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If an access is wide enough to accommodate more than one user, the platforra area should
also accoraraodate raore than one user without crowding. The recoraraendation for the
minimum width of accesses intended for more than one user (see Sertion 5.7.13.1.2) has
impUcations for platform width. Accesses intended for raore than one user should be a
minimum of 40 inches wide for older chUcfren and a minimum of 30 inches wide for younger
chUcfren. Thus, in order for the platform to be as wide as the access, it would have to be
at least 40 inches or 30 inches wide, depending on the user age group. As an adcUtional
measure, to ensure that chUcfren can move around safely on the piatfonn when access is
uitended for raore than one user at a tirae, it is reconimended that the minimura length, as
cUscussed above, be extended to increase the platform's surface area.
FinaUy, in the case of more than one access to a sUde platform, the platforra area shotUd
accomraodate at least as many users as the accesses do, without crowding. For exaraple, if
there are two single-file accesses, there should be adequate roora for two users on the
platforra. If there are two accesses, one of which accoraraodates two users abreast, the
platforra area should accoraraodate three users.
The platform slope should be horizontal, as the guidelines currentiy state.
5.7.1322 Protective barriers
Guideline content:
Volume 2 discusses protective barriers in the context of elevated surfaces and then repeats
these recoramendations for sUdes with two additions. The barriers, except for necessary
entrance and exit should completely surround the platform and extend down the sides of the
inclined surface. The barriers should extend at least 14 inches down the sUde chute at a
minimum height of 21 inches. The second addition explains that barriers for sUde platforras
should enable both the miniraura and raaxiraura user to raaintain body balance and support
during the fransition between ladder, platform, and sUding surface. Also, Volume 2 explains
that the protective barrier recommendations raay not be appropriate for aU sUdes:
erabankment tunnel, and exfra wide sUdes which accommodate raore than one user, are
noted as exaraples. Volurae 1 cUscusses protertive barriers only in its freatment of sUdes;
there is no separate sertion for elevated surfaces. There is an inconsistency between the
two voluraes as to the rainiraum height at which protertive barriers are requfred. Volume
1 states that sUdes over 4 feet high should have protective barriers at least 38 inches high.
However, Volume 2 recomraencis the use of barriers for elevations of 30 inches or raore.
(Volurae 1; Volurae 2, 11.5.4, 11,5.4.2)
The detaUs of protective barriers on elevated surfaces which do not dfrectiy apply to sUdes
are cUscussed tn a general sertion (see Section 5.6.3.2). However, in addition to the
specifications cUscussed below, it is iraportant to recognize that protective barriers on sUde
platforms should also foUow aU of the general recommendations regarding the height and
noncUmbabtUty of barriers and the prevention of enfrapraent.
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Probable rationale:
The general intent of recommendations for protertive barriers, sUde-spedfic or ui general,
is to prevent faUs to the surface. The technical rationale for features of protective barriers
that are not spedfic to sUdes is cUscussed in the general section mentioned above.
The specifications unique to sUde platform barriers are intended to provide protertion from
side falls at the top of the sUde as the user raoves frora standing to.sitting, and prior to
attaining a sUding velodty. This area was deterrained to be "critical" for potential faUs. It
would be unreasonable to compromise the barrier height in order to have a lower barrier
which could double as a hand rsul; therefore, adequate handholds for minimura or maxiraurt?i.
users in standing and seated positions should be designed into the barrier. It is unclear what
the exart location of such handholds was intended to be. That is, should they be around the
entfre barrier or only at the entrance to the chute? It appears that the recommendation for
handholds to aid in the transition from standing to sitting was never incorporated into the
guidelines as such. The only correlation which can be cfrawn frora this cUscussion of
handholds in the NBS rationale docuraents to the guidelines is the general stateraent that
the barriers should faciUtate both minimum and raaximum users in raaintaining body
balance and support. The barriers are supposed to provide protection from falls off the
sUde chute prior to attaining sUding velodty. The dimensions chosen cortespond to
anthropometric measures: the barrier is to extend a minimum of 14 uiches down the sUding
surface based on the raaxiraura user's elbow to hand raeasureraent; the barrier is to be at
least 21 uiches above the sUding surface based on the raaximum user's shoulder height when
seated. Furtherraore, as wUl be cUscussed m a later section, these barriers should be
separate from, but overlap with the side walls which extend down the entfre length of the
sUdmg surface. (NBS, 1978b; NRPA, 1976a)
Issues:
In Brown's (1978) reviews of NEISS data, she coinmented that "the conventional sUde does
not provide much protection against falls frora the top." Many others apparentiy agree.
Basic recomraendations only noted that sUde platforms need safety barriers or guard rails
(Helsing et al., 1988; D. Thompson, personal communication, Febmary 1989), whUe others*
specifically called for enclosed platforras at sUde enfrances (Seattie, 1986; Esbensen, 1987).
The Seattle cfraft standards, as weU as recomraendations frora Butwinick (1980), included ,
aU sUdes over 4 feet above grade in thefr freatment of protective barriers, which highUghts/
the inconsistency found tn the guidelines as to exartly what height necessitates the use of
such enclosures.
Butwinick (1980) heavUy critidzed the protective barrier recommendations as they pertain
to sUdes. As noted in cUscussion of the fransition from platform to sUde, Butwinick does not
feel that the "critical area" is suffidently addressed: "the area NBS defines as 'critical' does
not extend down the sUde incline far enough to effertively reduce injury." Her analysis of
in-depth investigations, also previously mentioned, incUcated that several chUcfren fell over
the side of the sUde just after the short guard raUs at the top of the sUde chute ended.
Sorae of these faUs raay have been prevented if the raUs extended further down the sUde
bed. The CPSC appears to have defined the "critical area" based on the raaxiraura user's
elbow-to-hand measure, which is 14 inches. (The recomraendation is that the barriers
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extend 14 mches down frora the top of the sUde.) Butwinick stated that it would be more
appropriate to use the raaxiraura user's seated mrap-to-sole measure, which is 37 inches.
If the recommendation corresponded to this anthropometric measure, protection from falls
over the side in the upper region of the sUde would be improved.- Butwinick's rationale
behind this is that protertion should be provided until the chUd begins descent down the
inclined surface, which would be consistent with the NBS rationale discussed above.
An interesting paraUel can be drawn to the German standards, which regulate the "take-off
area" of the chute separately. This area must not have any curves or undulations frora the
seat area and must be proterted so that chilcfren cannot faU off the sides. The take-off area
must be at least 24 mches long; therefore, we can infer that these German standards
mandate extension of the protertion around the seat area for a rainiraura of 24 inches.
These standards do not, however, spedfy the type of protection which is to be provided.
Recommendations:
A common deficiency of current sUde design is the lack of protective railings at the top of
the sUde chute. The purpose of continuing the protective barrier down the top of the sUde
chute is twofold: 1) to prevent faUs over the side of the slide during the transition from
standing to sitting, and 2) to prevent falls over the side when the seated user has not yet
gained momenmm. Both older and younger children are at risk for the first type of fall,
although older children have the advantage of better balance and body control. However,
the second type of faU is primarily a problem for younger chUdren, who tend to proceed
more cautiously than older chUcfren at the top of the slide; older chUdren gain speed faster
and so are not as prone to lateral cUscharge once they are seated. For these reasons, the
length of the sUde chute protected by the continuation of the protective barrier should be
a minimum of 25 inches on equipment intended for both yoimger and older children (see
Figure 5.7.1 - 3). This raeasure conesponds to the maximum 5-year-old user's seated rarapto-sole measure, and so provides a conservative barrier length for 2- to 5-year-olds who are
more at risk for falls from the top of the sUde chute. The length of the barrier need not be
as conservative for older chUdren, and the 25-inch length is adequate for the maximura 12year-old user.
The cunent minimura height recoraraendation of 21 inches for protertive barriers at the top
of the sUde chute protects the 95th percentUe 12-year-old user frora falls. On slides
intended for 2- to 5-year-olds, a 16-inch height is suffident, based on the sitting raidshoulder height of the 95th percentUe 5-year-old user (see Figure 5.7.1 - 3).
All protective barriers uitended for both older and younger chUdren should be designed to
prevent smaller users frora falling through the barrier. This can be achieved either through
the use of infill or other raeasures, so long as they are consistent with the recoraraendations
that protective barriers be non-cUrabable and preclude the possibUity of entrapment (see
Section 5.6.3.2).
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5.7dJ.2~3 Maximum height of slides
Guideline content:
The current guideUnes do not raake any recommendations as to the maxiraum aUowable
height of sUdes, or of any playground equipment. For a general discussion of maximum
height, refer to Sertion 5.1.3.6.
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Brown (1978) noted that sUdes may vary in height from 4 to 16 feet The 1978 Spedal
Smdy data indicated that 78% of aU sUde-related injuries involved faUs, and more than three
quarters (78%) of these faUs were from distances of 6 feet or higher. We have seen that
relative to deaths and injuries that occur on other types of equipment, falls frora slides are
assodated with a higher percentage of deaths (Rutherford,; 1979), and a higher percentage
of serious head and fadal injuries (Butwinick, 1980; Chalmers and Langley, 1988, dted in
King and BaU, 1989). Because tihe severity of injuiy generaUy increases with the height of
the fall, this variable needs to be adcfressed.
The Play For All Guidelines (Moore et al., 1987) concludes that freestanding sUdes should
be restricted "to 64 friches vertical faU height or to the liraits defined by the test results of
the safety surface raaterial instaUed, whichever is smaUer." Frost (1980) also cUscussed the
raaxiraura height of equipraent. He concluded that no equipraent needed to be higher than
7 feet. SUdes at this height which have appropriate inclinations provide both exdteraent and
chaUenge. Furtherraore, increasing sUde heights beyond 7 feet would only serve to extend
the exdtement which chUcfren could get frora going down the sUde again. SimUar
recommendations for maxiraum sUde height were given by D. Thompson (personal
communication, Febraary 1989), who said they should be no more than 6 to 8 feet, and by
Beckwith (1988), who said sUde elevations must not exceed 80 inches from groimd level.
The British standards aUow the greatest sUde heights: norraaUy accessible parts of sUdes,
such as thefr access, platform, and sUding surface, "should be designed so that a chUd cannot
faU freely frora the sUde to the ground or other adjacent surface a greater distance than 8.33
feet."
Recommendations:
SUdes should foUow the age-specific maximura faU height recomraendations given for aU
types of equipraent (see Section 5.1.3.6).
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5.7.13.2.4 Attachment of slides to multi-use equipment
Guideline content:
The cunent guidelines do not specificaUy address sUdes which are attached to multi-use
equipment also commonly refened to as "superstracmres."
Probable rationale:
Not appUcable.
Issues:
Throughout this discussion of sUdes, attention is given to the fact that modem playground
equipraent is typically designed in the forra of superstractures. This multi-use design often
includes sUdes attached to large platforms, which have multiple means of access and serve
the shde as weU as other equipment. Preston (1988) questions whether the guidelines as
written are appropriate for sUdes attached to multi-use equipraent.
Recommendations:
Because these superstmcture designs are increasingly popular, the sUde recoraraendations
should take them into account. The impUcations of attaching sUdes to multi-use equipraent
were considered for each sUde recoraraendation, and are cUscussed in sections when multiuse stractures wanant spedal freatment
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